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"Dass ich erkenne, was die Welt im Innersten zusammenhält"
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Summary

The beneficial interplay of advancing technologies and fundamental research filling
knowledge gaps is seldom as evident as for microscopy and microbiology. Microbio-
logical research profited considerably from the invention of the first microscopes, which
changed the perception of the invisible world around us, allowing to literally look at
the microorganisms of interest. Especially in the last decades, new methods achieving
unprecedented resolution revolutionized this research field. This progress enabled micro-
biology to evolve from the evaluation of bulk measurements of prokaryotic populations
to experiments on a single-cell level.
The main focus of this thesis is to investigate the applicability of such super-resolution
methods for the visualization of sub-cellular structures in prokaryotic cells. DNA, mem-
branes, ribosomal RNA and genes of interest were targeted with specific organic flu-
orophores or fluorescently-labelled oligo- or polynucleotide probes and visualized on a
single-cell level in both, pure cultures and environmental samples. The image acquisition
was performed with four different microscopy methods that, with different approaches,
all ’break’ the diffraction limit of light and allow for super-resolution: confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM) with the Airyscan detector upgrade, structured illumi-
nation microscopy (SIM), DNA-point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topogra-
phy (PAINT) and stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy. A special require-
ment for such high resolving microscopy methods is the application of specific dyes that
exhibit both a high photostability and a high signal intensity. Therefore, this study
explores the potential of certain dye combinations for their usability with the afore men-
tioned microscopy methods in multi-colour experiments that aim for a simultaneous
co-localization of interesting cellular features.

This thesis deals in particular with microbiological techniques based on fluorescence
in situ hybridization (FISH), which exploit the hybridization of specific fluorescently-
labelled probes to target DNA or ribosomal RNA. The main emphasis was on direct-
geneFISH, a tool that was developed to simultaneously detect genes of interest and the
16S rRNA within fixed cells to link microbial identity with a potential function. The
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protocol was optimized to visualize single-copy genes in ecologically relevant prokary-
otes using directly fluorescently-labelled polynucleotide probe sets. Due to the small
size of gene-derived signals, image acquisition with super-resolution microscopy meth-
ods is a prerequisite, and the reliable detectability of gene-derived signals was taken
as a measure. A result with potentially far-reaching implications is that changing the
hybridization conditions allows to detect genes sharing an 80% DNA sequence similar-
ity even across the borders of genera. This could foster the analysis of environmental
samples rather on a functional than a taxonomic level and enables the detection of key
genes in yet uncultivated and unknown species on a broader temporal and spatial scale.
At the same time, contrasting prokaryotic lifestyles, such as being free-living or particle-
attached, can be visualized and brought into relation with their identity and potential
functional traits.
Furthermore, this thesis proposes a new approach to quantify individual ribosomes in
single cells as a proxy for their growth rate. This is achieved by the visualization of 16S
rRNA-derived signals with DNA-PAINT. This method, referred to as bacFISH-PAINT,
may give an opportunity to measure metabolic activity of specific cells in complex sam-
ples, while simultaneously revealing their phylogenetic identity. In future applications,
further insights into cellular substrate uptake mechanisms and the internal functional
structuring of prokaryotes are anticipated. Novel combinations of labelling and imaging
techniques may aid in unravelling more of the yet unseen microscopic world around us.
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Zusammenfassung

Das vorteilhafte Zusammenspiel von fortschreitenden Technologien und Grundlagen-
forschung zur Schließung von Wissenslücken, ist selten so offensichtlich wie in der
Mikroskopie und Mikrobiologie. Die mikrobiologische Forschung hat von der Erfindung
der ersten Mikroskope enorm profitiert. Sie haben die Wahrnehmung der unsichtbaren
Welt um uns herum stark verändert, da sie buchstäblich einen direkten Blick auf die
Mikroorganismen erlauben. Besonders in den letzten Jahrzehnten haben neue Metho-
den, die eine noch nie dagewesene Auflösung erreichen, dieses Forschungsfeld revolu-
tioniert. Dieser Fortschritt ermöglichte es der Mikrobiologie, sich von der Betrachtung
prokaryotischer Populationen hin zu Experimenten auf der Ebene einzelner Zellen zu
entwickeln.
Das Hauptaugenmerk dieser Arbeit liegt auf der Erforschung der Anwendbarkeit solcher
hochauflösenden Mikroskopieverfahren für die Visualisierung subzellulärer Moleküle
in prokaryotischen Zellen. Dafür wurden DNA, Membranen, ribosomale RNA und
bestimmte Gene gezielt mit organischen Fluorophoren oder fluoreszierenden Oligo-
oder Polynukleotid-Sonden in Reinkulturen und Umweltproben angefärbt und auf
Einzelzellniveau sichtbar gemacht. Die Bilderfassung wurde mit vier verschiedenen
Mikroskopiemethoden durchgeführt, die alle auf unterschiedliche Art und Weise die
Beugungsgrenze des Lichts "brechen" und eine besonders hohe Auflösung ermöglichen:
konfokale Laser-Scanning-Mikroskopie (CLSM) mit dem Airyscan Detektor-Upgrade,
SIM (structured illumination microscopy), DNA-PAINT (point accumulation for imag-
ing in nanoscale topography) und STED (stimulated emission depletion) Mikroskopie.
Eine besondere Voraussetzung für solche hochauflösenden Mikroskopieverfahren ist die
Verwendung von spezifischen Farbstoffen, die sowohl eine hohe Photostabilität als auch
eine hohe Signalintensität aufweisen müssen. Daher betrachtet diese Studie das Potential
bestimmter Farbstoffkombinationen im Hinblick auf ihre Verwendbarkeit mit den oben
genannten Mikroskopie-Methoden für die gleichzeitige Verwendung in Experimenten zur
simultanen Lokalisierung interessanter zellulärer Merkmale.

Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich insbesondere mit mikrobiologischen Techniken, die auf
der Fluoreszenz in situ Hybridisierung (FISH) basieren und sich die Hybridisierung
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spezifischer, fluoreszenzmarkierter Sonden an die Ziel-DNA oder ribosomale RNA zu
Nutzen machen. In dieser Hinsicht wurde besonders die direkte Gen-FISH Methode
betrachtet, die speziell dazu entwickelt wurde gleichzeitig spezifische Gene und die 16S
rRNA in fixierten Zellen zu detektieren. Dies ermöglicht sowohl die mikrobielle Iden-
tität als auch eine potenziellen Funktion nachzuweisen. Das Gen-FISH-Protokoll wurde
dahin gehend verbessert die Visualisierung von einzelnen Genen in ökologisch relevan-
ten Prokaryoten unter Verwendung direkt fluoreszenzmarkierter Polynukleotidsonden
zu ermöglichen. Aufgrund der geringen Größe der Gen-Fluoreszenzsignale, ist die Bild-
erfassung mit hochauflösender Mikroskopie eine unabdingbare Voraussetzung. Die zu-
verlässige Detektierbarkeit der Gensignale diente dabei als Maßstab für die Evaluierung
der Methoden. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Änderung von Hybridisierungsbe-
dingungen es erlaubt, Gene, die eine 80%ige DNA-Sequenz-Ähnlichkeit aufweisen, sogar
über die Grenzen von Gattungen hinweg zu detektieren. Dieses Ergebnis kann poten-
ziell weitreichende Implikationen für die Analyse von Umweltproben in einem breiteren
zeitlichen und räumlichen Ausmaß haben und es ermöglichen sie auf funktioneller statt
auf taxonomischer Ebene zu erforschen. Außerdem können so auch Schlüsselgene in noch
nicht kultivierten und bisher unbekannten Arten nachgewiesen werden. Gleichzeitig kön-
nen unterschiedliche prokaryotische Lebensweisen, wie z.B. freilebend oder an Partikel
gebunden, sichtbar gemacht und mit ihrer Identität und ihren potenziellen funktionellen
Eigenschaften in Verbindung gebracht werden.
Zusätzlich wird in dieser Arbeit ein neuer Ansatz zur Visualisierung von 16S rRNA
Signalen mit DNA-PAINT vorgestellt. Dieser ermöglicht es einzelne Ribosomen in indi-
viduellen Zellen zu quantifizieren und deren Anzahl stellvertretend für ihre Wachstums-
rate zu betrachten. Diese Methode, die als bacFISH-PAINT bezeichnet wird, könnte
neue Möglichkeiten eröffnen die Stoffwechselaktivität bestimmter Zellen in komplexen
Proben zu messen und gleichzeitig ihre phylogenetische Identität zu bestimmen. Durch
zukünftige Experimente werden weitere Einblicke in die Mechanismen der zellulären
Substrataufnahme und in die interne funktionelle Strukturierung von Prokaryoten zu
erwarten sein. Neuartige Kombinationen von Bildgebungsverfahren und Farbstoffen
können dann helfen noch mehr von der bisher ungesehenen mikroskopischen Welt um
uns herum zu entschlüsseln.
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Abbreviations

AU Airy unit
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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 Advances in studying prokaryotes using fluorescence
microscopy

Microbial ecology is mainly driven by three questions: Who is out there? How many
are there? What are they doing? They are addressing the identity and abundance of
prokaryotes (but also protists and viruses) and their function in the environment. Dur-
ing the last century, researcher invented many techniques to answer these questions for
specific habitats, relying to a large extent on improvements in microscopy. The general
perception of microorganisms and their phenotype changed tremendously throughout the
course of time, always in parallel with developing microscopy methods. Coming from
the simplistic Leeuwenhoekian microscope in the 17th century and his described ’ani-
malcules’ that mysteriously moved (van Leeuwenhoek, 1677), it was a long way towards
the current understanding of the bacterial life cycles. Most prokaryotes appeared mor-
phologically similar with light microscopy, displaying four different fundamental shapes
that varied only to a limited extent: spherical (cocci), rod-shaped (bacilli), arc-shaped
(vibrio), and spiral (spirochete) (Zhou & Li, 2015). The perception of bacteria as primi-
tive organisms remained for centuries mainly due to the diffraction barrier of light. This
fundamental characteristic of visible light (of 400 nm to 750 nm wavelength) is the main
limitation of light microscopy. It was until the 1990s not only a fundamental truth to
light microscopy but also a barrier in the great minds of science who took it as a dogma
that could not be broken. Ernst Abbe established in 1873 the theory of the resolution
limitation caused by diffraction and suggested an equation to calculate the maximal
resolution of an optical system (Abbe, 1873). It allows to determine whether we can
or cannot distinguish two entities with a certain distance by optical instruments (i.e.
microscopes, but also cameras and even telescopes):
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∆x = λ

2nsinα
∆x = resolvable distance of two points, resolution

λ = wavelength [nm]

n = refractive index

α = angular aperture of the objective, angle of incidence

nsinα = numerical aperture

This equation states that the resolution of an optical instrument is ultimately only
dependent on the wavelength of the light used for illumination and the aperture of the
optics. For light microscopy instruments, it determines the lateral resolution in the focal
plane to around 200 nm and the axial resolution to around 500 nm. With visible light,
the resolution cannot be improved beyond this limit, meaning two points closer than
this distance cannot be distinguished from each other.

The only way to improve the resolution further was to use shorter wavelengths, as
was demonstrated by electron microscopy (EM) (Harris, 2015, Synge, 1928). This
method was able to resolve subcellular structures of only a few nanometres, such as
genes in E. coli (Miller et al., 1970) and also bacterial viruses (phages) (Ackermann &
Prangishvili, 2012). However, EM can lead to ambiguous results and the introduction
of preparation artefacts, for example, due to the strong dehydration and applied vac-
uum during the treatment (Ebersold et al., 1981). Also, the method only visualizes the
surfaces of the microorganisms and the required treatment is not suitable for live-cell
imaging. Therefore, research on the molecular level using microscopes applying visible
light was limited by the dogma of the diffraction barrier until in the 1990s three groups
of researcher independently invented methods that can ’break’ this barrier under cer-
tain circumstances. These ideas permanently changed light microscopy approaches for
biology, chemistry and medicine and in 2014 Stefan W. Hell (for inventing stimulated
emission depletion (STED) microscopy, Hell & Wichmann (1994)), William E. Moerner
and Eric Betzig (who separately established the fundamental work for the second type of
super-resolution microscopy methods, single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM),
Betzig (1995), Betzig et al. (2006), Moerner & Kador (1989)) received the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry for their groundbreaking research enabling microbiologists and microscopists
to look beyond the diffraction barrier. Their findings laid the foundations to bypass
the resolution limits in light microscopy and proved the importance to think outside
the box. Some of these super-resolution methods can resolve structures down to a few
nanometres, thereby bridging the gap between optical and electron microscopy.
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Another mayor groundbreaking development besides microscopy techniques was the im-
plementation of fluorescent probes that were used to specifically stain a structure of
interest or a functional protein. The usage of highly specific (non-invasive) fluorescent
probes to stain the DNA and membranes of prokaryotes but also to test enzyme acti-
vities, adds to the versatile usability of such methods to detect subcellular structures in
prokaryotes (Fernandez-Suarez & Ting, 2008, Giepmans et al., 2006, Joux & Lebaron,
2000). These novel microscopy methods and probes were at the beginning mainly used
in medical research on eukaryotic cells and still in 1994, microbiologists were only able
to describe cell-specific traits of microorganism based on cell ensembles. However, when
green fluorescing proteins (GFP) were discovered and used as markers for gene expres-
sion (Chalfie et al., 1994, Errampalli et al., 1999), the microbial applications to localize
proteins on a subcellular level quickly increased. But still, an ascribed trait was rather
a dominant attribute of the average population that was investigated. It took scientists
another decade to track single-copies of fluorescent molecules in bacteria (Deich et al.,
2004, Yu et al., 2006).

With endogenous fluorescent proteins (Fernandez-Suarez & Ting, 2008) and antibodies
(Beutner, 1961), organic dyes that can be attached via nick translation (Rigby et al.,
1977) or ’click’ chemistry (Raulf et al., 2014) and fluorogenic probes that upon bind-
ing switch from a quenched to a fluorescent state (Kozma & Kele, 2019), fluorescence
microscopy quickly gained importance as a tool to investigate morphology, diversity
and function of microorganisms. The internal functional compartmentalization of cells
that was before only attributed to eukaryotes, could now be investigated. For exam-
ple, when resolving prokaryotes on a single-cell level, the DNA could be visualized as
being separate from the translational process maintained by the ribosomes (compare
for example Figure 1.1, panel 2C). Interestingly, not all bacteria display a similar inner
architecture. Experiments for Chapter 4 showed that small and slow growing bacteria,
such as Gramella forsetii have their cellular components rather dispersed throughout
the cytoplasm. In contrast, bigger, fast growing cells, such as Escherichia coli and
Bacillus subtilis tend to have more complex structural segregation. The cells display
very detailed differences in the localization of DNA and ribosomes and show that the
translational process is not coupled with transcription (Bakshi et al., 2012, Gahlmann
& Moerner, 2013, Montero Llopis et al., 2010, Nevo-Dinur et al., 2011). Another study
observed functional compartmentalization of spatially clustering genes that encode for
proteins that organize mRNA processes as transcription and translation in Caulobacter
crescentus (Montero Llopis et al., 2010).

This development shows how important the inventions of high-resolution microscopy
were for microbiologists and how fruitful it is to complement molecular tools with bioin-
formatics and physics to understand the microscopy tools and dye photophysics in depth
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Figure 1.1: A Schematic overview of the applied microscopy methods that were evaluated to
visualize functional traits in prokaryotic cells in this thesis: 1 Airyscan microscopy, 2 structured
illumination microscopy (SIM), 3 stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy and 4 DNA-
point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT). B Method characterization
displays main features of each applied method and approximate lateral and axial resolutions.
C Micrographs depict Escherichia coli cells, that were 16S rRNA stained with FISH and DNA
stained with DAPI (only visible in 1C and 2C). 1C, 2C and 3C were stained with 4x-labelled
Atto 488 EUB338I-III probe mix, 4C was visualized with a EUB33I probe attached to a P1
docking strand that was imaged with Atto 488-labelled P1 imager strands. Scale bars: 1 µm.
CCD = charge coupled device, PMT = photomultiplier tube, APD = avalanche photodiode,
TIRF = total internal reflection, HILO= highly inclined and laminated optical sheet, GaAsP =
gallium arsenide phosphide.

to gain a more complete picture and help bridging knowledge gaps.

The investigation of prokaryotes in their natural habitat is of special interest in many
aspects to molecular ecologists as they behave very differently in the environment com-
pared to thriving under chemostatic laboratory conditions. Here, within this thesis,
a special focus is put on prokaryotes from the marine realm. Prokaryotic picoplank-
ton populations have a major impact on the biogeochemical cycling within the world’s
Oceans (Azam & Malfatti, 2007, Paerl & Pinckney, 1996) and account for the degrada-
tion of major partitions of algae-derived organic matter (Arnosti et al., 2021). Annually
recurring phytoplankton blooms drive the global carbon cycle both on a seasonal and
regional level by their primary production. Between 2–50% of the carbon fixed by
phytoplankton due to photosynthesis is released again in the form of dissolved organic
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matter (DOM) either passively due to physical cell disruption, upon viral lysis or pre-
dation by grazers or actively by exudation (Thornton, 2014). This DOM constitutes
mainly of structurally diverse polysaccharides that range from universally abundant
laminarin to alginates or fucoidans, and other glycans such as carrageenans, ulvans or
mannans (Becker et al., 2020, de Jesus Raposo et al., 2015, Reisky et al., 2019, Sichert
et al., 2020, Vidal-Melgosa et al., 2021, Xu et al., 2017). Thus, on a distinct spatial
and temporal scale, phytoplankton fuel an enormous part of the marine food web with
a broad spectrum of substrates, of which especially polysaccharides provide a ubiqui-
tous carbon source and a nutritional foundation for bacterial growth. The key player of
the bacterioplankton response and main polysaccharide degraders during phytoplankton
bloom events in the North Sea were identified to be Bacteroidetes, especially members
of Flavobacteriaceae (Kappelmann et al., 2018, Teeling et al., 2012, 2016). They re-
spond to the manifold polysaccharides in an interestingly orchestrated way, following a
defined succession pattern (Teeling et al., 2012, 2016). Their resulting niche partitioning
is supposedly substrate-driven (Chafee et al., 2017). In competitive environments they
prevail due to their well adapted genetic repertoires that are tailored to degrade complex
branched polysaccharides (Chen et al., 2018, Martens et al., 2011).

Metagenomic and metaproteomic data from such environments allows to answer re-
search questions about the bacterial community, their diversity and certain functional
traits encoded within their genomes. Unfortunately, such data often lacks the possibi-
lity to draw a connection between an interesting key gene and its affiliated 16S rRNA.
As many of these heterotrophic bacteria in environmental samples are still uncultured,
methods based on fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) are an indispensable tool
for their taxonomic identification. Sequencing data can be used to retrieve 16S rRNA
sequences that are targeted with directly fluorescently-labelled oligonucleotide probes
to enable a phylogenetic affiliation on different specificity levels (reviewed in Amann &
Fuchs (2008)). (Direct-) geneFISH (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017, Moraru et al., 2010,
Zeugner et al., 2021) even allows to link in situ a potential function and the microbial
identity by targeting key-gene(s) and 16S rRNA simultaneously. Further, the uptake
of fluorescently-labelled substrates from the environment into the periplasm of certain
prokaryotes, can help to determine, for example, the main laminarin-degrading bacte-
ria during phytoplankton bloom events (Reintjes et al., 2018). Studying the genetic
repertoires of ecologically relevant key-taxa and deciphering their diversity and function
with FISH-based methods and high-resolution microscopy can help to define their niche
spaces and to understand their ecological function.

With fluorescent probes, FISH-based methods and respective microscopes for analysis,
microbiologists have a versatile tool-set to further advance the questions of microbial
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ecology. In fact, as is demonstrated within this thesis, these tools can resolve subcellu-
lar structures, such as membranes, DNA and rRNA and allow for the quantification of
individual ribosomes or genes on a single cell level. For the purpose-oriented method
development in this thesis, the remaining introduction aims to give a comprehensive
overview on first, the physical basics of fluorescence and dye photophysics as well as
specific microscopy methods and second, on the molecular tools, i.e. FISH-based meth-
ods, to target cell-specific traits in fixed prokaryotes.

1.2 Fluorescence super-resolution microscopy

Fluorescence super-resolution microscopy advanced massively in the last decades and
can be differentiated into mainly two categories (Schermelleh et al., 2019, Schnitzbauer
et al., 2017, van de Linde et al., 2012): i) targeted/ deterministic (illumination-pattern-
based) super-resolution methods (structured illumination microscopy (SIM) and stim-
ulated emission depletion (STED) and their many variants) or ii) stochastic (single-
molecule-localization-based) methods (photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM),
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), point accumulation for imaging
in nanoscale topography (PAINT) and their many variants) (Figure 1.1). Most methods
that go beyond the diffraction limit have in common that they exploit the "on" and
"off" switching of molecules to allow for subdiffractional resolution: STED microscopy
achieves this by physical means with an additional depletion laser, PALM and STORM
use the stochastic switching of (ir-) reversible photo-switchable proteins or organic dyes
and DNA-PAINT achieves the switching by "on" and "off" hybridization reactions of
imager and docking strands. For all of them, photostable dyes with high signal inten-
sities are of utmost importance to overcome the limited spatial resolution (Minoshima
& Kikuchi, 2017). Even though it is not considered a "classical" super-resolution mi-
croscopy method, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) with the Airyscan detector
upgrade will be considered as one in this thesis, as it also allows for a nearly two-fold
improved resolution compared to standard light microscopy if run in super-resolution
mode. Today, super-resolution microscopy (or nanoscopy) is an essential scientific re-
search tool. Its use revolutionized our understanding of eukaryotes and prokaryotes on
a subcellular level with an unprecedented resolution. One of its main advantages is the
possible quantification of subcellular molecules (Sahl et al., 2017).

1.2.1 The interaction of matter with light

Super-resolution microscopy techniques exploit the versatile usability of fluorescent
probes to target the subcellular structures of interest. Since these methods require dyes
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to be photostable and especially bright to work effectively, it is of utmost importance
to understand the underlying principles of dye photophysics and photobleaching that
are neatly reviewed in Ha & Tinnefeld (2012), Zheng & Lavis (2017) and shortly sum-
marized here: The fundamental energy conversion resulting in fluorescence is based on
the interaction of matter with light, i.e. electromagnetic waves. These interactions are
not yet fully understood, since apart from visible forms, such as the emission of fluores-
cence or phosphorescence, many non-radiative energy transfers as internal conversions
can happen. The Jablonski diagram in Figure 1.2, visualizes the most common con-
versions. In its electronic ground state a fluorophore is non-reactive and non-emitting.
When the sample of interest is imaged and thus, excited by a laser light source, photons
(i.e. energy) are absorbed by the molecule and its electrons transition from the ground
state to the first or to a higher excited singlet state. This state is unstable and the
electrons intrinsically relax back to the ground state emitting fluorescence of a longer
wavelength (Stoke’s shift) due to additional energy dissipation by heat loss or reactions
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Figure 1.2: Jablonski energy diagram showing the different molecular pathways of electrons
after the excitation of a fluorophore. When light interacts with matter, for example when a
laser excites a fluorescent dye, photons transfer their energy onto electrons from the dye that
are excited to a higher energy level (S1, S2, .., Sn). Shown here are only vibrational energy
states (the rotational states are neglected), i.e. the emissive interactions, such as fluorescence
and phosphorescence, as well as the non-emissive interactions, such as internal conversion and
intersystem crossing. Internal conversion involves quenching effects as well as the energy loss by
heat emission. The transition to the triplet state T1 (also, T2,..., Tn) is a temporary transition
into a dark state from which an electron can relax back into the ground state by intersystem
crossing or the emission of phosphorescence. The permanent transition to the dark state is
equivalent to a dye being bleached, the transient transition can induce blinking behaviour of a
dye as used in SMLM methods.
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with surrounding molecules. Signal intensities of fluorescent molecules can be diminished
in two ways. Excited electrons loose their energy either to molecules in their vicinity
(i.e. quenching), which might for example lead to conformational changes within them
or surrounding molecules, or to chemical bonds within the fluorophore thus potentially
damaging them. Extensive excitation can also results in enhanced population of the
long-lived, non-fluorescent excited triplet state that is usually rarely populated because
it is quantum-mechanically forbidden. Reaching that state is mostly unwanted, as it
often means for a fluorophore to be eventually bleached (Widengren et al., 2007). From
the excited triplet state, electrons can either relax to the ground state by emitting phos-
phorescence or they can transfer their energy to other surrounding molecules producing
radicals. For example, the transfer of electrons to oxygen molecules in the ground state,
is producing highly reactive singlet oxygen molecules that are often the cause of photo-
bleaching by irreversible oxidation of the dye (Demchenko, 2020). The triplet state is
considered a non-permanent dark state. A photochemical conversion to this transient
dark state is, for example, anticipated in SMLM (section 1.2.5), where it enables pho-
toswitching, i.e. the blinking behaviour of dyes (Flors, 2013). Whereas a permanent
dark state is the equivalent to photobleaching. Photobleaching scales linearly with the
applied laser power and thus, transfer of electrons to higher excited states.

1.2.2 Confocal microscopy with Airyscan upgrade

The major advantage of CLSM compared to epifluorescence microscopy is that any
secondary fluorescence emitted from another than the focal plane is neglected by a
pinhole in front of the detector. This improves the signal-to-noise ratio and resolution,
but this method is still diffraction limited. One of the drawbacks of CLSM is that to
get the highest possible resolution, the pinhole has to be closed from 1 Airy unit (AU)
to 0.2 AU, which inevitably leads to the loss of 95% of all photons, i.e. signal intensity,
that can reach the detector (Huff, 2015, Ramos et al., 2001). To address this problem
effectively, an optical sectioning method was invented to enable higher-resolution images
with better signal intensities while keeping the laser scanning approach (Huff, 2015)
(Figure 1.1, panel 1A). This Airyscan detector upgrade uses instead of a confocal pinhole
aperture, a 32-channel gallium arsenide phosphide photomultiplier tube (GaAsP-PMT).
The 32 detectors are hexagonally arranged and each detector individually behaves like a
0.2 AU pinhole, thus increasing the resolution, while maintaining in total the collection of
light equivalent to an 1.25 AU pinhole (Figure 1.1, panel 1B). This novel GaAsP detector
array captures more spatial information and gives an 1.7x improvement in resolution of
120 nm (in x,y) and 350 nm (in z) and a four to eight times better signal-to-noise
ratio compared to conventional CLSM (Korobchevskaya et al., 2017). An exemplary
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micrograph of image acquisition with Airyscan microscopy is shown in Figure 1.1, panel
1C, where the 16S rRNA as a ribosome marker and the DNA of E. coli cells were labelled.
Airyscan laser scanning was performed frame-wise and not stack-wise to ensure that the
signal in one focal plane aligns to the channels visualized (Figure 1.1, panel 1A).

1.2.3 Structured illumination microscopy (SIM)

SIM is a super-resolution microscopy method with wide-field illumination that is het-
erogeneously applied to the sample in a defined spatial pattern (Figure 1.1, panel 2A)
(Guerra, 1995, Gustafsson, 2005, Heintzmann & Cremer, 1999, Heintzmann & Huser,
2017). The spatial pattern is created by a phase grating that is inserted in the illumi-
nation pathway. The patterned excitation light is superimposed onto the sample and
the reflected interference pattern are called Moiré fringes and contain the information
of the sample’s subdiffractional fine structures. These can be used by advanced algo-
rithms to calculate in Fourier space the exact position of the original subcellular features
detected in the sample. To ensure that all information of the sample is gathered, the
excitation pattern is rotated and at each position phase shifted. For image acquisi-
tion with SIM in this study, three rotations with five phase shifts were applied at each
position, accumulating to 15 raw data images (Figure 1.1, panel 2B). From these, the
excitation pattern are computationally removed and during additional post-processing
steps a super-resolved image is created. The lateral resolution is improved beyond the
diffraction limit by factor two to approximately 100 nm (≈250 nm in axial direction)
compared to conventional confocal microscopy. An exemplary micrograph of image ac-
quisition with SIM is shown in Figure 1.1, panel 2C, where the 16S rRNA and the DNA
of E. coli cells were labelled.

1.2.4 Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy

STED is based on the selective deactivation of fluorophores and restriction of emission.
The illumination approach of a STED microscope is the same as for a CLSM, the sample
is scanned (Figure 1.1, panel 3A), but it uses special optics to reduce the effective size
of the focal spot below the diffraction limit. This is done by the addition of a second
red-shifted laser (called STED laser or depletion laser) to the excitation laser (Hell &
Wichmann, 1994). Its laser light beam is modified by phase modulation with a vortex
phase plate, an annular phase plate or a spatial light modulator (SLM) in a way to
be annular-shaped. This manipulation of the laser light allows to deplete all excited
fluorophores within the annular-shape, i.e. to force them back to the ground state by
stimulated emission at the STED laser wavelength. These emitted photons are then
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spectrally filtered out. Fluorophores are only allowed to effectively emit within the focal
spot, where the depletion laser has zero intensity, and which is considerably smaller than
the diffraction limit of light (Figure 1.1, panel 3B). To achieve the best improvement in
resolution, the excitation beam and the depletion laser beam have to be aligned very
precisely. The resolution is solely dependent on the intensity of the depletion laser and
Abbe’s equation can be adapted accordingly with a new term relating the depletion laser
intensity and the saturation intensity at which the probability of fluorescence emission
is reduced by half (Hell & Wichmann, 1994):

∆x = λ

2nsinα
√

1 + I
IS

∆x = resolvable distance of two points, resolution

λ = wavelength [nm]

n = refraction index of medium

α = angular aperture of the objective, angle of incidence

nsinα = numerical aperture

I = STED laser intensity

IS = saturation intensity

The resolution scales with the depletion laser intensity and thus the choice of espe-
cially photostable dyes becomes utmost important to achieve a reasonable improvement
in spatial resolution. For STED to work efficiently, the fluorophores that are excited
and directly depleted have to recover instantly from depletion. This has to happen
without having photobleached or transitioned to a long-lasting dark state to be in a
re-excitable state when they are in the centre of the focal spot to be visualized. This
implies challenges for the dyes used for image acquisition with STED, as they have to
exhibit exceptional photostability and high quantum yields (i.e. the ratio of absorbed
and emitted photons of a dye) (Sednev et al., 2015). The higher the depletion laser
intensity and thus, the resulting resolution, the higher the possibility for transitions to
higher excited electronic states that are the precursor states for photobleaching (Don-
nert et al., 2006, Sednev et al., 2015). An exemplary micrograph of image acquisition
with STED is shown in Figure 1.1, panel 3C, where the 16S rRNA of E. coli cells was
labelled.
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1.2.5 Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM)

SMLM combines methods, such as PALM (Betzig et al., 2006), STORM (Rust et al.,
2006) and their many variants that are characterized by the use of (ir-)reversibly pho-
toswitchable proteins and fluorophores that are stochastically switched on or off (Mi-
noshima & Kikuchi, 2017). By letting the fluorophores photoswitch in a way that in a
diffraction limited area eventually only one fluorophore emits light, its position can be
localized with great precision as the centre of its Gaussian fit. These blinking events are
recorded and superimposing the readout of many thousand consecutively imaged frames
allows to calculate a final super-resolved image.

The focus of this thesis was not on the detection of individual proteins but rather on
subcellular molecules stained with organic fluorophores or detected with FISH-based
methods. Therefore, another, very recent addition to the SMLM methods was investi-
gated: PAINT-microscopy. Instead of switchable dyes or proteins, this technique exploits
the "on" and "off" switching of diffusing fluorescent molecules that transiently bind to a
target structure (Sharonov & Hochstrasser, 2006). To make the binding kinetics more
programmable, the further developed version of DNA-PAINT uses fluorescently-labelled
oligonucleotides, called imager strands, that transiently bind to a complementary bind-
ing strand conjugated to a target structure in an hybridization reaction (Jungmann
et al., 2010). The transient binding and quick dissociation of the hybridized oligonu-
cleotide strands lead to a blinking that can be recorded and used to enable stochastic
super-resolution microscopy (Figure 1.1, panel 4B). PAINT requires selective plane illu-
mination with limited penetration depth (e.g. total internal reflection (TIRF) (Axelrod
et al., 1983), highly inclined and laminated optical sheet (HILO) microscopy (Tokunaga
et al., 2008) or light sheet microscopy (Santi, 2011)) to reduce background from freely
diffusing imager strands fluorophores. An exemplary micrograph of image acquisition
with PAINT is shown in Figure 1.1, panel 4C, where the 16S rRNA of E. coli cells was
labelled.

1.3 Fluorescence in situ hybridization to visualize cell spe-
cific traits in prokaryotes

Many of the species from the (marine) prokaryotic realm are not yet isolated. Hence,
microbiologists rely on culture-independent methods to describe their diversity and phy-
logenetic relationships (Amann et al., 1995). In this respect, the invention of the full
rRNA approach was a major breakthrough and it is nowadays a standard procedure in
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microbial ecology. It uses fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to identify, quan-
tify and localize microorganisms solely based on their taxonomy (Amann et al., 1995,
Olsen et al., 1986). It relies on the retrieval and comparison of rRNA marker sequences
from the small subunit of 70S ribosomes that are present in every bacterial and archaeal
cell and prone to relatively slow evolutionary changes. The 16S rRNA was chosen as
a marker for phylogenetic analysis of prokaryotes because it contains both highly con-
served and variable regions, allowing for differing levels of specificity in the probe design
(Amann & Fuchs, 2008). Retrieved sequences, for example from environmental samples
of yet uncultivated microorganisms can be compared to existing 16S rRNA databases,
such as SILVA (www.arb-silva.de, Quast et al. (2013)) to allow for in-depth taxonomic
analysis.

1.3.1 16S rRNA targeted methods – motivation and variations

The ribosome is a subcellular molecule, that is an inherent part to each and every living
cell as it functions as the protein synthesizing machinery. The prokaryotic ribosome is
composed of a small (30S) subunit that is subdivided into a 16S rRNA molecule and 21
proteins and a large (50S) subunit, which is subdivided into two rRNA molecules (23S
and 5S) and 31 proteins, respectively (Ramakrishnan, 2002, Schuwirth et al., 2005).
One cell contains many thousand copies of the ribosomes to be able to easily adapt to
varying protein and enzyme demands. Since each ribosome has exactly one copy of the
16S rRNA molecule, the 16S rRNA is directly proportional to the ribosome content of
one cell and hence, can be taken as a proxy.

1.3.1.1 FISH

16S rRNA-targeted FISH was invented over 30 years ago (Amann et al., 1990b, DeLong
et al., 1989) and is an indispensable tool for microbiologist. Based on 16S rRNA sequence
data, oligonucleotide probes of 18-22 nt length can be designed with varying degree of
specificity from the phylum to the family and even to the species level. Up to four
fluorophores can be conjugated to these oligonucleotides (Schimak et al., 2016, Stoecker
et al., 2010). Once the oligonucleotide probes hybridized to their complementary target
sequence under stringent conditions, the microorganism of interest can be visualized
with fluorescence microscopy. This method is especially useful for the identification of
yet uncultured prokaryotes from environmental samples and circumvents the necessity
for their cultivation prior to investigating their abundance, distribution and potential
function. Exemplary images of 16S rRNA targeted FISH in E. coli cells can be seen

www.arb-silva.de
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in the micrographs displayed in Figure 1.1, panel 1-3C visualized with different super-
resolution microscopy methods.

1.3.1.2 CARD-FISH

One major drawback of standard FISH is the limited signal intensity, especially when
fluorescently-labelled oligonucleotides are hybridized to prokaryotes with low ribosomal
content, for example from oligotrophic habitats (Amann et al., 1995). Unfortunately, the
capacity of labelling FISH-probes with fluorophores is limited because at least two bases
are recommended between the fluorescent labels incorporated into the oligonucleotide to
prevent quenching effects. This upper threshold has a limiting effect on the retrievable
signal intensity from one cell. With catalyzed reporter deposition (CARD)-FISH, the
signal intensities are strongly increased by using horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labelled
oligonucleotides that hybridize to the target 16S rRNA. The HRP molecules promote an
enzymatic reaction with fluorescently-labelled tyramides that are added in a subsequent
amplification step and non-specifically covalently bind to tyrosine residues (Pernthaler
et al., 2002). Compared to conventional FISH with mono-labelled probes, the sensitivity
is thereby improved 26- to 41-fold (Hoshino et al., 2008) and the probe-conferred signal
is up to 20-fold brighter (Schönhuber et al., 1997). One major drawback of the method
that is important in the scope of this thesis but normally irrelevant to its standard
application, is the limited subcellular localization precision due to the tyramides that
are binding not only to the target itself but also in its vicinity around the oligonucleotide.
Furthermore, the cell wall has to be strongly permeabilized to allow for the HRP-labelled
probe to penetrate, potentially altering the inner cellular structure.

1.3.1.3 HCR-FISH

Another way to amplify signal intensities without strong permeabilization or the ad-
dition of enzymes is by hybridization chain reaction (HCR)-FISH (Choi et al., 2010,
Jia et al., 2021, Yamaguchi et al., 2015). This method uses oligonucleotide probes that
are expanded by an initiator sequence. After hybridization of the probes to the target
sequence, two different types of DNA hairpins (H1 and H2) that are each conjugated
to a fluorescent label, are added in the amplification step. Upon binding of H1 to the
initiator sequence, its hairpin unfolds, presenting a domain to which the H2 hairpin
can bind, which also unfolds presenting a domain identical to the initiator sequence.
This triggers a chain reaction that ultimately leads to alternating H1-H2 sequences that
together cause a substantial and linear increase of the signal intensity.
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1.3.2 Gene targeted methods – Motivation and variations

Since FISH was invented, many different alterations of the basic protocol were proposed
and it has long since evolved from targeting 16S rRNA to variants that can also target
genes and even phages (bacterial viruses). To couple the detection of a gene of interest
and the 16S rRNA with geneFISH, has the major benefit to in situ link a potential
metabolic function to a microbial taxonomic identity. The method identifies cells via
16S rRNA targeted oligonucleotides and detects the gene of interest with polynucleotide
probes of 300-500 bp length. Compared to 16S rRNA molecules of which a cell has
thousands of copies, there is usually only one or few copies of the respective gene within
the cell. Therefore, the gene of interest needs to be targeted with a set of multiple times
digoxigenin- or fluorescently-labelled polynucleotide probes to enhance signal intensities
and thus, detectability with available microscopy methods. Especially in metagenomes
containing short reads, it can prove difficult to assign a region encoding a certain key-
gene to the 16S rRNA of a defined species, corroborating the need for complementing
bioinformatic studies in microbial ecology with FISH and imaging data.

1.3.2.1 (CARD-)geneFISH

Over a decade ago, geneFISH was invented (Moraru et al., 2010). It combines the
strength of CARD-FISH, i.e. the identification with high signal intensities, with an ad-
ditional hybridization and amplification that target a gene of interest. In the first step,
multiple digoxigenin-labelled polynucleotide probes are hybridized to the gene sequence
within fixed cells and in the second step, an HRP-labelled antibody binds to the digox-
igenin. The signal amplification is achieved by the addition of fluorescently-labelled
tyramides that become highly reactive upon exposure to HRP and covalently bind to
tyrosine residues in proximity to the enzyme. A CARD-FISH step to detect the 16S
rRNA of the microbial cells can either be performed previously to the gene detection
or subsequently. The whole procedure is very time-consuming and the intensity of the
16S rRNA and gene derived signals within a cell may vary depending on the order of
hybridizations. Experiments conducted for the study described in Chapter 2 showed
that the targets hybridized last, are more likely to result in good signal intensities, while
the intensities of the formerly hybridized might be impeded due to the various involved
washing steps. Furthermore, the subcellular localization of genes cannot be spatially
resolved due to the enzymatic deposition of fluorescent signals in the cell and thus, the
determination of gene copy numbers per cell is limited.
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So far, geneFISH has been developed and optimized using pure cultures of E. coli
(Moraru et al., 2010) and tested on a few specific exemplary systems: to detect cre-
narchaeotal amoA genes in Namibian seawater samples (Moraru et al., 2010), to deci-
pher symbiont–host interactions (Petersen et al., 2011), to evaluate the sulfur oxidation
potential of Roseobacter clade bacteria (Lenk et al., 2012), to detect reductive dehaloge-
nase genes as biomarkers of the metabolic potential to reduce toxic chlorinated solvents
to harmless ethene (Matturro & Rossetti, 2015) and to visualize sulfate thiolhydro-
lase (soxB) genes in cells of the SUP05 clade (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017) as well as to
detect alkene monooxygenases in etheneotrophs (Richards & Mattes, 2021). When this
protocol is mentioned in the remaining thesis, it will be referred to as CARD-geneFISH.

1.3.2.2 Direct-geneFISH

Further optimization to simplify and shorten the geneFISH protocol, led to the in-
vention of direct-geneFISH (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017), a method that uses directly
fluorescently-labelled polynucleotides and oligonucleotides in a simultaneous hybridiza-
tion for the detection of genes and 16S rRNA. The probe design and synthesis varies
significantly for the two types of targets (Figure 1.3). This variant is less time-consuming
than CARD-geneFISH and offers high spatial resolution due to the missing HRP- and
antibody-mediated amplification step. Therefore, it allows for the precise quantifica-
tion of gene copy numbers on a single-cell level, for which it requires the imaging with
high-resolution microscopy methods.

Genesequence Design of probe sets and primers

Fluorescently-labelled polynucleotidesUnlabelled polynucleotides

Primers ordered

Probe synthesis via PCR Labelling
DNA template
Primer
new strand

Probe designwithARB Probes ordered with up to four
fluorescent organic dyes

16S rRNAsequence Fluorescently-labelled oligonucleotides

FluorescentDNAstain

16S rRNA Ribosome

Target gene DNA

Prokaryotic cell

Figure 1.3: Schematic overview of the probe synthesis for direct-geneFISH and its subcellular
targets. Oligonucleotides vary in length between 18-22 bp and polynucleotide typically between
300-500 bp. The pseudocolouring of the subcellular targets as shown here (gene in magenta, 16S
rRNA in green and general DNA stain in blue) is mostly consistent within following micrograph
images with minor exceptions in the published units in Chapter 2 (genes in red) and Chapter 3
(16S rRNA in cyan and the genes in magenta and yellow). The oligonucleotide probes and primers
for experiments conducted within this thesis were ordered from biomers.net (Ulm, Germany) and
the polynucleotide primer design was performed with SnapGene® software (from GSL Biotech;
available at snapgene.com). Labelling of the polynucleotide probes was done with Thermo Fisher
Ulysis™ Alexa Fluor™ Nucleic Acid Labeling Kits.

snapgene.com
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Direct-geneFISH has been developed and optimized using pure cultures of E. coli as
described in Chapter 2 (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017) and tested on a few specific exem-
plary systems: to visualize conserved soxB genes in cells of the gammaproteobacterial
SUP05 clade as described in Chapter 2 (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017) and to support
metagenomic predictions that mussels have hydrogenase-containing and -lacking SOX
symbiont strains (Ansorge et al., 2019), to investigate the life cycle of a gammapro-
teobacterial symbiont and their ploidy (Weber et al., 2019) and very recently to detect
carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZymes) in flavobacterial species in the North Sea that
are involved in the degradation of an algae cell wall polysaccharide as described in
Chapter 3 (Zeugner et al., 2021).

1.3.2.3 Variants of geneFISH targeting bacterial viruses

Other variants of both the CARD-geneFISH and the direct-geneFISH protocol target
with polynucleotide probes the DNA of phages and with oligonucleotide probes the host
16S rRNA for its identification. With this approach phage-host relations can be stud-
ied and their infection cycles can be followed and visualized. The method is especially
useful to monitor the dynamics in different infection stages. In combination with high-
resolution microscopy methods it is even possible to localize individual (free) phages and
hot spots of their replication within single cells. Even though they are all based on the
same two original protocols, the given names vary: phageFISH (Allers et al., 2013) or
viral FISH (Hochstein et al., 2016) for protocols that use digoxigenin-labelled polynu-
cleotide probes and direct viral FISH (Wagner et al., 2017), virus-targeted genome-FISH
(Rahlff et al., 2021) or VirusFISH (Castillo et al., 2020) for approaches that use directly
fluorescently-labelled polynucleotide probes.
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1.4 Thesis objectives

The aim of this doctoral thesis was to evaluate and improve the coupling of state-
of-the-art super-resolution methods with techniques based on fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) that are relevant for microbial ecology to improve the detection
and visualization of cell-specific traits. Special focus was put on four different mi-
croscopy methods (structured illumination microscopy (SIM), confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM) with the Airyscan detector upgrade, DNA-point accumulation for
imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT) and stimulated emission depletion (STED)
microscopy and direct-geneFISH, an advanced molecular tool for detecting and quan-
tifying genes in situ simultaneously with the 16S rRNA. Direct-geneFISH can answer
not only the question of microbial identity and abundance via targeting their 16S
rRNA but also their function via simultaneous gene detection. In order to reach its full
potential of detection and quantification, the method requires the visualization with
high-resolution microscopy.

Objective 1: Optimization of geneFISH on ecologically relevant microorganisms by tar-
geting different key-genes.

Chapter 2 gives an account of the method development from CARD-geneFISH towards
direct-geneFISH, shortening the protocol and testing different fluorophores for the direct
labelling of polynucleotide probes to allow for the subcellular localization and quantifi-
cation of gene copy numbers per cell. Its robust applicability was tested to target
multi-copy genes in E. coli cells and to detect genes essential for the thiosulfate oxida-
tion in sulfur-oxidizing bacteria in environmental samples. In that study, SIM was used
to visualize gene-derived signals in prokaryotic cells.

In Chapter 3 the applicability of direct-geneFISH to detect single-copy genes in eco-
logically relevant flavobacterial species from the North Sea was investigated. In this
respect, gene-targeting probes for glycoside hydrolases were designed and used for the
detection of a certain type of gene cluster in partially yet uncultured species with the
aim to decipher the distribution of the genes between different genera. In this study,
CLSM with the Airyscan detector upgrade was used for the subcellular visualization
of gene-derived signals on a single-cell level and furthermore, gave visual evidence of
contrasting prokaryotic lifestyles.

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 were published during my thesis in Barrero-Canosa et al.
(2017) and Zeugner et al. (2021), respectively.
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Objective 2: Implementation of new super-resolution techniques for the visualization of
FISH-based methods.

Chapter 4 describes a new approach, referred to as bacFISH-PAINT, to visualize ri-
bosomes in prokaryotic cells. This novel tool combines the SMLM method PAINT
with standard 16S rRNA-targeted FISH to allow for the quantification of ribosomes in
prokaryotic pure cultures with unprecedented resolution. This method could help to
correlate growth rates and thus, metabolic activity of prokaryotes by using the cellular
ribosome concentration as a proxy.

Chapter 5 reports on the applicability of STED microscopy for imaging subcellular
structure, such as DNA, membranes, 16S rRNA and genes. Furthermore, the versatility
to visualize direct-geneFISH-derived signals is compared to CLSM with the Airyscan
detector upgrade and SIM. In this regard, the study also focuses on the specific require-
ments for photostable dyes with high signal intensities and their potential combination
in multi-colour experiments.

In the general discussion and outlook in Chapter 6, the limitations of determining the
gene detection efficiencies with direct-geneFISH are discussed in detail. Furthermore,
the potential of all analysed methods for future experiments is analysed and examples
of applications are given.
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2.1 Abstract

Although fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with specific ribosomal rRNA
(rRNA)-targeted oligonucleotides is a standard method to detect and identify microor-
ganisms, the specific detection of genes in bacteria and archaea, for example by using
geneFISH, requires complicated and lengthy (> 30 h) procedures. Here we report a much
improved protocol, direct-geneFISH, which allows specific gene and rRNA detection
within less than 6 h. For direct-geneFISH, catalyzed reporter deposition (CARD) steps
are removed and fluorochrome-labelled polynucleotide gene probes and rRNA-targeted
oligonucleotide probes are hybridized simultaneously. The protocol allows quantifica-
tion of gene copy numbers per cell and the signal of the directly labelled probes enables
a subcellular localization of the rRNA and target gene. The detection efficiencies of
direct-geneFISH were first evaluated on Escherichia coli carrying the target gene on a
copy-control vector. We could show that gene copy numbers correlated to the geneFISH
signal within the cells. The new protocol was then applied for the detection of the sul-
fate thiolhydrolase (soxB) genes in cells of the gammaproteobacterial clade SUP05 in
Lake Rogoznica, Croatia. Cell and gene detection efficiencies by direct-geneFISH were
statistically identical to those obtained with the original geneFISH, demonstrating the
suitability of the simpler and faster protocol for environmental samples.

2.2 Introduction

Microorganisms actively shape ecosystems by catalyzing the cycling of biologically im-
portant elements (Fuhrman et al., 2015). The best way to understand microbial physiol-
ogy is through culture-based techniques, yet many of the ecologically relevant microbes
are not readily cultivable (Kaeberlein et al., 2002). High throughput sequencing tech-
niques opened the door to mining the genetic potential of environmental microorgan-
isms, with metagenomics generating a wealth of sequences at an ever increasing pace
(Rodríguez-Valera, 2004). A basic problem of the metagenomic approach is the assign-
ment of genomic fragments to particular taxonomic clades. Powerful methods have been
developed for this purpose, including tetranucleotide frequency analysis for the binning
of genomic fragments (e.g., Teeling et al. (2004)) or subassemblies based on differen-
tial coverage analysis of multiple metagenomes (e.g., Albertsen et al. (2013)). These
assignment tools may, however, fail in complex communities, in particular when sin-
gle gene fragments cannot be assembled to larger contigs. In a high throughput, but
qualitative approach, the recently developed epicPCR (Emulsion, Paired Isolation and
Concatenation PCR) uses emulsion PCR and sequencing to link target functional genes
with cell identity as given by rRNA genes (Spencer et al., 2016). As an alternative,
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a dual hybridization protocol referred to as geneFISH has been used to visually link a
single gene to a specific microbial clade (Moraru et al., 2010). This method combines
the long-established identification and quantification of single cells by hybridization of
rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes (Amann et al., 1990b) with the in situ detection
of single genes.

GeneFISH has been applied to diverse samples, including planktonic microbial commu-
nities (Moraru et al., 2010), marine sediment enrichments (Lenk et al., 2012), marine
bacterial–eukaryotic symbiosis (Bernhard et al., 2012, Petersen et al., 2011) and ground-
water samples (Matturro & Rossetti, 2015). Recently, its use has been extended to the
study of phage/host interactions (Allers et al., 2013, Dang et al., 2015). In the original
geneFISH protocol, the taxonomic identification of the microbial cells is achieved by
catalyzed amplification reporter deposition (CARD)-fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) (Pernthaler et al., 2002), using horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labelled oligonu-
cleotide probes targeting the ribosomal RNA. Subsequently, double stranded (ds)DNA
polynucleotide probes labelled with digoxigenin (Dig) and a combined antibody-CARD
signal amplification system are applied for gene detection (Moraru et al., 2010). There-
fore, we will refer further to this protocol as CARD-geneFISH. While the two CARD
steps provide covalent binding of fluorescent tyramides in the cells and high sensitivity,
they also have several disadvantages. First, CARD does not allow the quantification of
the gene copy numbers inside individual cells, because the tyramide deposition is not
linear with the number of targets (Tanke et al., 1994), and second, the multiple steps
involved make the protocol long and labour intensive.

There are CARD-free FISH techniques that use dye-labelled probes for intracellular lo-
calization and quantification of low copy number nucleic acids. Mainly developed for
eukaryotic cells [reviewed in Crosetto et al. (2015)], these techniques have also been
used on bacteria to study, for example, plasmid distribution during cell division (Niki &
Hiraga, 1997), stochastic gene expression (Maamar et al., 2007) and to quantify mRNA
numbers (Coleman et al., 2007, Skinner et al., 2013, Taniguchi et al., 2010). In addition,
the advent of readily available fluorescence super-resolution microscopy (SRM) plat-
forms such as structured illumination microscopy (SIM), photo-activated localization
microscopy (PALM) and stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy is enabling
the visualization of subcellular structures in microbial cells [reviewed in Coltharp & Xiao
(2012) and Gahlmann & Moerner (2013)]. Super-resolution microscopy has been used in
bacteria mainly in combination with autofluorescent proteins to understand subcellular
protein localization (Biteen et al., 2008, Eswaramoorthy et al., 2011, Fu et al., 2010,
Holden et al., 2014), chromosome partitioning (Helgesen et al., 2015, Ptacin et al., 2010)
and nucleoid organization and transcription-translation coupling (Cagliero et al., 2014,
Montero Llopis et al., 2010). The combination of SRM with rRNA-FISH (Moraru &
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Amann, 2012) allowed subcellular localization of ribosomes in Escherichia coli, while
eliminating the need for genetically engineered proteins.

Based on these techniques, we report here an improved geneFISH protocol which uses
probes directly labelled with fluorochromes and sensitive microscope setups to simulta-
neously detect rRNA and genes in single microbial cells: direct-geneFISH (Figure 2.1).
As we demonstrate in the following, this new method (i) enables quantification of the
gene positive cell fraction, (ii) enables quantification of the gene copy number per cell,
(iii) allows subcellular localization of both rRNA and genes and (iv) results in a much
faster and simplified protocol. Direct-geneFISH was first optimized in E. coli carrying
the target gene on a copy-control plasmid. Subsequently, we used the newly devel-
oped protocol for the detection of the sulfate thiolhydrolase (soxB) gene in cells of the
gammaproteobacterial clade SUP05 present in Lake Rogoznica, Croatia.

Figure 2.1: Overview of the direct-geneFISH protocol, from probe design and synthesis, to mi-
croscopy and image analysis. The direct-geneFISH protocol also includes sample preparation
and simultaneous cell identification (by an rRNA probe) and gene detection (by a gene probe
mix). The top row shows the initial experiment setup, including the sample preparation (first
panel) and the design/selection and synthesis of probes (second panel). The middle row exem-
plifies the hybridization step, in which in a single reaction, the polynucleotide dsDNA probes
(in red) hybridize to the target gene and tetra-labelled rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes
hybridize to the complementary rRNAs (green). The bottom row shows the final steps that are
related to microscopy and image acquisition.
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2.3 Results

Direct-geneFISH was developed based on previously published CARD-geneFISH and
phageFISH methods (Allers et al., 2013, Moraru et al., 2010). The aim was to simplify
the protocol by avoiding CARD and simultaneously hybridizing with the rRNA- and
gene-targeted probes.

2.3.1 Labelling of gene probes

The dsDNA polynucleotide probes synthesized by PCR were chemically labelled with
fluorochromes using the Ulysis Nucleic Acid Labeling Kit. We tested different fluo-
rochromes (Alexa488, Alexa546, Alexa594 and Alexa647), as well as different concentra-
tions of labelling reagent. By these optimizations we achieved average labelling densities
of up to 2.4 dye molecules per 100 nucleotides for Alexa488, 7.0 dyes per 100 nucleotides
for Alexa546, 3.4 dyes per 100 nucleotides for Alexa594 and 5.9 dyes per 100 nucleotides
for Alexa647 (for details see Supplementary Table 2.2).

2.3.2 Gene detection efficiencies achieved with different fluorochromes

An E. coli EPI300 clone harbouring a phage gene of unknown function unk in a copy-
control plasmid (pCC1) with two to six copies per cell (Allers et al., 2013) was used as
positive control. An E. coli EPI300 clone with a different insert than the unk gene was
used as negative control. The unk gene was targeted by multiple polynucleotide probes,
each of a length of 300 nucleotides and each labelled with multiple dyes Figure 2.1.
We varied (i) the fluorochromes, (ii) the probe concentrations and (iii) the number
of gene probes, and thus, the number of dye molecules targeted to each gene copy
(see Figure 2.2 and Supplementary Table 2.2). All of the four fluorochromes tested
enabled gene detection, although their performances differed. Alexa546 and 647 bleached
fast and gave weak signals, resulting in hybridization efficiencies of only up to 75%
(Hyb3 and Hyb9 in Figure 2.2 and Supplementary Table 2.2). On the other hand,
Alexa488 and Alexa594 showed strong, stable signals, with detection efficiencies as high
as 79% ± 12.2% (Hyb2 in Figure 2.2 and Supplementary Table 2.2) and 96% ± 4.0%
(Hyb7; Figure 2.2 and Supplementary Table 2.2). There was no gene signal detected
at 5 pg μl−1 probe concentration, while 62 pg μl−1 (see Hyb7) enabled the highest
detection. In general, the detection efficiency increased with increasing the number of
gene probes per mix (Figure 2.2). Hybridization with two 300 bp polynucleotide probes
carrying jointly on average 47 Alexa594 dye molecules (Hyb4) detects about one of
three target genes, a low efficiency rising to 85% with seven probes containing 125 dye
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molecules (Hyb5). Close to 100% gene detection efficiency was obtained using a mix of
10 adjacent probes at a concentration of 62 pg μl−1 for each probe. This probe mix was
targeting an average of 168 Alexa594 molecules to a region of 3 kbp (Hyb7 in Figure 2.2
and Supplementary Table 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Efficiency of unk gene detection (expressed as percentage of cells with positive gene
signals) in E. coli cells with two to six target copies per cell, when applying direct-geneFISH
with nine different hybridization mixtures (Hyb 1–9). The unk probes were labelled with four
different fluorochromes – Alexa488 (green), Alexa546 (orange), Alexa594 (red) and Alexa647
(blue). Negative controls (grey) – hybridization of an E. coli EPI300 clone without the unk
gene. For each hybridization mix it is indicated: the number of gene probes (No. Probes), the
number of dye molecules per hybridized gene (total dyes) and the concentration of each individual
probe in the mix (pg μl−1). The box plots show the median and the 25th-75th percentiles, and
the whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles.

2.3.3 Hybridization efficiency of polynucleotide gene probes

Protocol streamlining required that gene-targeted polynucleotide probes and rRNA-
targeted oligonucleotide were hybridized simultaneously. We therefore tested whether
stringency requirements (formamide concentrations and temperature) originally devel-
oped for rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes are compatible with an efficient and
specific hybridization of polynucleotide probes. The latter have higher melting temper-
ature (Tm) and a broad hybridization optimum at 20–30◦C below Tm. Depending on
the stringency of hybridization, polynucleotide probes bind to targets with up to 15%
mismatches (Moraru et al., 2011, Wetmur, 1991). On the other hand, oligonucleotide
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probes are designed to discriminate one mismatch targets. In standard protocols, rRNA-
targeted oligonucleotide probes are hybridized at 46◦C and the specificity of hybridiza-
tion is optimized by adding 0%–50% of formamide to the hybridization buffer (Manz
et al., 1992). Escherichia coli unk clones with two to six gene copies per cell were hy-
bridized simultaneously at 46◦C with the Alexa594-labelled unk-specific Hyb7 probe mix
consisting of 10 polynucleotides and with the oligonucleotide probe EUB338 probe la-
belled with Atto488. The gene detection efficiency increased with increasing formamide
concentration, starting from almost no detection at 0%–10% formamide, increasing to
~30% detection at 15% formamide and finally reaching a plateau of > 90% detection at
30%–50% formamide (Figure 2.3A). Under these conditions both gene and rRNA-based
detection was specific and efficient. This included a washing step in a buffer containing
80 mM Na+, which was suitable for the oligonucleotide and polynucleotide probes used
here.
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Figure 2.3: A. Efficiency of unk gene detection (expressed as percentage of cells with positive gene
signals) in E. coli cells with two to six target copies per cell, when using different formamide con-
centrations in the direct-geneFISH hybridization buffer. Lower x-axis: formamide concentration
in hybridization buffer. Upper x-axis: calculated distance between the hybridization temper-
ature (46◦C) and the average melting temperature of the unk probes (calculated according to
Wetmur (1991), see Experimental procedures section), assuming a decrease in temperature of
0.6◦C per each 1% of formamide. The dots represent the experimental data. All negative con-
trols presented false positive signals in less than 3.0% of the cells (see Supplementary Table 2.4).
The line shows a theoretical curve expressing the temperature dependence of the hybridization
efficiency of DNA polynucleotides (adapted from Bonner et al. (1973)). Colours indicate three
classes of hybridization efficiency: green – optimum, ~100%, light green – suboptimum, ~50%
and orange – low, ~30%. B. The temperature distance from Tm for gene probes with varying
%GC, calculated for different concentrations of formamide in the hybridization buffer (0%–65%)
and 46◦C hybridization temperature, according to Wetmur (1991), see Experimental procedures
section. Colours indicate hybridization efficiency, as in panel A. Hybridizing at the corresponding
formamide concentrations in the green area will give the best gene detection efficiency.
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2.3.4 Quantification of the gene copy number per cell with direct-
geneFISH

Escherichia coli cells with different numbers of plasmid-borne unk target genes were
used to demonstrate quantitativeness of direct-geneFISH. The copy number of the
pCC1 plasmid was controlled by incubating with different concentrations of a chemical
inducer (see Experimental procedures, Supporting Information text and Supplementary
Table 2.3). We obtained four cultures, which we labelled low copy culture, intermediate
culture A, intermediate culture B and high copy culture. Using plasmid DNA extraction,
we estimated the plasmid numbers per cell to be 2–6 (low copy), 3–9 (intermediate A),
4–12 (intermediate B) and 10–31 (high copy). For hybridization we used the unk probe
mix Hyb7 (see Figure 2.2) and an Atto488-labelled EUB338 rRNA probe. To resolve
single gene FISH signals, super-resolution SIM was applied. The gene signals varied
from a few, well-defined dots per cell for the low copy culture to many overlapping
dots, almost cell wide, for the high copy culture Figure 2.4. Therefore, two different
quantification methods were used – (i) counting the dot-like single geneFISH signals per
cell, as resolved by SIM and (ii) quantifying the gene fluorescence signal intensity of the
entire cell, as detected in widefield mode.

Figure 2.4: Structured illumination microscopy of E. coli cells having different plasmid numbers
(gene targets) per cell after direct-geneFISH with the unk gene probe (Hyb7) and the EUB338
rRNA probe. Columns 1–3: DAPI (blue), rRNA (green) and gene (red) signals. Fourth column
shows merged images. Scale bar: 1 μm. Photomicrographs pictures taken with LSM780 Elyra
PS1 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany).
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Figure 2.5: Per cell plasmid quantification in different E. coli cultures (low copy, intermediate A,
intermediate B and high copy), using bulk plasmid DNA extraction or direct-geneFISH targeting
the unk gene, combined either with SIM and manual per cell copy counting (light blue) or with
gene signal intensity measurements (white). Top panel: visual representation of the plasmid
copy induction experiment and quantification based on plasmid DNA extraction. Bottom panel:
graphical representation of the plasmid quantification results. Results from pDNA extraction
are plotted as a cross (mean) and two dots defining the minimal and maximum values. Blue box
plots: results from direct-geneFISH combined with manually counting of gene signals from SIM
reconstructed images. White box plots: results from direct-geneFISH combined with fluorescence
intensity measurements. Centre lines show the medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th
percentiles as determined by R software; whiskers extend to minimum and maximum values;
crosses represent sample means. n = 2, 261, 271, 2, 56, 144, 2, 69, 208, 2, 0, 191 sample
points. The boxplot was made in made with: BoxPlotR: a web-tool for generation of box plots
(http://boxplot.tyerslab.com).

http://boxplot.tyerslab.com
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Using SIM, most of the cells in the low copy culture had in between 1 and 7 with an
average of 3 ± 1.6 geneFISH signals per cell (Figure 2.5). In contrast, 95% of the cells
from the high copy culture had a cell-wide geneFISH signal, and only 5% had countable
dot-like geneFISH signals by SIM (Figure 2.5). The intermediate cultures had 40% and
66% cells (intermediate A and intermediate B respectively) with cell wide signals. The
average gene signals countable by SIM were 5.8 ± 3.9 for intermediate culture A and
6.1 ± 3.7 for intermediate culture B respectively (Figure 2.5).

To estimate the plasmid numbers using the gene fluorescence signal intensity of the
entire cell, we first quantified the average fluorescence intensity of individual plasmids
by using cells with defined, spot-like gene FISH signals from the low copy culture. Then,
we calculated the number of plasmids per cell dividing the total intensity of each cell by
the intensity of a single plasmid (see Experimental procedures section for details). The
number of plasmids per cell ranged from 0 to 32, with an average of 4.5 for the low copy
culture, from 0 to 48, with an average of 7.5 for the intermediate culture A, from 0 to
55, with an average of 10.0 for the intermediate culture B, and from 0 to 52, with an
average of 15.6 for the high copy culture (Figure 2.5).

2.3.5 Detection of the soxB gene in cells of the SUP05 clade

The newly developed direct-geneFISH protocol and the original CARD-geneFISH proto-
col were applied and compared on water samples from Lake Rogoznica, Croatia. Based
on a PCR-product, a single dsDNA probe of 721 bps was designed to specifically target
the soxB allele cluster, which was hypothesized in an earlier study to belong to cells of
the SUP05 clade (Pjevac et al., 2015). To ensure specificity, the probe had a maximum
of 5% mismatches with the targeted allele cluster, and at least 40% mismatches with
the other soxB alleles retrieved from other bacterial species inhabiting Lake Rogoznica
(Supplementary Figure 2.1). The gene probe was labelled either with Dig (CARD-
geneFISH) or with Alexa594 (46 dyes per double stranded direct-geneFISH probe). The
rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probe used for cell identification was GSO-LR183, which
is specific for the SUP05 clade found in Lake Rogoznica (Pjevac et al., 2015). All soxB
signals colocalized with the GSO-LR183 signals. The proportion of SUP05 cells show-
ing soxB probe signals was 24.2% ± 9.6% for CARD-geneFISH and 22.0% ± 10.7% for
direct-geneFISH. Frequencies of false positives were 2.9% ± 3.6% for CARD-geneFISH
and 1.2% ± 1.4% for direct-geneFISH as detected with the negative control polynu-
cleotide probe NonPolyPr350 (Supplementary Figure 2.2). Direct-geneFISH resulted in
cells which had one dot-like gene FISH signal that colocalized with the DNA-specific
DAPI signal and the signal of the rRNA targeted probe surrounded the DAPI-stained
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Figure 2.6: Structured illumination microscopy of Rogoznica Lake samples after direct-geneFISH
with the soxB gene probe and the GSO-LR183 rRNA probe. Top image, 2 cell morphologies
are visualized in green: round big autofluorescent cells and small semicoccoid cells. The SUP05
cells are the small semicoccoid cells. Bottom panel: magnification of SUP05 single cells, showing
overlaid and individual fluorescence channels. Green: rRNA signals. Red: gene signals. Blue:
DAPI. Scale bar ~1 μm.

nucleoid (Figure 2.6 and Supplementary Figure 2.3), while signals in CARD-geneFISH
filled almost the entire cytoplasm of the cells (Supplementary Figure 2.4).

2.4 Discussion

In our previously published CARD-geneFISH protocol, high sensitivity was achieved
by CARD, a signal amplification resulting in the deposition of many fluorochromes
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per probe (Moraru et al., 2010). Alternative signal amplification approaches
are hybridization-based such as hybridization chain reaction (HCR)-FISH and
branchedFISH (Collins et al., 1997, Yamaguchi et al., 2015) or rely on target ampli-
fication by PCR (e.g., in situ PCR, RCA-FISH) (Hoshino et al., 2001, Maruyama et al.,
2005, 2006). While strongly increasing sensitivity, signal amplification procedures tend
to be laborious. Furthermore, they increase the chance for false positives, and do not
linearly amplify the number of targets, which prevents gene or transcript quantification.
Finally, signal amplification hampers subcellular localization. Alternatively, probes di-
rectly labelled with multiple fluorochromes have been successfully used in combination
with very sensitive microscopic setups and cameras (see, e.g., Coleman et al. (2007),
Montero Llopis et al. (2010), Skinner et al. (2013)). For instance, Coleman et al. (2007)
suggests that a highly sensitive CCD camera and long exposure times facilitated the
detection of mRNA in 49% of the cells with a mix of oligonucleotide probes (50 probes
Alexa647-labelled) in E. coli with low to moderate target copies per cell. Wang et al.
(2006) had 70% efficiency in detecting a 3.1 kps target in maize. Here, we combined
the dense labelling of polynucleotide DNA probes with stable fluorochromes, increased
probe concentrations, mixtures of probes and with sensitive microscopic setups for the
quantitative detection of single genes in bacteria.

The signal intensity of a fluorescently labelled DNA probe increases linearly with the
number of dyes introduced as long as the fluorochrome density does not cause in internal
quenching or inefficient hybridization (Cox et al., 2004, Cox & Singer, 2004). Alexa dyes
have an optimal labelling density of 6–8 dyes per 100 bases. It has been reported that
more label, e.g., of ~10 dyes per 100 bases, decrease the intensity of hybridization signals
(Cox et al., 2004, Cox & Singer, 2004). With a maximum density of 7.7 dyes to 100
bases (Supplementary Table 2.1), none of our probes should be subjected to quenching
or inefficient hybridization. Our optimizations of the Ulysis chemical labelling resulted
generally in an significant increase of labelling densities (Supplementary Table 2.1) and
values as high as 7.7 and 6.3 were obtained for Alexa546 and Alexa647 respectively.
However, the maximum labelling density was 2.4 and 4.2 for Alexa488 and Alexa594,
respectively, still far from the reported optimum of 6–8. The latter were reported to
be obtained by nick translation with amino reactive base analogs, followed by chemical
coupling of Alexa-succinimidyl esters (Cox & Singer, 2004).

For all fluorochromes tested (Alexa488, Alexa594 and Alexa647), increasing the number
of probes, and thus the number of dye molecules per hybridized target, resulted in
significantly higher detection efficiencies (Figure 2.2). The highest efficiency (~96%)
was obtained with a total of 168 Alexa594 labels distributed over 10 probes and a
target region of 3 kbp (Figure 2.2 and Supplementary Table 2.2), which is significantly
longer than an 1 kbp average bacterial gene. Since the highest density obtained for
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the Alexa594 dye with the Ulysis kit was 4.2 there is still space for improvement, e.g.,
by chemical coupling of Alexa594-succinimidyl esters. In this study, the gene FISH
probes with the highest number of fluorochromes were the ones labelled with Alexa546
and Alexa647. However, their gene detection efficiency was rather low (Figure 2.2).
Most likely this is due to their fast bleaching characteristics, which has been previously
reported (Panchuk-Voloshina et al., 1999).

Combining gene probes and the rRNA probe in the same step requires the matching of
their stringency requirements, and more specifically, of the formamide concentration in
the hybridization buffer and of the salt concentration in the washing buffer. The gene
polynucleotide probes showed optimal hybridization efficiency over a broad formamide
range of 30%–50% and 46◦C (Figure 2.3A). This is the equivalent of 19–31◦C distance
from the average Tm of perfectly matched hybrids and is in agreement with the theory of
polynucleotide hybridization (Wetmur, 1991). As a consequence, polynucleotide probes
can be used simultaneously with many of the established rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide
probes. The range of possible optimum combinations between gene probes with %GC
in between 16% and 75%, which covers the known bacterial genomes (Lightfield et al.,
2011), and rRNA probes with different formamide concentrations is depicted in Fig-
ure 2.3B (green shadowing). With increasing the %GC, the optimum formamide range
shifts toward higher concentrations, e.g., for a probe with 20% GC the optimum range
is 15%–30% formamide, for 50% GC the optimum range is 35%–50% and for 70% GC
is 50%–65%. Outside of the optimum formamide concentration range, gene probes and
rRNA probes can still be combined, but with a decrease in the gene detection efficiency
(see Figure 2.3B, orange and light-green shadowing). The gene probes and the rRNA
probe can have different salt requirements in the washing buffer. Usually, gene probes
are washed in low salt concentrations (~20 mM), however, this is too stringent for many
rRNA probes (see Supplementary Figure 2.13). In our case, we used 80 mM for the
unk/EUB338 hybridization and 112 mM for the soxB/SUP05 hybridization, both cor-
responding to the washing buffers for rRNA hybridizations. We recommend caution in
washing at more than 200 mM salt, because unspecific gene signals could occur (see Wet-
mur (1991)). Therefore, although formamide concentrations from 0%–25% are in the
optimum or suboptimum range for probes with lower %GC, their use could result in
unspecific binding for gene probes, because of the high salt concentrations required in
the washing buffer by the rRNA probe (see Supplementary Figure 2.13). In cases in
which rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes cannot be combined with polynucleotides,
their dissociation temperature might be adapted by elongating the oligonucleotide probe
or the two hybridizations should be performed consecutively.

Direct-geneFISH offers the unique opportunity to quantify the plasmid content on the
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single cell level. In our experiments we could see that while the average plasmid con-
tent per cell agreed with the bulk results, individual cells had a wide range of plasmid
numbers. For example, in the low copy culture most of the cells had between 2 and 5
plasmids, however, in a few cells as many as 32 plasmids could be counted. In the same
time, in the high copy culture most of the cells had 9 to 18 plasmids, but in a few cells
no plasmids were visible with direct-geneFISH (Figure 2.4).

The two approaches used for plasmid quantification gave comparable, and, at the same
time, complementary results. While the increase in resolution gained from SIM allowed
the counting of individual gene signals in cells with low plasmid numbers, the intensity
method enabled the quantification in cells with medium to high copy numbers. As
expected, with increasing copy numbers, the individual plasmids could not be resolved
by SIM anymore. Therefore, when targeting genes on, for example, lytic phages or
high copy plasmids, the intensity method should be used. The use of automatic cell
recognition is greatly facilitating the quantification of the different types of geneFISH
signals. There are several software tools which can be used for this purpose. In our
study, we used and integrated Ilastik and CellProfiler in our workflow (Kamentsky et al.,
2011, Sommer et al., 2011). Ilastik enables recognition and segmentation of cells by
interactive learning, which is particularly useful when cells are in close proximity to
each other. CellProfiler receives input from Ilastik and further process the images in
a user friendly and flexible environment. To help the direct-geneFISH user with the
signal quantification work, we are making publically available the pipeline we created
with CellProfiler for the purpose of per cell plasmid quantification in this study (http:
//www.mpi-bremen.de/en/GeneFISH.html).

We are aware that one of the strands of our dsDNA probes can also bind to the corre-
sponding mRNA. However, in the case of the unk clones, we targeted a gene, that in the
vector system used is not expressed under the applied growth conditions. Furthermore,
the denaturation step applied prior to direct-geneFISH enhances mRNA degradation.
Therefore, we are confident that gene quantification was accurate even without an RNase
treatment. When experimental design requires removal of mRNA before gene hybridiza-
tion, e.g., when studying bacteriophage infection life cycles, an RNase digestion step can
be introduced and NileRed can be used to counterstain the cells (see direct-geneFISH
protocol in Supporting Information).

Occasionally, in the high copy culture, we noticed gene signals outside the cells based on
rRNA FISH signal. To confirm that these signals were outside the cells, we performed
a triple labelling, with a membrane stain (Nile Red), rRNA probe and gene probe
(Supplementary Figure 2.5). Indeed, judging from the SIM images it seems that some
of the plasmids were leaking outside the cell, probably due to their small size and the

http://www.mpi-bremen.de/en/GeneFISH.html
http://www.mpi-bremen.de/en/GeneFISH.html
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permeabilization of the cell during the procedure. For quantification, we did not take into
account the cells which displayed plasmid leakage. We do not expect this phenomenon
to happen with genes located on chromosomes or using a milder cell permeabilization.

In a proof-of-principle study for the application of direct-geneFISH to environmental
samples, soxB genes could be visualized in and thereby assigned to SUP05 cells ob-
tained from Lake Rogoznica. A single 721 bp polynucleotide labelled on average with 46
Alexa594 molecules detected soxB genes in ~22% of the SUP05 cells. A parallel assess-
ment using a Dig-labelled variant of the same polynucleotide probe and CARD-based
signal amplification yielded a similar detection rate, although with more false positives.
This demonstrates that direct-geneFISH can be used readily in natural settings. Based
on our studies on multiple gene probes (Figure 2.2), we cannot exclude that by the
application of a set of direct-geneFISH probes targeting > 100 labels to each gene, the
efficiency might be further increased. Interestingly, all soxB-positive cells detected had
exactly one gene signal indicating that the gene is present in single copy in SUP05 cells.

Both SRM, namely SIM, and wide-field microscopy have been successfully used for plas-
mid detection and quantification in E. coli (Figure 2.5) and for soxB gene detection in
SUP05 cells (Supplementary Figure 2.3). Due to the enhanced resolution (100–130 nm
lateral resolution, as compared with 250–500 nm for widefield microscopy), SIM allows
subcellular localization of genes in relation to the ribosomes (as identified by the rRNA
signal) and the nucleoid (as identified by the DAPI signal). However, SIM is not nec-
essary for the detection of gene signals and for quantification of per cell copy number.
Wide-field epifluorescence microscopes which have low noise, highly sensitive setups
(e.g., high efficiency filter sets, high numerical aperture objectives, sensitive cameras,
etc.), combined with long exposure times (1–6 s) are suited for direct-geneFISH. Other
super-resolution techniques, for example PALM, could be combined in the future with
direct-geneFISH, to increase the resolution and, eventually, distinguish individual gene
signals in cells with a high number of gene copies.

Compared with emulsion PCR based methods (e.g., epicPCR), which have the advantage
of obtaining sequence information, direct-geneFISH offers all the advantages associated
with FISH: spatial localization of target cells in complex environments, quantification of
the rRNA and gene positive cell fraction, quantification of per-cell gene copy numbers,
and, when combined with SRM, subcellular localization.
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2.5 Conclusions and outlook

We developed a simplified and improved protocol, direct-geneFISH (see Supporting
Information for a detailed, step by step protocol), which allows a direct link be-
tween cell identification based on rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probes and gene de-
tection with dsDNA polynucleotide probes in a single hybridization, taking less than
a day. The development of functional gene databases, e.g., FunGene from RDP
(http://fungene.cme.msu.edu/, Fish et al. (2013)), facilitates the use of direct-geneFISH
for detection of functional genes. At the same time, the availability of complete micro-
bial genomes and comparative genome analysis tools enable the design of strain specific
gene probes which could complement the rRNA based identification, e.g., in cases where
rRNA probes cannot discriminate between closely related strains. Together, this opens
the door for routine applications of direct-geneFISH in environmental samples. Fur-
thermore, the potential of direct-geneFISH to quantify gene copy numbers per cell, the
improved subcellular localization and the potential for multiplexing (e.g., by simultane-
ous hybridization of rRNA and multiple genes) makes the protocol an excellent tool to
study, for example, bacterial and archaeal polyploidy, gene duplication and amplifica-
tion, variations in plasmid numbers and plasmid partitioning, but also phage infection
cycles and host-phage dynamics in pure cultures and environmental samples.

2.6 Experimental procedures

2.6.1 Escherichia coli cultures with varying numbers of target gene
copies

Two different clones of the E. coli strain Transformax EPI300 (Epicentre, Madison,
Wisconsin) carrying the copy control plasmid pCC1 (Epicentre, Madison, Wisconsin)
were used. The first clone carried on the pCC1 a gene of unknown function unk which
originates from phage PSA-HP1 (Allers et al., 2013) and which was our target gene.
The second, used as negative control for direct-geneFISH, carried no unk gene.

The unk clone was induced to have different numbers of plasmid copies per cell, using
a procedure adapted from Wild et al. (2002), as described further. Overnight cultures
grown in LB media (1% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract and 1% NaCl) with 12.5 μg ml−1

chloramphenicol, at 37◦C and 250 r.p.m., were transferred twice into fresh media contain-
ing either 0.2% glucose (for low plasmid copy numbers) or different concentrations (0.1x,
0.2x and 0.6x) of plasmid multicopy induction solution (Epicentre, Madison, Wisconsin).
From the second transfer, samples for total cell counts (TCC), plasmid DNA extraction

http://fungene.cme.msu.edu/
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and direct-geneFISH were taken in late exponential phase (~300 min; OD ~0.2; Supple-
mentary Figure 2.6). For TCC, 3 ml of culture was fixed with paraformaldehyde (4%
final concentration) for 14–18 h at 4◦C and filtered onto polycarbonate filters (0.2 μm,
type GTTP; Millipore, Germany). Cells were stained with 1 μg ml−1 DAPI for 5 min
at room temperature, washed with ultrapure water (MilliQ, Merck-Millipore, Germany)
and embedded with a mix of 3:1 Citifluor:Vectashield (Citifluor, London, UK; Vector-
labs, Burlingame, California, USA). Following, TCC were determined by epifluorescence
microscopy. For direct-geneFISH, 5 ml of culture was fixed by adding paraformaldehyde
to a final concentration of 3% for 14–18 h at 4◦C. Fixed cells were concentrated through
a Swinnex filter holder (25 mm diameter, Millipore, Germany) equipped with a 0.2 μm
pore-size polycarbonate filter, and washed with 50 ml of 1x PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM
KCl, 8 mM Na2 HPO4 and 2 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4). After re-suspension of cells in
1xPBS, 96% ethanol was added in 1:1 ratio and the cells were stored at -20◦C. For
plasmid DNA extraction, 5 ml of culture was flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at -80◦C. Plasmid DNA (pDNA) was extracted with the Quick Plasmid Miniprep Kit
(Invitrogen-Life Technologies, USA).

The number of plasmids per cell in the low copy culture was determined according to
Wild et al. (2002), based on the number of genome equivalents per cell, which in turn was
calculated from the growth curve, according to Bremer & Dennis (1996) (see Supporting
Information text and Supplementary Table 2.3). For the induced cultures, the increase
in plasmid numbers per cell was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis of the pDNA
(Supplementary Figure 2.7). The number of plasmids per cell was calculated from the
ratio between the pDNA concentration (determined fluorometrically with the Qubit
dsDNA HS Assay Kit, Invitrogen-Life Sciences, USA, and corrected to cell numbers)
in the low copy culture and each of the induced cultures (Supporting Information and
Supplementary Table 2.3).

2.6.2 Rogoznica lake samples

Water samples were collected from a depth of 13 m in Lake Rogoznica, Croatia (43◦

32′ N, 43◦ 58′ E), on October 18, 2011. The samples were fixed with formaldehyde (2%
final concentration) for approximately 12 h at 4◦C. Fixation was stopped by filtration of
100 ml of the sample through polycarbonate filters of a pore size of 0.2 μm (type GTTP;
Millipore, Germany) and stored at -20◦C until analysis.
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2.6.3 Gene probes – design, synthesis and labelling

For direct-geneFISH, fluorochrome labelled probes were synthesized. To target the unk
gene, 12 dsDNA polynucleotides (300 bp each) were used that were previously designed
(Allers et al., 2013). For the soxB gene, a single 721 bp gene probe (see Support-
ing Information text for probe sequence) was designed with the PolyPro software soft-
ware (threshold 1 = 5% mismatches, threshold 2 = 60% mismatches) (Moraru et al.,
2011), based on a soxB clone library and respective multiple alignment from Pjevac
et al. (2015). The NonPolyPr350 polynucleotide previously described (Moraru et al.,
2010) was used as negative control for the gene hybridization in the Rogoznica Lake
samples. Further, the polynucleotides for direct-geneFISH were synthesized by PCR,
using plasmid DNA as template, and purified with QIAQuick PCR purification kit
(Qiagen, Germany). For the unk and NonPolyPr350 polynucleotides, the primers and
thermocycling conditions are described elsewhere (Allers et al., 2013, Moraru et al.,
2010). For the soxB probe, the SoxB_SUP05RL_F (TCTTCCCAGATTGGTCAT)
and SoxB_SUP05RL_R (GTTGTGAACCCTTCATCT) primers were used, with an
annealing temperature of 54.3◦C. After purification, the PCR products were chemically
labelled with different dyes (Alexa488, Alexa546, Alexa594 and Alexa647), using the
ULYSIS Nucleic Acid Labeling Kit. The labelling was done according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions, with the following modifications: 5, 10 and 15 μl dye (Alexa546,
Alexa594 and Alexa647) or 1, 2 and 3 μl dye per 1 μg DNA (Alexa488) (since the man-
ufacturer does not provide any concentration of the dyes, we refer here to volumes of
dye reagent).The labelling reaction time was increased to 30 min. The unbound dyes
were removed with Micro Bio-Spin Columns (Bio-Rad, California, USA). Base to dye
ratios were calculated according the instructions given with the ULYSIS Nucleic Acid
Labeling Kit. For a detailed description of direct-geneFISH probe synthesis, see the
direct-geneFISH protocol in Supporting Information.

For CARD gene-FISH, the soxB and NonPolyPr350 probes were labelled with Dig,
by incorporation of Dig-labelled-dUTP (Digoxigenin-11-dUTP, Jena Bioscience) into
the double stranded DNA during PCR (for details, see Supporting Information). The
probe DNA concentration was determined spectrophotometrically in a NanoDrop (Fisher
Thermo Scientific, California, USA). Probes were stored frozen at -20◦C until use.

To calculate the Tm of the gene probes, a formula for DNA:DNA hybrids from Wetmur
(1991) was used: Tm = 81.5 + 16.6 log10 ([Na+]/(1 + 0.7[Na+]) + 0.41 (%GC) – 500/N
– 0.63F, where [Na+] = Na+ concentration (molar), %GC = percentage molar G + C,
N = probe length and F = formamide concentration (%).
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2.6.4 Direct-geneFISH

2.6.4.1 Cell immobilization

The E. coli samples were immobilized on glass slides, while the Rogoznica Lake sam-
ples were immobilized on filters, as described above. For the E. coli cultures, volumes
between 5 and 40 μl of the fixed cell suspensions were spotted on poly-L-lysine coated
slides (Sigma–Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri, USA) equipped with adhesive silicone isola-
tors (Grace Biolabs, 9 mm diameter 0.5 mm depth), dried at 37◦C and dehydrated in
an ethanol series of 50, 80 and 100% for 2 x 10 and 20 s respectively.

2.6.4.2 Cell permeabilization

Samples were incubated with lysozyme (0.5 mg ml−1 lysozyme, in 1x phosphate buffered
saline (PBS), 0.05 M EDTA, 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8) for one hour on ice, followed by 1 min
of washing in water, 1 min in 96% ethanol and air-drying.

2.6.4.3 Hybridization

The gene- and rRNA-targeted probes were hybridized simultaneously in a hybridization
buffer containing 35% (for E. coli samples) or 30% (for the lake samples) formamide,
5x SSC (750 mM NaCl, 0.075 mM sodium citrate), 20% dextran sulfate, 0.1% SDS,
20 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 0.25 mg ml−1 sheared salmon sperm
DNA, 0.25 mg ml−1 yeast RNA and 1% blocking reagent for nucleic acids (Roche, Basel,
Switzerland). The rRNA probes (final concentration in hybridization buffer: 5 ng μl−1)
were EUB338 (Amann et al., 1990a), four times labelled with Atto488 or Atto637, for
the E. coli samples, and GSO-LR183 (Pjevac et al., 2015), four times labelled with
Atto488, for the lake samples. The genes were detected using fluorochrome labelled
polynucleotide probes (describe above), added in the hybridization buffer at different
concentrations of the individual polynucleotides (5, 31 and 62 pg μl−1). To denature
the target DNA and dsDNA probes, the cells were covered with hybridization mix and
incubated for 40 min at 85◦C. After denaturation, the samples were transferred to 46◦C,
for 2 h of hybridization. The excess probe was washed in a buffer containing 80 mM
(for E. coli samples) or 112 mM (for the lake samples) NaCl, 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,
5 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), for 15 min at 48◦C, followed by
20 min in 1x PBS, 1 min water, 1 min 96% ethanol and air-drying.
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2.6.4.4 Counterstaining and mounting

The cells were counterstained with 4 μg ml−1 DAPI for 10 min, washed with MilliQ water
and 96% ethanol and then allowed to air-dry. After drying, the samples were mounted
with a mix of 3:1 Citifluor Vectashield antifading reagents. A detailed direct-geneFISH
protocol can be found in the Supporting Information.

2.6.5 CARD-geneFISH protocol

The CARD-geneFISH protocol was performed as described by Moraru et al. (2010),
with the following modifications. The gene was detected first, using a hybridization
buffer with 20% dextran sulfate and 30% formamide, at a temperature of 46◦C for
prehybridization (40 min) and hybridization (2–6 h), and 85◦C for denaturation (40 min).
The gene probe concentration in the hybridization buffer was 5 pg μl−1. The gene and
rRNA probes were the same as in direct-geneFISH, with the exception of the label: Dig
for the gene probe, and HRP for the rRNA probe.

2.6.6 Microscopy

2.6.6.1 Structured illumination microscopy

Samples were observed with an ELYRA PS.1 LSM 780 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena,
Germany). The gene detection efficiency was evaluated on photomicrographs taken with
a 63x plan-apochromatic oil immersion objective using an iXON897 EM-CCD camera.
SIM images were obtained using ELYRA PS.I microscope (Carl Zeiss Germany) from
Z-stacks of 0.6 μm depth, with five phase shifts and three rotations. The pictures were
taken with a PCO edge sCMOS camera. For the excitation and emission of the dyes
the following settings were used: 488 nm laser (100 mW) and beam splitters BP495-575
for Atto488 and Alexa488; 561 nm laser (100 mW) and beam splitters BP570-650 for
Alexa594 and Alexa546; 405 nm laser (50 mW) and beam splitter BP420-480 for DAPI;
642 nm laser (150 mW) beam splitters LP655 for Alexa647 and Cy5. The images were
reconstructed using zen software (Black edition, 2011, Carl Zeiss, Germany) based on
the structured illumination algorithm. Further analysis was performed on reconstructed
super-resolution images in Zen software blue edition (2012, Carl Zeiss, Germany).
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2.6.6.2 Gene detection efficiency

The efficiency of gene detection was determined from the photomicrographs. We anal-
ysed a total of 6–10 pictures in each of three replicates (≈1000 cells per culture tested).
The detection efficiency [(cells with gene signal x 100)/total cell] obtained from each
field of view was used to calculate the mean and standard deviation. The statistical
analysis and graphs were done with SigmaPlot 12.0.

2.6.6.3 Determination of plasmid copy numbers from SIM images

To manually count the number of plasmid per cell, we used the reconstructed SR-SIM
images analysing on average 200 cells with a strong rRNA-FISH signal. The average and
standard deviation of number of plasmid copies per cell on each tested culture condition
was calculated with SigmaPlot 12.0 and BoxPlotR: a web-tool for generation of box
plots (http://boxplot.tyerslab.com).

2.6.6.4 Determination of plasmid copy numbers using fluorescent signal in-
tensity measurements

Gene signal intensities were assessed in pictures taken with an iXON897 EM-CCD cam-
era coupled to the ELYRA PS1 microscope. Laser intensity, gain and exposure time
were maintained constant. A total of 12 pictures were taken from two duplicate exper-
iments. The pictures were exported as png images. To measure gene signal intensities,
we used two software tools, Ilastik v.1.1.6 (http://ilastik.org/, Sommer et al. (2011)) and
CellProfiler v.2.1.1. (http://www.cellprofiler.org/, Kamentsky et al. (2011)). Ilastik was
used to define cell shape based on the 16S rRNA signal and the results were imported in
CellProfiler, for further processing. The previously defined cell shapes were overlapped
with the gene signal images, in order to measure gene signal intensity per cell. Initially,
two background corrections were performed. The first correction removed the fluores-
cence introduced by the microscope itself: for every picture a cell free region was defined,
its mean intensity/pixel was calculated and then subtracted from each pixel in the im-
age. The second correction was needed to remove the autofluorescence introduced in the
fixation step. For this, the mean intensity/pixel of the cell occupied area was calculated
and averaged in several fields of view. Then, this value was used to correct the gene
intensity of each cell in the unk cultures, by the following formula: total corrected inten-
sity per cell = total intensity per cell – (average intensity/pixel of the negative control
x cell area in pixels). After applying the background corrections, the signal intensity for
one plasmid was measured by marking individual plasmid signals and averaging their

http://boxplot.tyerslab.com
http://ilastik.org/
http://www.cellprofiler.org/
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total intensities. To calculate the plasmid number per cell, for each cell the following
formula was applied: total intensity per cell/intensity of one plasmid.
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2.8 Supporting information

2.8.1 SI Text

2.8.1.1 Determining the number of plasmids in the low copy control culture

For the low copy control culture, the number of plasmids per cell was calculated based
on the genome equivalents per cell. The genome equivalent was calculated from the
growth rate (μ) and the generation time G (G = 1/μ). These values were obtained
from the optical density (λ = 600 nm) measurements of cultures during the logarithmic
phase. The optical density was measured with a Beckman DU 530 Life Science UV/VIS
spectrometer. The growth rate (μ) was calculated according to Widdel (2007), as follows:

µ = 2.303(logOD2 − logOD1)
T1 − T2

OD1 is the optical density of the starting point of the logarithmic phase (T1) and OD2
is the optical density of the time point (T2) when the samples for direct-geneFISH were
collected (See Supplementary Table 2.3).

The μ of the low copy control culture was 1 doubling per hour and a generation time
(G) of 60 minutes. Based on the well-studied E. coli cellular composition (see Bremer
& Dennis (1996)), the number of genome equivalents per cell for a culture with these μ
and G values is 1.9. The number of plasmids per genome equivalent is 1-2 copies (Wild
et al., 2002); therefore, the estimation for our culture was 2-6 plasmid copies per cell.

2.8.1.2 Determining the number of plasmids in the induced cultures

For the induced cultures, the plasmid number per cell was calculated in three steps, as
detailed below.

Step 1. Determination of the plasmid DNA content of the cultures. Fluorometric mea-
surements with the Qubit® dsDNA HS Assay Kit gave the concentration of plasmid DNA
in a purified DNA solution. These values were used to back calculate the concentration
of plasmid DNA in the initial cultures (see equation 1).

[pDNA in culture](ng ml−1) =

[pDNA purified] (ng ml−1) X volume used in pDNA elution (ml)
Initial volume for pDNA extraction (ml)

(Equation 1)
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Step 2. Determination of the amount of plasmid DNA per cell. Total cell counts (cells
ml−1) and the plasmid DNA content of the corresponding cultures (cells ml−1) were
used to calculate the amount of pDNA per cell.

cellular pDNA (ng cell−1) = [pDNA in culture] (ng ml−1)
Total cell counts (cell−1)

(Equation 2)

Step 3. Determination of the plasmid amplification factor. The plasmid amplification
factor represents the per cell increase in pDNA in induced cultures when compared with
a low copy culture.

pAmplif_Factor = cellular pDNA (ng cell−1) of induced culture
cellular pDNA (ng cell−1) of non− induced culture

(Equation 3)

Step 4. Calculation of per cell plasmid copies in the induced cultures. The number of
plasmid copies per cell in a low copy culture (2-6 plasmids per cell) and the plasmid
amplification factor of the induced cultures were used to calculate the number of plasmid
copies per cell in the induced cultures (for details, Supplementary see Table 2.3).

2.8.1.3 Detection efficiencies with different dye labels and dye densities

For the Alexa488 probes, two hybridization mixes containing 9 and 12 unk-probes were
tested with 103 and 132 dyes, respectively (Figure 2.2), both at a concentration of
31 pg μl−1. The detection efficiencies were 49 ± 9.4% and 79 ± 12.2%, respectively,
with 0.8 ± 0.8% and 1.4 ± 1.7% false positives (Figure 2.2). The gene signals were
photo-stable. For the Alexa546 probes, one hybridization mix with 9 unk-probes was
tested (352 dyes, Figure 2.2) at a concentration of 62 pg μl −1, which resulted in a
detection efficiency of 74 ± 3.2% and 0.3 ± 0.4% false positives. However, this dye
bleached very quickly. For the Alexa594 probes, 5 hybridization mixes were tested. The
first two contained 2 and 7 unk-probes with 46 and 124 dyes, respectively (Figure 2.1),
both at a concentration of 31 pg μl −1, and gave detection efficiencies of 34 ± 11.1%
and 82 ± 8.5%, respectively, with 1.4 ± 0.8% and 0.2 ± 0.5% false positives (Fig-
ure 2.2). The last three hybridization mixes contained 10 unk-specific probes with a
total of 168 dyes (Figure 2.2), at concentrations of 5 pg μL−1, 31 pg μl−1 and 62 pg
μl −1, respectively. The three mixes gave detection efficiencies of 0%, 91 ± 5.5% and
96 ± 4.0%, respectively, with 0.86 ± 1.04% and 0.99 ± 0.93% false positives for the
latter two hybridization mixes (Figure 2.2). For the Alexa647 probes, two hybridization
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mixes containing 8 and 11 unk-probes were tested with 84 and 295 dyes, respectively
(Figure 2.2), both at a concentration of 62 pg μl−1. The detection efficiencies were
64 ± 13.2% and 75 ± 17.3%, respectively, with 1.69 ± 0.5% and 4.36 ± 4.58% false
positives (Figure 2.2). However, this dye bleached quickly and the signals were weak
(for detailed data of the hybridizations see Supplementary Table 2.2).

2.8.1.4 Synthesis of Dig-labeled probes

For labeling with digoxigenin (Dig), the probes were synthesized by the incorporation of
Dig-labeled-dUTP into the double stranded DNA during PCR. The PCR reaction con-
sisted of 1X PCR buffer (5Prime, Hilden, Germany), unlabeled nucleotide mix (200 μM
dATP, dCTP, dGTP and 130 μM dTTP; Invitrogen, California, USA), 70 μM Dig-dUTP
(Jena Bioscience, Jena, Germany), 1 μM per primer, 0.075 U μl−1 Taq (5Prime, Hilden,
Germany), and ~50 ng DNA template (pDNA, see Materials and Methods). The set-
tings for PCR thermocycling were as follows: initial denaturation at 95°C for 5 min, 30
cycles consisting of 95°C for 1 min, 54.3°C for 1 min, 72°C for 1 min, followed by a final
elongation for 10 min at 72°C.

2.8.1.5 Nile Red staining

For the visualization of the membranes, cells were directly stained in the embedding
step. Briefly, a stock solution of Nile Red (1 mM in dimethyl sulfoxide) was added at a
final concentration of 1 μM to the antifading mounting medium comprised of a 3:1 mix
of Citifluor-Vectashield.

2.8.1.6 Sense strand of the 721 bp dsDNA polynucleotide probe targeting
the soxB gene of clade SUP05RL:

TCTTCCCAGATTGGTCATTTGGCCTTCGTGAGGATGAAATGAGCGAATTGG
TTGCAGACATTCGCGAGAATGAAAAACCTGATGCGGTGATTGTGGTTTCTC
ATAATGGTATGGATGTTGATATTAAGATGGCTGGCAATGTTGTTGGTATT
GATGCGATCTTTGGTGGTCATACGCACGATGGTATGCCAAAGCCAGTTGA
AGTTCAAAATGCTGGTGGCATGACAGTAGTTACTAATGCAGGTTGTTCTG
GTAAGTACATTGGCGTGATGGACTTAGAAATTAAAGACCATAAAATGGTA
GGCTATAACTACAAGATGCTGCCAATTATCACGAATTTTATTAAGCCAGAT
CCGGCTGTGGTTTCGTTTATTGATAAGATGCGTAATACTAAATACGACAAA
AACGTTATTGAGGCACGTAACTCAGCAATGAGTAACAACCCATCTCGTTTA
GGTAAAACTTACGATGAAATTCTAACTGAAAAGCTTTGCACAACGGAGCAA
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ACACTTTATCGTCGTGGTAACTTTATGGGCACCTGGGATCAGGTATTGGTA
AATTCATTACGTGAAGAACACGACGCTGATTTTGCGATGTCTGCAGGGGTT
CGCTGGGGTACTTCGGTGCTGGCTGGTCATGATGTAACGATGGAAGATTT
GATGACTAACACTTCAATGACGTATGGCGAGACTTATGTTTCAGAGATGAA
GGGTTCACAACT
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2.8.2 SI Tables

Supplementary Table 2.1: Individual labeling ratios (number of dyes per 100 nucleotides) and
labeling conditions (volume of dye used) for the unk probes used for direct-geneFISH optimiza-
tion.
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Supplementary Table 2.2: Optimization of the direct-geneFISH procedure: detailed description
of individual hybridization mixes (unk probes used, labeling ratios as the number of dyes per
100 bases (in red) and as the number of dyes per each probe (in black), number of probes per
mix, probe concentration) and corresponding detection efficiency when applied to E. coli low
copy cultures. On average, 800 cells were counted per hybridization.
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Supplementary Table 2.3: Determination of the plasmid copy number in E. coli cultures grown
without the copy control inducer or with different concentrations of the inducer. Symbols and
abbreviations: μ - growth rate, Ind Sln - induction solution, pDNA – plasmid DNA.

Supplementary Table 2.4: Detection of false positive gene signals for direct-geneFISH hybridiza-
tions with different stringent conditions. A total of 800 – 1,000 cells were counted per formamide
concentration (10 photomicrograph images per treatment). Std Dev: Standard deviation

2.8.3 SI Figures

Supplementary Figure 2.1: Phylogenetic tree adapted from Pjevac et al. (2015) showing the soxB
gene diversity in Lake Rogoznica samples. The target group of the gene probe SoxB_SUP05RL
is highlighted in yellow.
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Supplementary Figure 2.2: soxB gene detection using CARD-geneFISH and direct-geneFISH on
Lake Rogoznica samples. The soxB gene was targeted with a 721 bp polynucleotide probe. For
the negative control, the NonPolyPr350 probe was used. y-axis: percentage of the SUP05 cells
(as identified by the 16S rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probe GSO-LR183) positive for a gene
signal.
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Supplementary Figure 2.3: soxB gene detection using direct-geneFISH on Lake Rogoznica sam-
ples. A. Direct-geneFISH samples visualized with standard wide-field epifluorescence microscopy.
B. Direct-geneFISH samples visualized with structured illumination microscopy. Left panels: full
microscope view – white arrows indicate cells with gene and rRNA FISH signal. Scale bar 2 μm.
Right panels: magnification of SUP05 single cells showing overlaid and individual fluorescence
channels. Scale bar 1 μm. Green: SUP05 rRNA signals. Red: soxB gene signals. Blue: DAPI.
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Supplementary Figure 2.4: CARD-geneFISH of Lake Rogoznica samples. In green (top left
panel), the rRNA FISH signal. In red (top right), the geneFISH signal from the soxB probe. In
blue (bottom left), the DAPI channel. Bottom right: overlay of rRNA, gene and DAPI signals.
Scale bar: 10 μm.

Supplementary Figure 2.5: SR-SIM combining direct-geneFISH and Nile Red membrane staining
of an E. coli high copy culture. The first image shows the merged image obtained with the
membrane stain Nile Red (purple), the rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide (green) and gene probe
targeting plasmids (red). The second picture shows the merged images of the rRNA + genes.
The last three pictures show each individual channel. The arrow highlights a gene signal outside
the cell. Images were taken with an Elyra PS.1 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Scale
bar: 2 μm.
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Supplementary Figure 2.6: Growth curves of different E. coli cultures. The cultures were sampled
for plasmid DNA extraction and direct-geneFISH after approximately 300 minutes growth.
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Supplementary Figure 2.7: Agarose gel electrophoresis showing the plasmid DNA extracted
from the low copy, intermediate A, intermediate B and high copy E. coli cultures. Ladder: DNA
molecular weight marker XIV (Roche, Basel).
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2.8.4 Direct-geneFISH – Protocol

Direct-geneFISH allows simultaneous gene and 16S rRNA hybridization within ~6 h.The
main steps of the protocol are: probe design and synthesis, sample preparation, simulta-
neous cell identification (by an rRNA-targeted oligonucleotide probe) and gene detection
(by a mix of dsDNA polynucleotide probes), microscopy and image analysis (see Fig-
ure 2.1). The initial sample preparation includes fixation, immobilization on a solid
support and permeabilization. Usually, the rRNA is targeted by a single oligonucleotide
probe, carrying between 1 and 4 fluorescent labels (the 4X labeled probes are recom-
mended because of their increased sensitivity). The gene is targeted by several dsDNA
polynucleotide probes carrying multiple fluorescent dyes. The oligonucleotide and the
polynucleotide probes are applied to the sample together, in the same hybridization
mixture. The cellular nucleic acids and the probes are then denatured at the same time,
followed by hybridization and removal of unbound probes by washing. The protocol al-
lows for quantification of gene copy numbers per cell, based on counting of the individual
gene signals resolved by structured illumination microscopy (SIM) or by quantification of
the probe-conferred fluorescent signals. Furthermore, in combination with SIM, the pro-
tocol enables sub-cellular localization of both the rRNA and the target gene in microbial
cells.

2.8.4.1 Gene probe design

Polynucleotides versus oligonucleotides

Oligonucleotides are the preferred probes to target rRNA. They are short stretches of
bases (17-21 nt), generally designed to perfectly match the target region. They can
discriminate against targets that differ by 1 nucleotide (i.e. 1 mismatch). Their Tm
is defined as the temperature at which half of the oligonucleotides are bound to the
target, and the other half are unbound. The Tm increases with probe concentration
(see Wetmur (1991)). The number of dyes carried by oligonucleotide probes is generally
1-4.

dsDNA polynucleotides are the preferred probes for targeting genes. They are long
stretches of bases between 100 and 1,000 bps that can carry multiple dyes. Their ideal
length is from 300 to 500 bp. On one hand, long probes (e.g. 1,000 bp) tend to ag-
glomerate on the support membranes and require stronger permeabilization treatments
for cell penetration. On the other hand, shorter probes carry fewer labels and decrease
the signal intensity. Polynucleotide probes can hybridize with targets that have up to
15% mismatches, but they cannot discriminate targets with single mismatches. In the
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case of environmental samples, one gene can have many alleles, meaning that more
polynucleotide probes are necessary to cover the complete allele diversity. The Tm of
polynucleotides is defined as the temperature at which half of the bases are bound to the
target, and the other half are denatured (see Wetmur (1991)), therefore, at Tm, part of
the probe molecule is still bound to the target.

Polynucleotides as gene probes

A single gene probe is often not sufficient for gene detection due to two main reasons:
(i) a single probe does not mediate enough fluorescence to be detected, and ii) the target
gene in the environmental gene pool has high allele diversity.

(i) A single probe does not mediate enough fluorescence to be detected. An increase in
detection can be obtained by increasing the number of dyes per probe (e.g. see Schimak
et al. (2016)) and/or by increasing the number of probes and thereby expanding the size
of the probe-target region. The higher the number of probes, the higher the chance that
the targeted region will be accessible for a probe to hybridize (e.g. see Behrens et al.
(2003a)).

The following is a short description of the procedure to design multiple polynucleotide
probes to cover a broader target region (e.g. to detect genes in pure cultures):

1) Use a general sequence analysis software (e.g. Geneious; http://www.geneious.com)
to open the genome of interest and select a target region (e.g. 3-15 kbps).
2) Use the primer design tool to design primer pairs that amplify several 300 bps frag-
ments along the target region.
3) From all primer pairs, keep only the ones that give non-overlapping polynucleotides.
4) Export the sequence of the corresponding polynucleotides.
5) Use MeltSIM (v1.0 for Windows; http://www.bioinformatics.org/meltsim/wiki) to
predict the melting behavior of each of the polynucleotides. For the melting calculation,
set the sodium chloride (NaCl) concentration to 1 M, the equivalent of the Na+ concen-
tration in the hybridization buffer.
6) Import the melting data in Excel (import the mlt files generated for each polynu-
cleotide by MeltSIM) and plot them in one graph. After visual inspection of the melting
plot, keep only the polynucleotides that melt within 5°C of each other (see example in
Supplementary Figure 2.8).
7) Use the following formula (Wetmur, 1991) to calculate the Tm for each polynucleotide,
for different formamide concentrations:
Tm = 81.5 + 16.6 log10([Na+]/(1 + 0.7[Na+])) + 0.41 (%GC) – 500/N —0.63F
where [Na+] = Na+ concentration (molar), %GC = percentage molar G+C, N = probe
length and F = formamide concentration (%). Chose a formamide concentration that

http://www.geneious.com
http://www.bioinformatics.org/meltsim/wiki
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will give a distance in between the average Tm of the probe mix and the hybridization
temperature (46°C) of 20-30°C, corresponding to the optimum hybridization efficiency
for polynucleotides (see Figure 2.3A).
8) Crosscheck the formamide concentration, which should be compatible with the rRNA
probe.

Supplementary Figure 2.8: An example of gene probe selection using melting curves. The melting
curves of 300 bps polynucleotides were calculated with MeltSim for 1 M NaCl and 0% formamide.
Polynucleotides in the black rectangle can be used in a single hybridization because they melt
within 5°C of each other.

(ii) The target gene in the environmental gene pool has high allele diversity Sometimes
several polynucleotide probes are needed to cover the target gene diversity in a particular
environment, depending on the sequence distance between the alleles of the gene. The
concept and software used for the gene polynucleotide probe rational design (Polyprobe
software) is described in Moraru et al. (2011). The software can be freely downloaded
at: www.mpi-bremen.de/en/GeneFISH.html. For its usage, please cite: “Moraru, C.,
Moraru, G., Fuchs, B.M. and Amann, R. (2011) Concepts and software for a rational
design of polynucleotide probes. Environ. Microbiol. Rep 3: 69–78”

2.8.4.2 Gene probe synthesis

The gene probes are synthesized in a two-step process by PCR sequence amplification
of the probe and subsequent amplicon labeling with fluorescent dyes.

www.mpi-bremen.de/en/GeneFISH.html
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PCR synthesis of polynucleotides. A typical DNA template for the probe synthesis
is the target gene cloned into a plasmid vector. If available, the template can also be
genomic DNA extracted from a pure culture. The chosen primers define the nature
and length of the amplicon. The PCR products are purified with a PCR purification
kit (e.g. QIAquick250, Qiagen, Germany; cat. no. 28106) and eluted directly into the
labeling buffer (5 mM Tris - 1 mM EDTA). Elution in water or other buffers is not
recommended because it will result in decreased labeling efficiency. The quality of the
PCR products is evaluated by agarose gel electrophoresis and the DNA concentration is
measured spectrophotometrically (e.g. NanoDrop™, Thermo Scientific, USA). The use
of vacuum drying to concentrate the PCR products is not recommended, as it can result
in low labeling rates.

For optimal labeling, it was noticed that the amplicon concentration should be above
100 ng μl −1. To achieve such a high concentration often requires the pooling of multiple
PCR reactions in the purification step (e.g. 5 PCR reactions of 100 μl are purified on
one column).

Chemical labeling of the polynucleotides. The purified PCR products are chemi-
cally labeled with the ULYSIS® labeling kit (Life Technologies, USA; U21652, U21654,
U21660). This kit uses a universal linkage system for all the fluorescent dyes supplied.
It is composed of a platinum dye complex that irreversibly reacts with the purine bases
in nucleic acids such as DNA or RNA (ULYSIS® Nucleic Acid Kit Manual, 2015).

For labeling, the double stranded DNA (dsDNA) is first denatured. After shock-cooling
on ice, the labeling reagent is added. Then the samples are incubated for 30 min at 80°C.
In this step, guanine reacts with the platinum dye complex to form stable complexes. The
dye preferentially used is Alexa594. The labeled probes are purified with filtration-based,
non309 interactive, size separation spin-columns (e.g. Micro Bio-Spin™ chromatography
columns P310 30, Bio-Rad; cat. no. 732-6202).

When synthesizing several polynucleotide probes for the same gene probe mixture, each
polynucleotide can be labeled individually, then pooled together in an equimolar concen-
tration at the hybridization step. Alternatively, the polynucleotides can be first pooled
in an equimolar concentration and then labeled in a single reaction. Either way, it is
important that 1 μg of DNA is used per labeling reaction (see step 1 below).

Labeling. The procedure described below and the calculations for determining the
probe concentration and labeling ratios follow the manufacturer’s recommendation (UL-
YSIS® Nucleic Acid Kit Manual, 2015), with modifications, as described below. For the
detailed kit protocol please check the following link: https://tools.thermofisher.com/
content/sfs/manuals/MAN0002212_mp21650_ULYSIS_NA_Labeling_Kits_UG.pdf

https://tools.thermofisher.com/content/sfs/manuals/MAN0002212_mp21650_ULYSIS_NA_Labeling_Kits_UG.pdf
https://tools.thermofisher.com/content/sfs/manuals/MAN0002212_mp21650_ULYSIS_NA_Labeling_Kits_UG.pdf
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1. Prepare the PCR products to be labeled by adjusting them to an amount of 1 μg in
a 10 μl volume. If necessary, add labeling buffer (5 mM Tris – 1 mM EDTA, as included
in the kit) to bring the final volume to 10 μl.
2. Denature at 95°C for 5 min in a thermocycler.
3. Snap cool on ice.
4. Add 15 μl of Alexa594 ULS® labeling reagent stock solution to the tube containing
the denatured sample DNA.
5. Incubate at 80°C for 30 min.
6. Stop the reaction by plunging the reaction tube into an ice bath. Centrifuge the tube
briefly to redeposit the sample on the bottom of the tube.
7. Purify the DNA from excess ULS® labeling reagent. Any gel filtration–based spin
column can be used, but silica-based purification techniques should be avoided.

Calculating the probe concentration

1. Use an aliquot of 1 – 2 μl of the labeled probe to measure the absorbance of the
nucleic acids with a spectrophotometer (e.g. Nanodrop™) at 260 nm (A260) and the
absorbance of the dye (Adye) at its absorbance maximum (e.g. Alexa594 λ = 588 nm).
2. Correct the contribution of the dye to the A260 reading. Most fluorescent dyes
absorb light at 260 nm as well as at their λmax. To obtain an accurate absorbance
measurement for the nucleic acid, it is therefore necessary to account for dye absorbance
using a correction factor (CF260):
Abase = A260 − (Aλmax dye × CF260)

CF260 Alexa594: 0.43
CF260 Alexa488: 0.30

3. The dye-corrected absorbance value A260 and the Beer-Lambert law are used to mea-
sure the concentration of the probe ([N.A.]). The path length of the spectrophotometer
used is required (in cm).

[N.A.] (mg ml −1) = (Abase × MWbase) / (εbase × path length)

εbase: average extinction coefficient double-stranded DNA (dsDNA): 6600 cm−1 M−1.

Calculating the labeling efficiency of the probes

1. Use the corrected A260 value (see above).
2. Calculate the ratio of bases to dye molecules using the following equation:

base:dye = (Abase(corrected) × εdye) / (Adye × εbase)
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εdye: extinction coefficient for the fluorescent dye (specific for each dye)
ε Alexa488: 62000 cm−1 M−1

ε Alexa594: 80400 cm−1 M−1

2.8.4.3 Sample preparation

The sample preparation consists of three steps: fixation, immobilization on a solid sup-
port (either on glass slides or on filters) and permeabilization. The exact details of
these steps are dependent on the type of sample (e.g. bacteria vs archaea, Gram-
positives vs Gram-negatives, etc.). Fixation and permeabilization protocols described
elsewhere are well suited for direct-geneFISH. To select the most convenient fixa-
tion procedure, we recommend the reader to check already published FISH protocols
(see http://www.arb-silva.de/fish-probes/fish-protocols/). Regarding the immobiliza-
tion step, the choice of the solid support again depends on the type of sample. Samples
with higher cell densities (e.g. cultures) are suited for spotting glass slides. Samples
with lower cell densities (e.g. seawater) are suited for immobilization on filters because
of the implicit concentration.

Fixation with paraformaldehyde

Fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde, which is most often used, is described below.

Note: Paraformaldehyde is toxic, and should be handled with care and always in a fume
hood!

1. Add 20% or 16% paraformaldehyde (PFA) to a final concentration of 4% PFA, and
mix.
2. Incubate for 1 h at room temperature or overnight at 4°C.
3. The fixation can be stopped by vacuum-filtration on 0.2 μm filters (see the Immo-
bilization on solid support and permeabilization section) and samples can be stored at
-20°C. Alternatively, for cell cultures, we recommend to stop the fixation as described
in steps 4 to 10:
4. Take a Swinnex® filter holder (e.g. Millipore; cat. no. XX6504707) and put a 0.22 μm
PC filter inside.
5. Push the fixed culture through. DO NOT LET IT DRY.
6. Wash with 60 ml 1X PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8 mM Na2HPO4 and 2 mM
KH2PO4).
7. After washing, shake the filter holder well in order to displace cells from the mem-
brane and suck out the cell suspension with a 2/5 syringe.
8. Recover the cell suspension in 1.5 ml tubes.

http://www.arb-silva.de/fish-probes/fish-protocols/
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9. Add an equal volume of 96% ethanol, and mix well.
10. Store at -20°C.

Immobilization on solid support and permeabilization

Before starting

Prepare a lysozyme solution (0.5 mg ml −1 lysozyme in lysozyme buffer, see Supplemen-
tary Table 2.5). Lysozyme solutions should always be freshly prepared and kept on ice
until needed.

Note: The permeabilization step can require further optimization depending on the
targeted cells and the probe length.

Supplementary Table 2.5: Composition of the lysozyme buffer. The volumes indicated in the
table correspond to the volumes needed to prepare 50 mL of the buffer. The buffer is prepared
in advance and stored at RT.

Set the hybridization ovens at two different temperatures: 46°C and 85°C.

Cells immobilized on polycarbonate filters

1. Filter the fixed cell suspension at -200 mBar on 25 mm, 0.2 μm Cyclopore® filters
(e.g. Whatman; cat. no. 7060-2502).
2. Wash with 10 ml Milli-Q water (MQW) in a filtration tower. Note: Make sure the
filtration towers are clean (if necessary, scrub them with detergent, and then rinse them
with abundant water).
3. Air dry. Filters can be immediately used or stored at –20°C. Filters can be stored
BEFORE the permeabilization step.
Note: When filters are stored after permeabilization, the rRNA seems to decay consid-
erably over time; furthermore, the cells are more fragile in direct-geneFISH compared
to samples that are permeabilized immediately before carrying out the direct-geneFISH
protocol.
4. Cut the filters into pieces of the desired size.
5. Put droplets of 80 – 1000 μl (volume dependent on the filter piece size) fresh lysozyme
solution (0.5 mg ml −1) in a Petri dish and place the filters onto them with the sample
side downwards.
6. Incubate for 1 h on ice.
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7. Wash in excess MQW.
8. Quickly wash with 96% ethanol.
9. Air dry.

Cells immobilized on slides

1. Use poly-L-lysine coated slides (e.g. Sigma; cat. no. P0425-72EA). Use silicone
isolators to define the area where to spot the cells (e.g. Grace Biolabs; cat. no. 70339-05
/ 70339-40). To attach the silicone isolators to the slide, remove the transparent screen of
the isolator (Supplementary Figure 2.9-2) and press it against the slide (Supplementary
Figure 2.9-3) with sufficient strength (Supplementary Figure 2.9-4).

Note: We suggest attaching two isolator wells per slide (Supplementary Figure 2.9-
1). The silicone isolators usually have two types of adhesive surfaces: the silicone (S)
itself and a secure seal adhesive (A) (Supplementary Figure 2.9-1). It is possible to
find silicone isolators with all surface combinations: S/S, S/A, A/A (e.g. see https:
//www.emsdiasum.com/microscopy/products/brochures/2010/sealing-chambers.pdf).

Do not stick the isolator to the slide on the secure seal adhesive because it is not possible
to remove all the glue from the slide. The remaining glue will interfere with microscopy
and slides will most likely break in an attempt to remove all the glue.

From our experience, we suggest using the S/A isolators adhered to the slides through
the silicone surface (Supplementary Figure 2.9-3). We preferred the S/A because it was
noticed that these isolators were more rigid and tended to stay more firmly attached to
the slides during the whole protocol compared to the S/S isolators.

https://www.emsdiasum.com/microscopy/products/brochures/2010/sealing-chambers.pdf
https://www.emsdiasum.com/microscopy/products/brochures/2010/sealing-chambers.pdf
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Supplementary Figure 2.9: Preparation of the poly-L-lysine glass slides for the immobilization
of cell suspensions using silicone isolators.

2. With a glass-scribe pen make round marks on the poly-L-lysine glass slides, in the
same location as the silicone isolators (Supplementary Figure 2.10), but on the opposite
face of the glass side.

Supplementary Figure 2.10: Marking the area where the cells will be spotted.

3. Spot a small volume (μl) of fixed cell suspension on the poly-L-lysine coated slides
(Supplementary Figure 2.11). Dry at 35°C or room temperature.

Note: To have a good cell density on the slide it is necessary to first find the appropriate
cell suspension volume. From our experience, the volumes needed for fixed pure cultures
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ranged from 5 – 20 μl and for suspended cells from natural environments they ranged
from 20 – 100 μl.

Supplementary Figure 2.11: Poly-L-lysine coated slide ready for spotting the fixed cell suspen-
sions.

4. Dehydrate in a series of 50%, 80% and 100% ethanol for 10 s, 10 s and 20 s, respec-
tively.
5. Air dry.
6. Add droplets of 50 μl fresh lysozyme solution (0.5 mg ml −1) on top of each well
where the cells were spotted.
7. Incubate for 1 h on ice.
8. Wash with excess MQW.
9. Quickly wash with absolute ethanol.
10. Air dry.

2.8.4.4 RNA digestion (optional)

This step is described for those experiments that require the removal of mRNA (e.g. for
the study of bacteriophage infection cycles).

IMPORTANT NOTE: The rRNA will also be degraded, and therefore, no rRNA signal
will be obtained in this case. To see the shape of the cells, use Nile Red to stain the
membranes (see the Counterstaining and embedding section).

1. Overlay the samples with RNase solution (0.1 U μl −1 495 RNase I [Ambion; cat. no.
AM 2295], 75 μg ml −1 RNase A [Sigma; cat. no. R4642-10], 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0).
2. Incubate for 1 h at 37°C.
3. Wash 2 x 5 min with 1X PBS and 1 min with water.
4. Quickly wash with absolute ethanol.
5. Air dry.
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2.8.4.5 Simultaneous cell identification and gene detection

Preparation of the hybridization buffer.

The hybridization buffers are slightly modified from the gene hybridization buffer de-
scribed by Moraru et al. (2010). The buffer for direct-geneFISH uses a double concen-
tration of the dextran sulfate.

Note 1: The formamide concentration in the hybridization buffer has to match both the
rRNA probe and the gene probes (see Figure 2.3, main text). For many rRNA probes,
the best formamide concentration can be found in the scientific literature, or in pub-
lic databases (e.g. www.probebase.net). However, the direct-geneFISH hybridization
buffer has a somewhat different composition than the traditional rRNA CARD-FISH
buffer. Most significantly, the dextran sulfate concentration has doubled. Since dextran
sulfate is a crowding agent, it could slightly change the formamide concentration in the
hybridization buffer. This slight change could result, for example, in the loss of the
rRNA signal. Therefore, we recommend first checking the specificity of the rRNA probe
in the new buffer.

Note 2: Formamide is toxic, handle it and the hybridization buffers with care and always
in a fume hood!

1. In a 50 ml Falcon tube, add all the components except the formamide, SDS and
blocking reagents (blocking reagents include: sheared salmon sperm DNA, yeast RNA,
blocking reagent for nucleic acids).
2. Shake well to dissolve the dextran sulfate.
3. Incubate at 48°C until the dextran sulfate dissolves completely.
4. Add the rest of the components but add the SDS last.
5. Vortex and spin down.
6. Hybridization buffers are filtered using a 0.2 μm pore size syringe filter.
7. Put aliquots in 2 ml tubes.
8. Store at -20°C.

www.probebase.net
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Supplementary Table 2.6: Composition of direct-geneFISH hybridization buffer. The volumes
in the table are given for a final volume of 40 ml.

Preparation of the washing buffer.

Prepare the washing buffer according to Supplementary Figure 2.12 and Supplementary
Figure 2.11 and preheat it to 48°C. For solid membranes, prepare 2 x 50 ml washing
buffer per formamide concentration used in the hybridization step and preheat to 48°C
in a water bath. For slides, prepare ~250 ml per glass staining dish (e.g. Sigma Aldrich;
cat. no. BR472200-10EA). Preheat to 48°C in a hybridization oven at least two glass
staining dishes per formamide concentration used in the hybridization step.

Supplementary Figure 2.12: Composition of the washing buffer. The washing buffers are freshly
prepared and preheated in a water bath at 48°C. Washing buffers are described elsewhere (see:
http://www.arb545silva.de/fish-probes/fish-protocols/). Note: Add SDS last to avoid precipi-
tation. *EDTA should only be added if ≥ 20% formamide is used in the hybridization buffer.

http://www.arb545 silva.de/fish-probes/fish-protocols/
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Supplementary Figure 2.13: NaCl concentration in the washing buffer for washing at 48°C after
hybridization at 46°C.

2.8.4.6 Denaturation and hybridization

1. Preparation of the hybridization chambers:
To maintain a humid atmosphere during incubation, prepare the hybridization cham-
bers in glass boxes by inserting wipes soaked with an MQW-formamide solution with
the equivalent formamide concentration as the hybridization buffer (Supplementary Fig-
ure 2.14).

Supplementary Figure 2.14: Direct-geneFISH hybridization chambers. In the left image, different
sizes and shapes of O-ring sealed lunch boxes are shown that can be adapted as hybridization
chambers. The image on the right shows the preparation of a hybridization chamber to create a
moist environment.
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Note 1: The hybridization chambers can be O-ring sealed lunch boxes, with a glass
bottom part and a polypropylene lid. The boxes can vary in size adapted to the type of
samples (filters and slides) or space limitations (see Supplementary Figure 2.14).

Note 2: The use of 50 ml Falcon tubes as hybridization chambers is not recommended
because they are not as tightly sealed at the denaturation temperature.

2. Preparation of the hybridization mixtures:
Add the gene probe to the hybridization buffer (see Supplementary Table 2.6) to a
final concentration of 62 pg μl−1 per each polynucleotide probe in the mixture and the
rRNA probe to a final concentration of 5 ng μl −1 = 0.84 pmol μl −1 in the hybridization
buffer. Mix well by vortexing. Store hybridization mixes on ice in the dark until use.

Note: The volume of gene probe working solution(s) to be added will depend on the
final volume of the hybridization mix and the initial probe concentration calculated as
described in the section “Calculating the concentration of the probe”.

The volume of the rRNA probe will also depend on the concentration of the working
solution. Standard rRNA-targeted oligos can be ordered from commercial suppliers (e.g.
Biomers) and the stocks prepared at a concentration of 100 pmol μl−1. We recommend
keeping aliquots of these stocks in small volumes and use them directly as working
solutions, which will help to: (1) avoid freezing and thawing of the entire probe stock,
(2) protect the stock in case of spoilage or contamination, and (3) have the significant
smaller volume needed to achieve the desired final concentration available compared to
less concentrated (standard) working solutions, which means the volume of the probe
solution added has a minimal effect on the stringency of hybridization (i.e. decrease the
formamide concentration in the hybridization buffer).

3. Place the samples in the hybridization chambers:
a) For cells immobilized on polycarbonate filters
Add 80 μl droplets of hybridization mix into a Petri dish (Supplementary Figure 2.15-
1) and place the filters onto them with their sample side downwards (Supplementary
Figure 2.15-2 and 3). Place the Petri dish (Supplementary Figure 2.15-4) into the
hybridization chambers in a horizontal position.

b) For cells immobilized on glass slides
Place the glass slides horizontally and directly into the hybridization chambers (Sup-
plementary Figure 2.16). Cover the area with the spotted cells with 50–100 μl of the
hybridization mix.
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Supplementary Figure 2.15: Procedure to place the filters in the hybridization chambers for
direct-geneFISH denaturation and hybridization.

4. Close the hybridization chambers tightly.
5. Denature for 40 min at 85°C.
6. Transfer hybridization chambers to 46°C and incubate for 2 h.

Supplementary Figure 2.16: Slides are horizontally placed in the hybridization chambers, and
then the hybridization mix is added. Any solid support resistant to 85°C (during denaturation)
can be used as a support for the slides in order to keep them straight during the rest of the
protocol.
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2.8.4.7 Washing

1. Quickly rinse in washing buffer (under the fume hood!).
2. Transfer filters or slides into a second preheated washing buffer and incubate for
15 min at 48°C in a water bath/oven. After in situ hybridization, washing times have
to be strictly respected, otherwise the rRNA signal might be washed off.
3. Transfer the samples to 1X PBS and incubate for 20 min at RT.
4. Wash with MQW for 1 min.
5. Quickly wash with 96% ethanol.
6. Air dry.

2.8.4.8 Microscopy

Counterstaining and embedding

1. Prepare either 1 or 4 μg ml−1 DAPI solutions. For direct-geneFISH, we suggest using
4 μg ml−1 DAPI because stronger stable DNA signals were observed at this concentra-
tion.

Note: DAPI is a DNA binding stain, and therefore, is potentially mutagenic and car-
cinogenic. Handle it with proper precautions.

2. Cover with ~20 μl (per filter) or ~50 μl (per slide well) DAPI solution.
3. Incubate for 5-10 min.
4. Wash with MQW for ~1 min.
5. Quickly wash with 96% ethanol.
6. Remove the silicone isolators (for hybridizations on slides).
7. Air dry.
8. Embed in a 3:1 mix of Citifluor™ (glycerol-PBS solution, Citifluor Ltd, United
Kingdom; cat. no. AF1-100) and Vectashield® antifade mounting media (Vector Labo-
ratories, Inc., USA; H-100-10) to prevent the dyes from bleaching. The solution should
be shaken well due to its high viscosity and can be stored at -20°C. Before embedding,
the samples need to be completely dry.

Optional: Nile Red can be used for staining of cell membranes. Prepare a stock solution
of 1 mM Nile Red in dimethyl sulfoxide. Add it to the Citifluor:Vectashield mix to a
final concentration of 1 μM. Since Nile Red excitation/emission spectra overlap with
Alexa594, the use of Alexa488 for labeling of gene probes is recommended.

9. Double stained and air dried preparations, as well as mounted slides, can be stored
in the dark at -20°C.
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3.1 Abstract

Gene clusters rich in carbohydrate-active enzymes within Flavobacteriia genera provide
a competitiveness for their hosts to degrade diatom-derived polysaccharides. One such
widely distributed polysaccharide is glucuronomannan, a main cell wall component of
diatoms. A conserved gene cluster putatively degrading glucuronomannan was found
previously among various flavobacterial taxa in marine metagenomes. Here, we aimed
to visualize two glycoside hydrolase family 92 genes coding for α-mannosidases with
fluorescently-labeled polynucleotide probes using direct-geneFISH. Reliable in situ lo-
calization of single-copy genes was achieved with an efficiency up to 74% not only in
the flavobacterial strains Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 and Formosa Hel1_33_131 but also
in planktonic samples from the North Sea. In combination with high-resolution mi-
croscopy, direct-geneFISH gave visual evidence of the contrasting lifestyles of closely
related Polaribacter species in those samples and allowed for the determination of gene
distribution among attached and free-living cells. We also detected highly similar GH92
genes in yet unidentified taxa by broadening probe specificities, enabling a visualization
of the functional trait in subpopulations across the borders of species and genera. Such
a quantitative insight into the niche separation of flavobacterial taxa complements our
understanding of the ecology of polysaccharide-degrading bacteria beyond omics-based
techniques on a single-cell level.

3.2 Introduction

Glucuronomannan is a universal polysaccharide found in diatom cell walls. Its back-
bone consists of α-1,3-mannose alternating with β-glucuronic acid residues and is often
branched and sulfated (Chiovitti et al., 2005, Gügi et al., 2015, Le Costaouëc et al.,
2017, McConville et al., 1999). Since diatoms are a major polysaccharide source and
contribute substantially to the marine food web by attributing to 40% of primary produc-
tion (Arnosti et al., 2021, Field, 1998, Tréguer et al., 2017), it can be assumed that glu-
curonomannan is widely distributed wherever diatoms are found. Hence, marine bacteria
are adapted to its degradation and, especially Bacteroidetes, can digest substrates rich
in sulfated α-mannose using complementary carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZymes),
such as glycoside hydrolases (GHs) of family 92 (Chen et al., 2018). The GH92 family
codes for exo-acting α-mannosidases and thus far, catalytic activity has been detected on
α-1,2-, α-1,3-, α-1,4- and α-1,6-linked mannose (Zhu et al., 2009). GH92 genes are com-
mon in many flavobacterial species. Therefore, a co-evolution along with diverse cell wall
components of algae seems plausible and would explain the many GH92 variants. Ex-
tensive analysis of metagenome and metaproteome data retrieved from bacterioplankton
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seawater samples revealed conserved GH92-rich polysaccharide utilization loci (PULs)
that contain sulfatases and cluster for their SusC-like TonB-dependent transporters and
SusD-like substrate binding proteins (SusCD-like tandem pairs) (Krüger et al., 2019).
Their specific combination of CAZymes strongly suggests a degradation potential for
sulfated α-glucomannans such as glucuronomannan (Kappelmann et al., 2018). Hence,
GH92s from these particular PULs may act in a concerted manner on the different link-
age types of the glucuronomannan, maximizing cell wall degradation of diatoms. The
highly similar sequences of these PULs were retrieved from species of the Formosa and
Polaribacter genera, which recurrently dominated the bacteroidetal response to algae
blooms in 2010-2012 in the North Sea (Krüger et al., 2019). It was also shown from
bacterioplankton-derived (meta-) proteomic data, that the expression levels of GH92s
were consistently high during phytoplankton spring blooms in the North Sea (Teeling
et al., 2012). As well as being recurrent in bacterioplankton-derived metagenomic data
from the North Sea (Teeling et al., 2016), GH92 genes were also identified in samples
from the North Atlantic Ocean (Gómez-Pereira et al., 2012), which underlines their
ecological importance.

In this study, we investigated the in situ distribution of these conserved putative glu-
curonomannan PULs among various taxa in complex planktonic samples from a time-
series taken in the North Sea to visualize the hypothesis raised by the metagenomic
analyses. To this end, we targeted the two most common variants of GH92 genes,
GH92_a and GH92_b, in two representative strains of recurrently blooming flavobac-
terial clades isolated from the North Sea: Formosa Hel1_33_131 (Hahnke et al., 2014,
Unfried et al., 2018) and Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 (Avcı et al., 2020, Hahnke et al.,
2014, Xing et al., 2015). We applied direct-geneFISH (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017),
a molecular tool that uses fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), to directly link a
taxonomic identity to a putative glucuronomannan degradation potential. The method
identifies cells via 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA)-targeted oligonucleotides and simultane-
ously detects the gene(s) of interest with double-stranded DNA polynucleotide probes
(typical length of 300 - 500 bp), allowing the visualization of key genes directly within
the bacterial host. Furthermore, we evaluated whether the specificity of gene-targeting
polynucleotide probes can be broadened by relaxing the hybridization conditions. In
contrast to oligonucleotide probes, which need to be applied under stringent conditions
during hybridization to gain specific signals, polynucleotide probes tolerate a certain
amount of mismatches without compromising specificity. This property can be used
to detect genes within one species but also highly similar genes in closely related taxa.
Consequently, applying direct-geneFISH at relaxed conditions would allow to analyze an
environmental sample based on a functional trait rather than on taxonomic affiliation
alone.
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In combination with high-resolution microscopy, direct-geneFISH has the additional
advantage of providing direct, visual evidence of individual lifestyles and a quantita-
tive insight into niche separation, which extends beyond what can be predicted from
metagenome studies. Investigating flavobacterial genetic repertoires and their potential
to degrade polysaccharides in combination with their visualization can help to define
the niche spaces of these recurring clades and to understand their contribution to the
marine carbon cycle.

3.3 Material and methods

3.3.1 Plankton samples and representative pure cultures

Plankton samples were collected in the German Bight at Helgoland Roads, station ’Ka-
beltonne’ (54◦ 11.3′ N, 07◦ 54.0′ E) in the framework of a time-series as described in
Teeling et al. (2012, 2016). We used subsamples from the fixed filters taken on 3rd April
2009, 20th and 26th April 2010, 26th April and 3rd May 2012. Pure cultures of For-
mosa Hel1_33_131 (Hahnke et al., 2014, Unfried et al., 2018) (UBA3537 according to
Genome Taxonomy Database (GTDB) release 83 (Parks et al., 2018)) and Polaribacter
Hel1_33_49 were previously obtained by dilution cultivation from the same sampling
site on 20th April 2010 (Hahnke et al., 2014, Xing et al., 2015). Cells were grown in
HaHa_100 medium (Hahnke et al., 2014), fixed in exponential phase with formaldehyde
(2%) and filtered onto polycarbonate filters (0.2 μm pore size).

3.3.2 Synteny of putative glucuronomannan PULs

For analysis of PUL synteny, we retrieved all putative glucuronomannan PULs from 38
metagenomes taken at station ’Kabeltonne’ in the years 2010-2012 during spring phyto-
plankton blooms, published in Krüger et al. (2019). They were annotated as described
therein and defined by the existence of at least one susC - or susD-like gene and at least
two degradative CAZymes from the glycoside hydrolase or polysaccharide lyase families
and additionally by a combination of predicted GH92 and sulfatase genes. We included
representatives even if they occurred only in a single metagenome. All remaining PUL
contigs were annotated using Prokka v 1.12 (Seemann, 2014) (with adaptions for the –c
and –m options within Prodigal as described in Francis et al. (2019)) with manual an-
notation of the predicted genes and shortened to the genetic region of the PULs. Their
taxonomic affiliation was determined using the metagenome-assembled genome (MAG)
affiliation from (Krüger et al., 2019) and the respective taxonomic classification us-
ing the GTDB-Tk genome-based taxonomy (GTDB-Tk v0.0.8 with GTDB release 83
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(Parks et al., 2018)). PULs from Formosa Hel1_33_131 and Polaribacter Hel1_33_49
genomes were extracted accordingly. Respective GenBank files for all shortened contigs
and genomes are available as Supplementary Data 1. The synteny map of the PULs in
Figure 3.1 was calculated with clinker to directly visualize the structural similarity on
the protein level using GenBank files as input (Gilchrist & Chooi, 2021).

3.3.3 Phylogenetic tree of Flavobacteriaceae in Helgoland
metagenomes

To visualize the distribution of glucuronomannan PULs within the family of Flavobacte-
riaceae, we constructed a reduced tree (Supplementary Figure 3.1) based on the phyloge-
netic tree published in (Krüger et al., 2019) using only sequences classified as Flavobac-
teriaceae. The tree was computed as in (Krüger et al., 2019) with the exception of using
RAxML v8.2.11 (Stamatakis, 2014). It was visualized using iTOL (Letunic & Bork,
2021).

3.3.4 GH92 identities and taxonomic affiliation of non-PUL GH92s

Nucleotide and amino acid identity values for all GH92 genes on representative glu-
curonomannan PULs were calculated using multiple sequence alignments computed with
MAFFT v7.017 (Katoh & Standley, 2013) with E-INS-I algorithm. Pairwise identities
and stretches of mismatches or gaps of each polynucleotide probe (FORM-GH92_a_1-
5, FORM-GH92_b_1-5 and POL-GH92_a_1-5) to the corresponding GH92_a or
GH92_b in PULs of Figure 3.1 were calculated using Nucleotide-Nucleotide BLAST
(Altschul et al., 1990) within Geneious 8.1.8 (https://www.geneious.com) (Supplemen-
tary Table 3.1). To check for the presence of GH92 genes in the 38 bacterioplankton
metagenomes that were not located within one of the putative glucuronomannan PULs
but maintained a nucleotide sequence similarity of 80% or higher, we compared all se-
quences of the designed gene-targeted polynucleotide probes to all predicted GH92s in
the metagenomes using Nucleotide-Nucleotide BLAST v2.8.1 (Altschul et al., 1990). A
hit was accepted if at least four of five nucleotide probes from a set had a hit with = 80%.
Taxonomic affiliation of these hits was again determined using the MAG affiliation from
(Krüger et al., 2019) and the respective taxonomic classification using the GTDB-Tk
genome-based taxonomy (Supplementary Table 3.2).

https://www.geneious.com
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3.3.5 Oligonucleotide 16S rRNA probe design

All 16S rRNA oligonucleotide probes are summarized in Supplementary Table 3.3 and
were ordered directly labeled with four fluorescent dyes from biomers.net GmbH (Ulm,
Germany) that are specified in Supplementary Table 3.4. In this study, new helper
oligonucleotides that flank the 16S rRNA probe FORM181B on either side were designed
with ARB software (Ludwig et al., 2004) on the Silva SSURef NR 99 v128 16S rRNA
sequence database (Quast et al., 2013), to improve accessibility for the probe to its target
sequence.

3.3.6 Polynucleotide probes

For the design of the GH92-targeted polynucleotide probe sets, the published genomes
of Formosa Hel1_33_131 (accession number in NCBI’s Genbank: CP017260.1) and Po-
laribacter Hel1_33_49 (JPDI00000000) were used. The three most widely distributed
GH92 genes in our metagenome analyses served as targets for direct-geneFISH: FORM-
GH92_a (gene locus tag: FORMB_02890, protein_id: AOR27350.1), FORM-GH92_b
(gene locus tag: FORMB_02900, protein_id: AOR27351.1) and POL-GH92_a (gene
locus tag: PHEL49_1329, protein_id: KGL60439.1). For each gene, a set of five consec-
utive polynucleotide probes of 442-456 bp length and their respective primer sets were
designed with SnapGene® software (from GSL Biotech; available at snapgene.com) (Sup-
plementary Table 3.5, Supplementary Data 2). The polynucleotide probes within each
set were designed to have a similar melting temperature (Tm) and GC content to enable
simultaneous hybridization. To investigate the stringency boundaries that determine
the probe specificities in direct-geneFISH, we used the Wetmur formula for DNA:DNA
hybrids, where [Na+] = molar Na+ concentration, GC = GC content [%], N = probe
length [bp], M = mismatch [%] and FA = formamide concentration [%], (Wetmur, 1991):

Tm = 81.5 + 16.6 log10( [Na+]
1 + 0.7[Na+] ) + 0.41 GC − 500

N
− M − 0.63 FA

For each polynucleotide probe the corresponding melting temperatures were calculated
across varying parameters, such as formamide (FA) concentration and the respective
allowed percentage of mismatch for the probe to the target DNA.

The polynucleotide probes were synthesized as described in Barrero-Canosa et al. (2017)
and either individually labeled or pooled in equi-molar probe mixes and then labeled
with the Thermo Fisher Ulysis™ Alexa Fluor™ Nucleic Acid Labeling Kit (catalog
numbers: Alexa Fluor® 488: U21650, Alexa Fluor® 594: U21654, Alexa Fluor® 647:
U21660), according to the manufacturer’s instructions with the following modifications:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/CP017260.1/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/JPDI00000000
snapgene.com
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The amount of dye added to 1 μg DNA was increased to 3 μl for Alexa Fluor® 488,
15 μl for Alexa Fluor® 594 and 10 μl for Alexa Fluor® 647, which successfully enhanced
the degree of labelling (DOL) (number of dyes per 100 bp) (Supplementary Table 3.6).
The time for the labeling reagent to react with the probe DNA was increased to 30 min.
Unbound dyes were removed with Bio-Spin™ P-30 Gel Columns (Tris Buffer, catalog
number: 7326223, Bio-Rad, Hercules, California, USA).

As negative controls, we used polynucleotide probes that target a gene of unknown
function (unk) originating from a Pseudoalteromonas phage PSA-HP1 (synthesized as
described in Allers et al. (2013), displayed as negative control (NC) in the figures), as
well as hybridizations without any added gene probes (data not shown). To confirm
that the unk-targeted polynucleotide probes used as NC did not hybridize to any DNA
in the plankton samples, their probe sequences were blasted against all predicted genes
within the analyzed 38 metagenomes and no hits were detected.

3.3.7 Direct-geneFISH

Direct-geneFISH was performed as described in Barrero-Canosa et al. (2017) with a
few modifications. The permeabilization step was omitted for Formosa Hel1_33_131
to preserve cell morphology, even though it decreased the detection efficiency for
the gene slightly. Permeabilization of Polaribacter cells was performed for 5-10
min at room temperature with 0.5 mg ml−1 lysozyme in buffer (1x PBS, 0.05 M
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 0.1 M Tris-HCl). Hybridized samples were
counterstained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and mounted with Pro-
Long™ Gold Antifade Mountant (catalog number: P36930, Thermo Fisher Scientific)
on a microscope slide, covered with a #1.5 coverslip and cured for 24 h at room tem-
perature.

3.3.8 Microscopy

The Airyscan detector upgrade on a confocal laser scanning microscope Zeiss LSM 780
was run in super-resolution mode (63x plan apochromatic oil immersion objective, 32
GaAsP detectors) (Huff, 2015). The excitation lasers and emission detection windows are
listed in Supplementary Table 3.7. For each field of view, a z-stack was taken and after
post-processing with default Airyscan filtering, a 3D reconstruction was performed with
Zen Black 2.1 software (Version 13.0.0.0, Carl Zeiss, Germany) with automatic Airyscan
filter strength. The final images were obtained by a maximum intensity projection of
the z-stack. The histogram of signal intensities was adjusted to maximize visibility
of gene probe-conferred positive signals and the same values were used as thresholds
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to evaluate negative controls of the respective experiment to estimate eventual false
positives. For better representation, fluorescent signals were consistently pseudocolored,
not resembling their original labeling dye color.

3.3.9 Gene detection efficiencies and relative gene abundances

For each direct-geneFISH polynucleotide probe set, we determined the gene detection
efficiency under stringent hybridization conditions on pure cultures. Per experiment, we
analyzed 3-8 fields of view in which 721-2747 cells were counted. The efficiencies are
given as the mean of the percentages of gene-positive cells ((number of cells with gene
signal/total number of cells) * 100) of each evaluated field of view and the corresponding
standard deviation. In plankton samples, we report the fraction of 16S rRNA-targeted
cells carrying a gene signal as the relative gene abundances (RGAs) in [%] and the
corresponding standard deviation. Only cells with both a 16S rRNA-FISH and DAPI-
DNA signal were considered for counting. Per experiment on plankton samples, we
analyzed 6-20 fields of view in which 41-387 cells were counted. More details, such as
the total number of cells counted per experiment, are given in Supplementary Table 3.4.
P-values for evaluating differences in efficiencies were calculated using a two-tailed t-test
assuming equal variances (confirmed by two-sample F-test for variances) in Excel.

3.4 Results

Synteny of glucuronomannan PULs
We adapted direct-geneFISH to target genes from conserved, putative glucuronomannan-
degrading PULs in the flavobacterial groups Polaribacter and Formosa. A preceding
analysis of (meta-) genomic data obtained from sampling campaigns in the German
Bight in 2010 - 2012 indicated that the gene sequences of susCD-like tandem pairs re-
trieved from GH92- and sulfatase-rich PULs, clustered together based on their amino
acid sequence similarity (Krüger et al., 2019). A more detailed analysis revealed that
these PULs were not only taxonomically linked to representative strains and MAGs of
the genera Formosa and Polaribacter (Krüger et al., 2019), but also to MAGs affiliated
to Aurantivirga and Algibacter (Figure 3.1, Supplementary Figure 3.1). We examined
the synteny of these PULs and found that they share a high sequence identity for their
SusCD-like proteins, GH92s and sulfatases, within and across genera (Figure 3.1). Fur-
thermore, we could confirm that the PULs share a similarly high sequence identity with
a PUL found on a fosmid affiliated to Polaribacter sp. (fosmid S3-860) retrieved from
bacterioplankton samples taken in the North Atlantic Ocean in 2006 (Gómez-Pereira
et al., 2012).
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GH92 genes at the same positions within the PULs are homologous across strains, shar-
ing a high percentage of sequence identity (Figure 3.1). For example, FORM-GH92_b
and POL-GH92_b share a nucleotide sequence identity of 86% (Figure 3.1, Supplemen-
tary Table 3.8). However, the sequence comparison of the different GH92 genes within
the same PUL showed they have less than 50% nucleotide sequence identity, most likely
reflecting differences in substrate specificity of these exo-α-mannosidases. When com-
pared to GH92 protein sequences within the CAZy database (Lombard et al., 2013),
no discrete specificity could be determined for GH92_a, while the closest characterized
proteins to GH92_b and GH92_c were α-1,3-mannosidases. GH92_d and GH92_e clus-
tered with α-1,2-mannosidases. Interestingly, while a homolog of GH92_b is present in
all and of GH92_a in most of the putative glucuronomannan PULs in Figure 3.1, other
GH92 variants were found only sporadically, which could also be due to incomplete
assemblies of the respective MAGs.
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Figure 3.1: Synteny map of PULs likely encoding glucuronomannan degradation, retrieved from
2010-2012 Helgoland MAGs and isolates and a PUL found on a fosmid retrieved from the North
Atlantic Ocean in 2006 (Gómez-Pereira et al., 2012). The synteny map is aligned on the SusCD-
like tandem pairs (SusC-like: orange, SusD-like: green). GH92_a are highlighted in yellow
and GH92_b in magenta (coherent with the color-coding in following figures), all others GH92s
in light blue. sulfatases are displayed in grey. The synteny map was calculated with clinker
(Gilchrist & Chooi, 2021) based on the amino acid sequences, but shown here are the correspond-
ing nucleotide sequence identities. These numbers are only true for the immediate neighbors and
are meant to showcase their remarkable similarity. PULs were sorted by complexity except for
the PUL from the fosmid that was added for comparison at the top. Continuing contigs are
indicated by ". . . " and end of contigs by "II". The three GH92 genes for which polynucleotide
probe sets were designed are marked with asterisks. NA = contig not assigned (binned) to a
MAG, thus taxonomy unassigned.
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3.4.1 Gene detection efficiency of each gene-targeting probe set

For each gene-targeting polynucleotide probe set, we determined the gene detection
efficiencies under stringent conditions in pure cultures of Polaribacter and Formosa.
We aimed to target the most widely distributed GH92s in our metagenome analyses.
The polynucleotide probe sets were designed based on the genomes of two representa-
tive strains to target the genes POL-GH92_a in Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 and FORM-
GH92_a and FORM-GH92_b in Formosa Hel1_33_131. Each set consists of five ad-
jacent probes between 442-456 bp in length (Supplementary Table 3.5). When blasted
against each other, the longest stretch of mismatches between single probes and the
target DNA from respective GH92 genes within examined PULs was 12 bp (Supplemen-
tary Table 3.1). The pairwise identity of each probe compared to the equivalent GH92
variant in Figure 3.1 ranged between 73-100%, with an average of 88% (Supplemen-
tary Table 3.1). Per probe set, we could incorporate between 38 and 77 dyes (details
in Supplementary Table 3.6). We performed direct-geneFISH successfully on pure cul-
tures of Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 and for the probe set POL-GH92_a, we achieved
a detection efficiency of 68.4% ± 7.9% (negative control (NC): 2.9% ± 0.4%) (Ta-
ble 3.1, Figure 3.2A). Additionally, we targeted the genes FORM-GH92_a and FORM-
GH92_b individually in Formosa Hel1_33_131, which resulted in similar efficiencies:
74.3% ± 5.0% (NC: 1.8% ± 0.7%) and 54.5% ± 5.2% (NC: 0.0% ± 0.0%), respec-
tively. Detecting both genes simultaneously in a double gene hybridization, the efficien-
cies reached 72.8% ± 6.5% for FORM-GH92_a and 72.7% ± 6.9% for FORM-GH92_b
(NC: 1.8% ± 0.4%) (Table 3.1, Figure 3.2B). For targeting the 16S rRNA, we used
either species-specific probes (POL183a or FORM181B) or the general bacterial probe
EUB338I-III.

3.4.2 Detection of relative gene abundance in plankton samples

In bacterioplankton samples collected during the phytoplankton spring bloom in the Ger-
man Bight near Helgoland in 2010 relative abundances of GH92 genes were determined
with direct-geneFISH. Based on catalyzed reporter deposition (CARD)-FISH counts,
the relative abundance of cells affiliated to Polaribacter spp. ’cluster 3a’, with the 16S
rRNA-targeted probe POL183a, was 5.1% on 20th April 2010 (Figure 3.3A, (Avcı et al.,
2020)). ’Cluster 3a’ was only detected in metagenomic reads from 2010 and includes the
strain Polaribacter Hel1_33_49. The RGA of gene POL-GH92_a detected in DAPI-
stained cells with a positive 16S rRNA probe signal (POL183a), was comparable to the
gene detection efficiency in cultured representatives: 72.5% ± 9.6% (NC: 3.0% ± 3.8%)
(Table 3.1, Figure 3.3B). The relative abundance of Formosa cells (FORM181B) was
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3.5% on 26th April 2010 (Figure 3.3A) (Teeling et al., 2016). The RGAs for genes
FORM-GH92_a and FORM-GH92_b were 55.7% ± 13.0% for FORM-GH92_a and
29.2% ± 11% for FORM-GH92_b (NC: 6.9% ± 2.1%) (Table 3.1, Figure 3.3B). In
plankton samples taken on 3rd April 2009, we obtained RGAs of 42.1% ± 29.5% for
FORM-GH92_a and 31.9% ± 24.8% for FORM-GH92_b (NC: 4.2% ± 12.5%). More
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Figure 3.2: Detection efficiencies of three probe sets targeting GH92 genes with direct-geneFISH
in pure cultures of Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 and Formosa Hel1_33_131. A POL-GH92_a in
Polaribacter was targeted with Alexa 488-labeled polynucleotide probes (yellow) and the 16S
rRNA with the species-specific probe POL183a (cyan). B FORM-GH92_a in Formosa was
targeted with Alexa 594-labeled polynucleotide probes (yellow), FORM-GH92_b with Alexa
647-labeled polynucleotide probes (magenta) and the 16S rRNA with a species-specific probe
FORM181B or general bacterial probe EUB338I-III (cyan). The DNA was counterstained with
DAPI (appears blue in ’all channels’). Shown micrographs are maximum intensity projections of
processed images achieved with Airyscan microscopy in super-resolution mode. NC = negative
control, ns = not significant, scale bar: 1 µm, error bars in histograms represent standard devi-
ations of the mean efficiencies. Experimental details are given in Table 3.1 and Supplementary
Table 3.4.
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GH92_a GH92_b

Pure cultures #FOVs
# cells withDAPI + 16SrRNA

Detetionefficiency [%]± Stdev
Detetionefficiency [%]± Stdev

#FOVs
Detetionefficiency [%]± Stdev HC

FORM-GH92_a and EUB338I-III on Formosa  Hel1_33_131 3 1400 74.3 ± 5.0 3 1.8 ± 0.7 S
FORM-GH92_b and EUB338I-III on Formosa  Hel1_33_131 3 822 54.5 ± 5.2 2 0.0 ± 0.0 S
FORM-GH92_a and _b and FORM181B on Formosa  Hel1_33_131 8 2494 72.8 ± 6.5 72.7 ± 6.9 6 1.8 ± 0.4 S
POL-GH92_a and POL183a on Polaribacter  Hel1_33_49 7 721 68.4 ± 7.9 3 2.9 ± 0.4 R
Plankton samples Sample date(relative 16S rRNAabundance of target cells)

#FOVs
# cells withDAPI + 16SrRNA

RGA [%] ±Stdev RGA [%] ±Stdev #FOVs RGA   [%] ±Stdev HC
FORM-GH92_a and _b and FORM181B 26.04.2010 (3.5%) 20 332 55.7 ± 13.0 29.2 ± 11.0 5 6.9 ± 2.1 SPOL-GH92_a and POL183a 20.04.2010 (5.1%) 10 349 72.5 ± 9.6 4 3.0 ± 3.8 S
Direct-geneFISH across genera
Pure culturesFORM-GH92_b and EUB338I-III on Polaribacter  Hel1_33_49 4 259 43.6 ± 1.9 3 9.3 ± 5.5 RFORM-GH92_b and EUB338I-III on Polaribacter  Hel1_33_49 8 925 24.8 ± 11.6 3 5.4 ± 1.0 S
Plankton samples Sample date(relative 16S rRNAabundance of target cells)

#FOVs
# cells withDAPI + 16SrRNA

RGA [%] ±Stdev RGA [%] ±Stdev #FOVs RGA   [%] ±Stdev HC
FORM-GH92_b and POL405 26.04.2012 (12.7%) 6 343 28.0 ± 5.0 2 4.6 ± 1.0 RFORM-GH92_b and POL405 26.04.2012 (12.7%) 6 387 9.1 ± 3.2 2 2.5 ± 0.6 SFORM-GH92_b and POL405 03.05.2012 (1.8%) 4 271 26.2 ± 8.4 3 3.8 ±1.3 RFORM-GH92_b and POL405 03.05.2012 (1.8%) 4 237 21.9 ± 4.6 3 4.7 ± 4.2 S

Negative control

# cells withDAPI + 16SrRNA
Detetionefficiency [%]± Stdev

Detetionefficiency [%]± Stdev
Detetionefficiency [%]± Stdev HC#FOVs#FOVs

Table 3.1: Summary of the highest mean efficiencies and their corresponding standard deviations
for the GH92 gene detection in pure cultures, plankton samples and direct-geneFISH experiments
for broadening the probe specificities across genera. Relative 16S rRNA abundances are based
on CARD-FISH counts (Avcı et al., 2020, Teeling et al., 2016). All GH92_a signals are pseu-
docolored in yellow in the following figures, all GH92_b signals in magenta and all 16S rRNA
signals in cyan. # FOVs = number of evaluated fields of view. HC = hybridization conditions,
S = stringent, R = relaxed. More experiments and other details are listed in Supplementary
Table 3.4.

detailed information and additional experiments can be found in the Supplementary
Text and Supplementary Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Detection of GH92 genes with direct-geneFISH in plankton samples taken during
the spring bloom in the German Bight. A Relative cell abundances of Polaribacter spp. of
’cluster 3a’ targeted with the 16S rRNA probe POL183a and Formosa spp. targeted with the
16S rRNA probe FORM181B based on CARD-FISH counts (Teeling et al., 2016). Chlorophyll
a concentration was taken as a proxy for algae biomass (grey area). Black arrows indicate
dates from which samples were used for experiments (left: 20th April 2010, right: 26th April
2010). B Relative gene abundance (RGA), NC = negative control, error bars in histograms
represent standard deviations of mean RGAs. Significance is indicated by asterisks (p ≤ 0.001).
C Overview image to the magnified regions of interest to the right of Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster
3a’ targeted with the 16S rRNA probe POL183a and POL-GH92_a in a plankton sample. D
Overview image to the magnified regions of interest to the right of Formosa spp. targeted with
the 16S rRNA probe FORM181B and FORM-GH92_a and _b in a plankton sample. DNA was
counterstained with DAPI (appears blue in ’all channels’). Arrows in magenta and yellow show
the respective gene signals and white arrows indicate gene-like signals in non-target organisms.
Arrow in cyan points to a cell with a low ribosome content. All micrographs are maximum
intensity projections of processed images achieved with Airyscan microscopy in super-resolution
mode. Scale bar: 1 μm.
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3.4.3 Broadening polynucleotide probe specificity to include close rel-
atives

For an application on environmental samples, we aimed to broaden polynucleotide probe
specificities to allow for the detection of similar genes beyond the borders of species and
across genera. This was achieved by carefully relaxing the stringency during hybridiza-
tion. The homologous genes FORM-GH92_b from Formosa and POL-GH92_b from
Polaribacter share a nucleotide sequence identity of 86% (Supplementary Table 3.8).
Theoretically, the gene POL-GH92_b can be detected with the probe set designed for
FORM-GH92_b by relaxing the hybridization conditions and adjusting the FA concen-
tration within the hybridization buffer from 35% to 15% (Supplementary Table 3.9).
To test this hypothesis, we performed direct-geneFISH with the FORM-GH92_b gene
probe set on pure cultures of Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 with hybridization buffers con-
taining 35% and 15% FA. The GH92_b genes in Polaribacter were detected with an
efficiency of 43.6% ± 1.9% (NC: 9.3% ± 5.5%) at relaxed conditions (15% FA) and
with a significantly lower efficiency of 24.8% ± 11.6% (NC: 5.4% ± 1.0%) at stringent
conditions (35% FA) (p < 0.01, Figure 3.4A, Table 3.1). These results confirmed that
the target specificity of the polynucleotide probe sets can be broadened by relaxing the
stringency of hybridization conditions.

From the study of Avcı et al. (2020), we know that Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 3a’
were only abundant in the year 2010, whereas Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 1a’ were
abundant in 2012. ’Cluster 1a’ consists of four MAGs that are targeted by the 16S
rRNA probe POL405, but only POL1a_84 harbors a putatively glucuronomannan de-
grading PUL (Avcı et al., 2020) that clusters with the other PULs shown in Figure 3.1.
The GH92_b gene of MAG POL1a_84 has a nucleotide percentage identity of 87.7%
with POL-GH92_b from Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 and 90.3% with FORM-GH92_b
from Formosa Hel1_33_181 (blast analysis in Supplementary Table 3.8). Therefore, we
combined the FORM-GH92_b probe set and the 16S rRNA probe POL405 to target
’cluster 1a’ and the respective GH92_b gene in two samples taken during the spring
phytoplankton bloom in the German Bight in 2012 (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4B). Indeed,
we were able to detect the GH92_b gene from MAG POL1a_84 on 26th April 2012
with a relative abundance of 28.0% ± 5.0% (NC: 4.6% ± 1.0%) at relaxed conditions
and with 9.1% ± 3.2% (NC: 2.5% ± 0.6%) at stringent conditions (p < 0.01). On 3rd
May 2012, we could detect the gene with an RGA of 26.2% ± 8.4% (NC: 3.8% ± 1.3%)
at relaxed conditions and with 21.9% ± 4.6% (NC: 4.7% ± 4.2%) at stringent condi-
tions (p > 0.05). This is particularly interesting, since the relative abundance based on
CARD-FISH counts was much lower on the second date (1.8%) than on the first date
(12.7%) and yet, successful gene detection was possible.
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Figure 3.4: A Detection of GH92_b with FORM-GH92_b gene probe set in pure culture of
Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 targeted with general bacterial 16S rRNA probe EUB338I-III. B De-
tection of GH92_b with FORM-GH92_b gene probe set in Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 1a’
(targeted with 16S rRNA probe POL405) in plankton samples taken in the German Bight on the
26th April 2012 and 3rd May 2012. Significance levels are indicated by asterisks (***: p ≤ 0.001,
**: p ≤ 0.01), ns = not significant. Arrows in magenta show the detected gene signals, white
arrows display gene-like signals in other non-target organisms, arrows in cyan point to cells that
have a low ribosomal content. Micrographs display experiments marked with a cross in the bar
plots. Shown micrographs are maximum intensity projections of processed images achieved with
Airyscan microscopy in super-resolution mode. DNA was counterstained with DAPI (appears
blue in ’all channels’). RGA = relative gene abundance, NC = negative control, scale bar: 1 μm,
error bars represent the standard deviations.

3.4.4 In situ localization

By combining direct-geneFISH with high-resolution microscopy, we determined whether
cells carrying a GH92 gene are rather particle-associated or free-living. On plankton
samples from the German Bight of two consecutive years, only 18.6% ± 18.6% (3rd
April 2009) and 19.4% ± 10.2% (26th April 2010) of cells identified with 16S rRNA
probe FORM181B were attached to algal debris (Figure 3.3D). In contrast, 58% ± 21.9%
of cells of Polaribacter ’cluster 3a’ were attached to algal-like remnants on samples from
20th April 2010 (Figure 3.3C, Supplementary Figure 3.2, Supplementary Figure 3.3).
Cells of Polaribacter ’cluster 1a’ however, were rather found free-living. In samples from
two dates in 2012, only 13% ± 5.7% (26th April 2012) and 29% ± 7.1% (3rd May 2012)
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of the cells were attached to algae debris (Figure 3.4B, Supplementary Figure 3.4). The
microscopic analysis also provided the opportunity to determine whether GH92 genes
were over- or underrepresented in either the attached or the free-living fraction of cells,
but both genes were nearly evenly distributed among both fractions (data not shown).

3.5 Discussion

In this study, we targeted the two most common GH92 variants from conserved and
putatively glucuronomannan degrading PULs with direct-geneFISH. With an efficiency
of up to 74%, we report, so far, the highest numbers for the detection of single-copy
genes in pure cultures and environmental samples with (direct-) geneFISH (compare for
example (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017, Moraru et al., 2010, Richards & Mattes, 2021)).

After successful tests on two flavobacterial pure cultures, Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 and
Formosa Hel1_33_131, we examined plankton samples from the German Bight taken
in 2010. We could show that almost three quarter of Polaribacter individuals of ’clus-
ter 3a’ carried the POL-GH92_b gene, reaching the same numbers as in pure culture
experiments. More than half of all cells in plankton samples identified as Formosa sp.
carried the FORM-GH92_a gene but only one third the FORM-GH92_b gene. These
differences, however, were not a result of strain variation within Formosa spp., evidenced
by the even distribution of read mapping coverage for both genes and the switching of
the dyes for the gene-targeting probes that resulted in RGAs not differing significantly
in gene proportions (see Supplementary Text for details). Therefore, we do not think
that the different gene hybridization pattern represents a biological pattern, but suggest
it is rather based on the delicate cells of Formosa. During direct-geneFISH, Formosa
cells tend to break and leak cell content, which could lead to some loss of geneFISH
signals (some cell disruption is also visible in Figure 3.2B).

Even though it extends beyond the scope of this study, we hypothesize that the high simi-
larity of our conserved glucuronomannan PULs that are unevenly distributed among four
genera (Supplementary Figure 3.1) suggests a horizontal gene transfer between them.
Other studies already showed that CAZymes and entire syntenic PULs are commonly
transferred between both closely and distantly related bacteroidetal species (Déjean
et al., 2020, Ficko-Blean et al., 2017, Hehemann et al., 2012, Larsbrink et al., 2014).
To detect possible gene variants across the borders of species and genera with direct-
geneFISH, it is necessary to relax the hybridization conditions due to the less conserved
nature of the targeted genes compared to the ribosomal RNA (see also (Moraru et al.,
2011)). Indeed, we could show that by relaxing the stringency of hybridization, the
probe sets can be used to detect genes with up to 20% mismatches. Just recently, it
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was similarly shown in pure cultures that the detection of genes with mismatches of up
to 20% is possible (Richards & Mattes, 2021) using the original CARD-geneFISH pro-
tocol (Moraru et al., 2010) and a single digoxigenin-labeled polynucleotide probe with
antibody amplification, proving the robustness of this approach. Taking this to the next
step, we successfully tested our hypothesis on North Sea plankton samples taken in 2012:
Almost 30% of cells affiliated to Polaribacter sp. from ’cluster 1a’ carried the GH92_b
gene detected with the Formosa-specific probe set FORM-GH92_b (Figure 3.4B). Our
experiments prove that by modulating the stringency via the FA-concentration, direct-
geneFISH can provide an in situ link of a functional trait even to a subpopulation of
yet uncultured Polaribacter spp. in plankton samples of which we only have evidence
from metagenomic data. Our findings open up new perspectives for the detection and
visualization of functional guilds that share a similar trait and degradation potential
in their genomes but belong to different taxa (Barton et al., 2013). To narrow down
the identity of the host carrying the functional genes, the use of multiple polynucleotide
probes with high signal intensities in combination with mild cell-fixation can be sufficient
for fluorescence-activated flow cytometric cell sorting based on target genes. Sorted cells
carrying the functional gene of interest can then be subjected to genome amplification
and sequencing for taxonomic identification (Grieb et al., 2020).

Micrographs of our plankton samples also displayed cells that showed gene-like signals
without a corresponding 16S rRNA signal. Such signals could derive from bacterioplank-
ton species from the four genera of Formosa, Polaribacter, Aurantivirga and Algibacter
that harbor that particular gene (or a highly similar version of it) but are not identified
by the applied 16S rRNA probe (Supplementary Figure 3.1). From the relative abun-
dances of Formosa and Polaribacter spp. over the course of the spring bloom in 2010,
we know that they were present on both sampling dates (Figure 3.3A) and that their
GH92s can be detected across genera with a smaller but yet pronounced detection rate
(Figure 3.4A). Therefore, the white arrows in Figure 3.3D might point to cells which
are affiliated to Polaribacter spp. that also carry the target gene. Another example
can be seen in Figure 3.4B, where GH92_b genes were detected in samples from 26th
April 2012. The relative cell abundances were 12.7% for the 16S rRNA targeted probe
POL405 (’cluster 1a’), 0.5% for POL183a (’cluster 3a’) and 0% for FORM181B (Avcı
et al., 2020, Teeling et al., 2016). Thus, the white arrows in Figure 3.4B most likely point
to cells of ’cluster 3a’ that were also present on that date. However, blast analysis of all
polynucleotide gene probe sequences against predicted GH92 genes in the spring bloom
metagenomes yielded additional GH92 variants which are not encoded for in conserved
glucuronomannan PULs, like those defined for Figure 3.1. Still, they share a sequence
similarity = 80% and could be targeted by one of our probes sets (Supplementary Fig-
ure 3.1, Supplementary Table 3.2). The GH92-containing contigs that were identified,
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taxonomically belonged exclusively to the four genera of Formosa, Polaribacter, Auran-
tivirga and Algibacter and most of them even to the corresponding species or clusters
shown in Figure 3.1.

Combining direct-geneFISH with high-resolution microscopy also provides indications
on the lifestyles of the targeted bacterioplankton clades. Earlier studies suggested a
free-living lifestyle for Formosa clade A and B (Hel1_33_131), due to their rather small
genome size (Hahnke et al., 2014), in contrast to the related Formosa agariphila for which
an attached lifestyle was suggested (Mann et al., 2013). Indeed, after thorough micro-
scopic analysis of plankton samples taken from the German Bight in 2010, we confirmed
that only 20% of the individual cells identified with 16S rRNA probe FORM181B were
attached to algal debris (Figure 3.3D). The evaluation of micrographs from the same
spring bloom showed a strikingly different scheme for cells from Polaribacter ’cluster
3a’ (POL183a): 60% were, on average, attached to algal-like remnants (Figure 3.3C,
Supplementary Figure 3.2 and Supplementary Figure 3.3), even though previous studies
suggested a free-living lifestyle due to their genome size and limited enzyme repertoire
(Xing et al., 2015). In contrast to that, the MAGs of Polaribacter ’cluster 1a’ harbor an
extensive repertoire of CAZymes and PULs associated with the utilization of nine dif-
ferent polysaccharides, suggesting a specialization for growth on microalgae and brown
algae with a potential attached lifestyle (Avcı et al., 2020). ’Cluster 1a’ includes several
species-representative MAGs which is reflected in the different morphologies of the FISH-
stained cells, ranging from coccoid to rod shaped (Supplementary Figure 3.4). From the
micrographs, we could further infer that, while being high in relative abundance on
26th April 2012 with 12.7%, only 13% of ’cluster 1a’ cells were attached to algae debris
(Figure 3.4). This was in stark contrast to their distribution only days later, when the
relative abundance dropped to 1.8% on 3rd May 2012 and proportions of cells attached
to algae and their remnants more than doubled. Our microscopy analysis of plankton
samples suggests that even though the examined Formosa and Polaribacter spp. share
the glucuronomannan-degradation potential encoded in conserved PULs, they appear
to occupy different niche spaces in the same habitat.

In future experiments, it would be promising to also microscopically co-localize the
polysaccharide, which is putatively degraded, by staining with specific fluorescently-
labeled antibodies or carbohydrate binding modules (Vidal-Melgosa et al., 2015) in
combination with direct-geneFISH to visualize the CAZyme-encoding gene. We can
envision a reliable application on sediment or soil samples if critical steps, such as cell
permeabilization, are adapted beforehand. Also, the background autofluorescence of
such samples has to be considered and either bleached or tackled with a careful choice of
fluorophores and corresponding embedding medium. For example, Rahlff et al. (2021)
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already performed direct-geneFISH on biofilms without any major alterations of the
protocol.

We have shown that we can reliably detect GH92 genes with direct-geneFISH in pure
cultures and plankton samples, visually linking function and phylogeny even across the
borders of genera. Our results emphasize the importance to not only analyze metage-
nomic data but also to integrate FISH-based methods and (high-resolution) microscopy
for visual evidence of individual lifestyles of defined bacterial clades.
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3.7 Supplementary Material

3.7.1 Supplementary Text

Detection of FORM-GH92_a and FORM-GH92_b in pure cultures and
plankton samples

On 26th April 2010, the relative abundances of FORM-GH92_a and FORM-GH92_b
genes in cells with a 16S rRNA probe signal (FORM181B) and a DAPI staining were
55.7% ± 13.0% and 29.2% ± 11% (NC: 6.9% ± 2.1%) (Table 3.1, Figure 3.3B). In
contrast to the even proportions of both gene in pure cultures, the relative abun-
dance for gene FORM-GH92_a was significantly higher than for gene FORM-GH92_b
(p ≤ 0.001). To test whether this uneven occurrence represents a biological pattern, we
mapped the reads of the two metagenomes (taken three days before 26th April 2010 and
four days afterwards, displaying similarly high CARD-FISH abundances of 2% and 2.2%
(Teeling et al., 2016)) to the respective GH92 genes (data not shown). The very similar
read mapping coverage values for FORM-GH92_a and FORM-GH92_b indicated that
both genes were evenly distributed. Additionally, we synthesized new probe sets and
switched the dyes that were used for labeling to test whether the uneven gene abundances
were an artefact introduced by the dyes (for example their photostability). Two experi-
ments on pure cultures of Formosa Hel1_33_131 were performed with these new probe
sets, resulting in detection efficiencies of first, 61.8% ± 5.4% for FORM-GH92_a and
60.0% ± 8.0% for FORM-GH92_b (NC: 2.8% ± 2.0%) and secondly, 54.7% ± 3.1% for
FORM-GH92_a and 49.5% ± 9.1% for FORM-GH92_b (NC: 1.8% ± 0.4%). For both
experiments the differences of the efficiencies detection FORM-GH92_a and FORM-
GH92_b are not significant. The efficiencies are evenly proportioned and in the same
range as in the previous experiments (compare Supplementary Table 3.4). In plankton
samples taken on 3rd April 2009, we obtained RGAs of 42.1% ± 29.5% for FORM-
GH92_a and 31.9% ± 24.8% for FORM-GH92_b (NC: 4.2% ± 12.5%). These abun-
dances are in the same range and not significantly different in proportion (p ≥ 0.05) to
previously obtained RGAs.

3.7.2 Supplementary Data

Supplementary Data 1 [GH92_PULs.gbk]
GenBank files for all shortened contigs and genomes that were used for the calculation
of the PUL synteny map in Figure 3.1.
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Supplementary Data 2 [polynucleotideprobe_sequences.fasta]
DNA sequences of all 15 gene-targeted polynucleotide probes.

Supplementary Data 1 and 2 are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s43705-021-00082-4.

3.7.3 Supplementary Figures and Tables

Supplementary Figure 3.1
Radial phylogenetic tree of Flavobacteriaceae in which the Mash cluster are highlighted
that harbors the targeted GH92s either in a PUL displayed in Figure 3.1 or with at least
a nucleotide identity of = 90 or of = 80% and < 90%

Supplementary Figure 3.2
Detection of GH92_a genes in Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 3a’ (POL183a) with direct-
geneFISH in plankton samples taken during the spring bloom in the German Bight on
26th April 2010.

Supplementary Figure 3.3
Detection of GH92_a in Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 3a’ (POL183a) with direct-
geneFISH in a plankton sample taken on 20.04.2010 in the German Bight. Micrographs
showing plankton sample with both, computationally suppressed autofluorescence and
with autofluorescence.

Supplementary Figure 3.4
Exemplary micrographs of GH92_b detection with FORM-GH92_b gene probe set in
Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 1a’ (POL405) with direct-geneFISH in a plankton sample
taken on 3rd May 2012, displaying different cell morphologies.

Supplementary Table 3.1
Pairwise identity and longest stretch of mismatches between each of the 15 polynu-
cleotide probes and the equivalent GH92-variants from the analyzed putative glucurono-
mannan PULs in Figure 3.1.

Supplementary Table 3.2
Taxonomical classification of gene hits that are targeted by our gene probes but are not
found in PULs as specified in Figure 3.1.

Supplementary Table 3.3
Oligonucleotide probes used in this study to target the 16S rRNA for cell identification.

Supplementary Table 3.4
Experimental details, detection efficiencies and RGAs for all executed experiments.

https://doi.org/10.1038/s43705-021-00082-4
https://doi.org/10.1038/s43705-021-00082-4
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Supplementary Table 3.5
Polynucleotide probes and respective primer design.

Supplementary Table 3.6
labeling details for polynucleotide probes used in this study.

Supplementary Table 3.7
Settings for Airyscan microscopy.

Supplementary Table 3.8
Nucleotide sequence identities of all GH92 genes in putative glucuronomannan PULs
from Figure 3.1.

Supplementary Table 3.9
Mismatches calculated for relaxed and stringent hybridization conditions of polynu-
cleotide probes FORM-GH92_b_1-5.
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Supplementary Figure 3.1: Radial phylogenetic tree (reduced version of tree published in (Krüger
et al., 2019)) displaying Flavobacteriaceae, including the four genera Formosa, Polaribacter,
Aurantivirga and Algibacter. The shading of the inner circle indicates, which Mash cluster (mc;
represented in the tree by two MAGs each) harbors the targeted GH92s either in a PUL displayed
in Figure 3.1 (black), or with at least a nucleotide identity of = 90 (dark grey) or of = 80% and
< 90% (light grey). Details for probe hits can be found in Supplementary Table 3.2.
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POL-GH92_aall channels

POL-GH92_a
POL183a

Plankton sample (targeting POL-GH92_a and Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 3a’ )

Supplementary Figure 3.2: Detection of POL-GH92_a genes with direct-geneFISH in plankton
samples taken during the spring bloom in the German Bight on 26th April 2010. Polaribacter
spp. of ’cluster 3a’, targeted with the 16S rRNA probe POL183a, are partly attached to algae
debris and partly encountered free-living. DNA was counterstained with DAPI (appears blue
in ’all channels’). Shown micrographs are maximum intensity projections of processed images
achieved with Airyscan microscopy in super-resolution mode. Scale bar: 1 μm.
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A B

all channels all channels

POL-GH92_a POL-GH92_a

POL-GH92_a POL-GH92_a
POL183a POL183a

Helgoland sample (targeting POL-GH92_a and Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 3a’ )

Supplementary Figure 3.3: Exemplary micrographs of GH92_a detection with POL-GH92_a
gene probe set in Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 3a’ identified with 16S rRNA probe POL183a
with direct-geneFISH in a plankton sample taken on 20th April 2010 in the German Bight. The
majority of targeted cells are clearly attached to algae debris. A Micrograph showing plankton
sample with computationally suppressed autofluorescence. The histogram of intensities for the
channel showing the emission between 500-550 nm is set in Zen software to mainly highlight
the gene signals. B Micrograph showing plankton sample with autofluorescence. Histogram of
intensities for the channel showing the emission between 500-550 nm is set in Zen software to
display the gene signals and also the autofluorescence of the sample when excited with a 488 nm
laser. DNA was counterstained with DAPI (appears blue in ’all channels’). Shown micrographs
are maximum intensity projections of processed images achieved with Airyscan microscopy in
super-resolution mode. Scale bar: 1 μm.
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all channels

FORM-GH92_b FORM-GH92_b
POL405

Plankton sample (targeting GH92_b and Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 1a’ )

Supplementary Figure 3.4: Exemplary micrographs of GH92_b detection with FORM-GH92_b
gene probe set in Polaribacter spp. of ’cluster 1a’ identified with 16S rRNA probe POL405
with direct-geneFISH in a plankton sample taken on 3rd May 2012 in the German Bight. The
majority of targeted cells are not attached to algae debris. Cells in the upper right corner display
a very different morphology than the other targeted cells, hinting towards different species being
targeted by the ’cluster 1a’ specific 16S rRNA probe. Arrows in magenta show the detected
gene signals, white arrows display gene-like signals in other non-target organisms. DNA was
counterstained with DAPI (appears blue in ’all channels’). Shown micrographs are maximum
intensity projections of processed images achieved with Airyscan microscopy in super-resolution
mode. Scale bar: 1 μm.
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Formosa  Hel1_33_131
 Pairwiseidentity[%]

Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]
 Pairwiseidentity[%]

Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]
 Pairwiseidentity[%]

Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]
 Pairwiseidentity[%]

Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]
 Pairwiseidentity[%]

Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]
FORM-GH92a 100 - 100 - 100 - 100 - 100 -
NODE_12-GH92 -a 80.0 3 75.8 3 85.5 2 89.1 3 85.3 2
NODE_1292-GH92 -a 81.1 3 75.7 4 86.0 2 86.4 3 85.9 2
NODE_1379-GH92_a 87.7 12 91.4 4 93.6 2 94.0 2 91.2 2
NODE_154-GH92_a 88.1 12 90.3 2 92.3 2 94.0 2 92.5 2
NODE_193-GH92_a 85.7 12 88.8 4 93.2 2 92.9 3 91.6 1 89.64
NODE_2497-GH92_a 92.8 2 90.6 2 93.6 2 94.7 2 93.4 1
NODE_3470-GH92_a 96.0 2 86.5 4 90.4 2 91.3 3 90.7 2
POL-GH92_a 80.0 3 75.8 3 85.5 2 89.1 3 85.3 2
S3-860_GH92-a 84.9 3 89.2 2 89.9 2 89.8 3 86.9 2
Formosa Hel1_33_131

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

FORM-GH92_b 100 - 100 - 100 - 100 - 100 -
NODE_12-GH92_b 83.3 6 86.3 2 87.3 2 90.5 2 84.1 3
NODE_1292-GH92_b 83.9 3 86.3 2 87.3 2 90.3 2 84.1 3 88.29333
NODE_1379-GH92_b 84.2 6 91.4 2 87.5 2 90.5 2 84.1 3
NODE_154-GH92_b 87.3 3 89.9 3 93.4 2 92.8 2 90.7 3
NODE_193-GH92_b 87.5 3 92.7 2 92.3 2 93 2 87.4 2
NODE_2277-GH92_b 74.1 4 73.2 6 73.5 4 78.4 4 73.7 4
NODE_2497-GH92_b 92.7 3 90.8 2 93.6 2 93.3 2 92.9 3
NODE_334-GH92_b 81.5 5 85.7 4 85.3 3 87.6 3 80.9 3
NODE_3470-GH92_b 86.8 3 93.0 1 93.8 2 93.9 2 95.8 1
NODE_910-GH92_b 82.2 4 76.4 5 79.8 3 85.8 3 83.0 4 87.78833
POL-GH92_b 83.3 6 86.3 2 87.3 2 90.5 2 84.1 3
S3-860_GH92-b 85.7 6 90.5 2 89.1 2 92.3 1 87.1 2
Polaribacter Hel1_33_49

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

 Pairwiseidentity[%]
Longeststretch ofmismatch/gap [bp]

FORM-GH92_a 80.1 2 76.3 3 85.6 2 89.2 3 85.5 2
NODE_12-GH92_a 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0
NODE_1292-GH92_a 97.8 1 98.4 1 96.4 1 93.1 2 87.5 4 88.47778
NODE_1379-GH92_a 84.9 3 78.5 4 84.7 3 88.5 4 88.2 2
NODE_154-GH92_a 81.3 12 76.5 6 84.9 3 87.8 3 85.7 4
NODE_193-GH92_a 85.2 3 77.4 5 85.4 3 89.0 3 86.6 2
NODE_2497-GH92_a 81.1 3 76.1 5 84.4 3 87.6 4 85.3 2
NODE_3470-GH92_a 80.6 3 75.4 3 83.8 3 87.2 3 85.5 3
POL-GH92_a 100 - 100 - 100 - 100 - 100 -
S3-860_GH92-a 85.9 3 76.1 6 85.6 4 90.3 3 87.9 2

FORM-GH92_b_1 FORM-GH92_b_2 FORM-GH92_b_3 FORM-GH92_b_4 FORM-GH92_b_5

FORM-GH92_a_1 FORM-GH92_a_2 FORM-GH92_a_3 FORM-GH92_a_4 FORM-GH92_a_5

POL-GH92_a_1 POL-GH92_a_2 POL-GH92_a_3 POL-GH92_a_4 POL-GH92_a_5

Supplementary Table 3.1: Pairwise identity in [%] and longest stretch of mismatches in [bp] for
each of the 15 probes of the three probe sets FORM-GH92_a_1-5, _b_1-5 and POL-GH92_a_1-
5 compared to each of the equivalent GH92-variants from the analyzed putative glucuronomannan
PULs in Figure 3.1.
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Sheet1

≥80%,<90% ≥90% ≥80%,<90% ≥90% ≥80%,<90% ≥90% ≥80%,<90% ≥90%
FORM-GH92_a 16 25 7 10 5 3 mc_9, mc_63, mc_81 mc_8, mc_47
FORM-GH92_b 38 18 12 16 7 8 mc_5, mc_7, mc_8, mc_66 mc_35, mc_47, mc_63, mc_64, mc_81
POL-GH92_a 7 12 1 6 1 4 mc_81 mc_9, mc_55
Taxonomic classification

GTDB r83
mc_5 SCGC-AAA160-P02
mc_7 SCGC-AAA160-P02
mc_8 UBA3537
mc_9 Algibacter_B
mc_35 Polaribactermc_47 UBA3537mc_55 Polaribactermc_63 UBA3537 GCF_001735745.1mc_64 UBA3537mc_66 SCGC-AAA160-P02mc_81 UBA3537

Total numberof gene hits Hits on contigs notrepresented in Figure 1
# of taxonomicallyclassified contigs notrepresented in Figure 1 Taxonomic classification

Page 1

Supplementary Table 3.2: Taxonomic classification of gene hits that are targeted by our gene
probes but are not found in PULs specified in Figure 3.1. At least four of five probes per set
needed to have a blast hit to the same metagenome GH92, with specified percent identity of
both ≥ 80% and ≤ 90 or ≥ 90%.

Probe name Target group Probe sequence (5' → 3') FA [%] Reference
EUB338-I Bacteria GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT 35 Amann et al., 1990
EUB338-II Supplement to EUB338 GCAGCCACCCGTAGGTGT 35 Daims et al., 1999
EUB338-III Supplement to EUB338 GCTGCCACCCGTAGGTGT 35 Daims et al., 1999
FORM181B Formosa Hel1_33_131 GATGCCACTCTTAGAGAC 35 Teeling et al., 2016
FORM181B-c Competitor for FORM181B GATGCCACTCTAAGAGAC 35 Teeling et al., 2016
FORM181B-h1 Helper for FORM181B CCGTAACCTTTACTCTAAATGT 35 this study
FORM181B-h2 Helper for FORM181B TATGGGGGGTTAATCTTCATTT 35 this study
POL183a Polaribacter ' cluster 3a' CTCGATGCCAAGTCTCAA 15 Avcı et al., 2020
POL183a-c5 Competitor for POL183a AACTTGATGCCAAGTCTCAA 15 Avcı et al., 2020
POL183a-c10 Competitor for POL183a CTCGATGCCGAGTCTCAATA 15 Avcı et al., 2020
POL183a-c15 Competitor for POL183a CTCGATGCCAAGTCGCAATA 15 Avcı et al., 2020
POL183a-h1 Helper for POL183a TACTATAAGGTATTAATCTTCA 15 Avcı et al., 2020
POL183a-h2 Helper for POL183a TAAATCTTTAATTAAAA 15 Avcı et al., 2020
POL405 Polaribacter ' cluster 1a' CCCATAGGGCATTCTTCCTACA 20 Avcı et al., 2020
POL405-c13 Competitor for POL405 ACCCATAGGGCAGTCTTCCTACA 20 Avcı et al., 2020
POL405-c21 Competitor for POL405 ACCCATAGGGCATTCTTCCTBCA 20 Avcı et al., 2020
POL405-h1 Helper for POL405 CGCRGCATGGCKGGATCAGAGTCTC 20 Avcı et al., 2020POL405-h2 Helper for POL405 TTCYTCCTGTATAAAAGTAGTTTACAA 20 Avcı et al., 2020
Supplementary Table 3.3: Specific oligonucleotide probes used in this study to target the 16S
rRNA for cell identification. FA: formamide concentration [%] in the hybridization buffer rec-
ommended in respective references.
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Supplementary Table 3.4: Experimental setups, mean detection efficiencies, RGAs and corre-
sponding standard deviations for all executed experiments. Box in cyan refers to 16S rRNA
detection, box in yellow to the detection of GH92_a, box in magenta to GH92_b detection and
box in grey refers to the negative controls. A cross in the first column marks the experiments
shown in Table 3.1 and Figures in the main text. The dye switch is explained in the Supplemen-
tary Text. # FOVs = number of evaluated fields of view. * including helpers and competitors.
Stdev = standard deviation. RGA = relative gene abundance, NC = negative control, P =
permeabilization, D = denaturation, H = hybridization time, FA = formamide in hybridization
buffer. SIM = structured illumination microscopy.
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Probes and primers for targeting POL-GH92_a (2253 bp, PHEL49_1329)on Polaribacter  Hel1_33_49
Sequence 5' → 3' Length [bp] Tm [°C] Sequence 5' → 3' Length [bp] Tm [°C]

POL-GH92_a probe 1 1452329-1452775 447 31 GAATTTAGTATTTAATAAACAAC 23 44 AAAATACCTGCTTGTGC 17 49
POL-GH92_a probe 2 1452776-1453224 449 32 TAGATTCAGTTATCAAAA 18 41 TATTTATCATTCTTTCATAAG 21 43
POL-GH92_a probe 3 1453228-1453674 447 35 CTGAAGATGGAAAATATTATAG 22 47 GCACTCTTGATTCAGTTT 18 50
POL-GH92_a probe 4 1453675-1454122 448 34 ACGGTTTTGAAAAAAGACAATCT 23 54 GGTTCATTTCCCATAGAATA 20 49
POL-GH92_a probe 5 1454123-1454571 449 32 AAGTTTTCATATTCCATA 18 42 TAAAATTGTTTGGAATGA 18 42
Probes and primers for targeting FORM-GH92_a (2256 bp, FORMB_02890) and FORM-GH92_b (2280 bp, FORMB_02900)on Formosa  Hel1_33_131

Sequence 5' → 3' Length [bp] Tm [°C] Sequence 5' → 3' Length [bp] Tm [°C]
FORM-GH92_a probe 1 312869-313314 446 35 TGAATTTAAAGACCTTTATA 20 42 TGATTGCGCTGCGGGTGT 18 61
FORM-GH92_a probe 2 313317-313763 447 34 TTTCTTTAAATTTACCT 17 37 ATCATTCGTTCATAGGAA 18 46
FORM-GH92_a probe 3 313764-314219 456 40 AAATATTTCTGAAGACGG 18 45 TGAACTCTAGGCTCTGTTT 19 51
FORM-GH92_a probe 4 314221-314670 450 35 GATTTTGAAAAAAGAC 16 38 ACTGGGTTCATTTCCCATA 19 51
FORM-GH92_a probe 5 314671-315112 442 38 TTTCATATCCCCTATT 16 40 AATCGTTTGGTATCAG 19 43
FORM-GH92_b probe 1 315137-315591 455 40 ATGAAAAATATAAAAATCTAC 21 41 TTGATGTTGTAATCTTTTAG 20 46
FORM-GH92_b probe 2 315592-316046 455 33 AGCAGAACTGACGGCTTCAA 20 58 CTTTTTTCCAAGTTTCATGC 20 50
FORM-GH92_b probe 3 316063-316517 455 36 TGTCAAAGGAGGTACTGA 18 47 TTTTAACTCTTTCTGATGGA 20 47
FORM-GH92_b probe 4 316518-316963 446 35 ATATTTTAATGCCTAAGGGA 20 47 ATCTCCAGAAACATCATCT 19 50
FORM-GH92_b probe 5 316964-317416 453 36 ATTTCGGGTCTCATTGGG 18 54 TTACTTTGGTTGCTTACCAC 20 51

PCR reverse primers

Probe Region in genome Length[bp] GC[%] PCR forward primers PCR reverse primers

Probe Region in genome Length[bp] GC[%] PCR forward primers

Supplementary Table 3.5: Polynucleotide probes and respective primer design for all three probe
sets targeting GH92s in this study (see also Supplementary Data 2 for full polynucleotide gene
sequences).

Probe Label DOL Total # of dyesFORM-GH92_a probe 1 3.7FORM-GH92_a probe 2 0.5FORM-GH92_a probe 3 4.0FORM-GH92_a probe 4 4.1FORM-GH92_a probe 5 4.9FORM-GH92_b probe 1 2.7FORM-GH92_b probe 2 2.0FORM-GH92_b probe 3 4.3FORM-GH92_b probe 4 4.3FORM-GH92_b probe 5 1.9Probe mix FORM-GH92_a A647 1.3 29Probe mix FORM-GH92_b A594 2.8 63

Probe Label DOL Total # of dyesPOL-GH92_a probe 1 1.8POL-GH92_a probe 2 1.6POL-GH92_a probe 3 2.2POL-GH92_a probe 4 2.2POL-GH92_a probe 5 0.7Ale
xa 4

88

38

Probe set targeting FORM- GH92_a and _b

Ale
xa 5

94

77

Ale
xa 6

47

69

Probe set targeting POL- GH92_a

Supplementary Table 3.6: The amount of dyes per probe sets and the degree of labelling (DOL)
for each probe, calculated as the amount of dye molecules per 100 bp of polynucleotide probe.

Fluorophore Excitation
laser [nm]

Detection
window [nm]

DAPI 405 420-480
Atto488 488 500-550
Cy3 561 570-615
Alexa594 561 570-615
Alexa647 633 LP 655

Airyscan

Supplementary Table 3.7: Settings for Airyscan microscopy. LP = long pass, nm = nanometre.
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FORM-GH92_a
NODE_2497-GH92_a

NODE_154-GH92_a
NODE_1379-GH92_a

NODE_3470-GH92_a
NODE_193-GH92_a

S3-860-GH92_a
NODE_12-GH92_a

POL-GH92_a
NODE_1292-GH92_a

FORM-GH92_c
NODE_154-GH92_c

NODE_193-GH92_c
S3-860-GH92_c POL-GH92_c

NODE_334-GH92_c
NODE_910-GH92_c

NODE_2277-GH92_c
FORM-GH92_b

NODE_2497-GH92_b
NODE_193-GH92_b

S3-860-GH92_b
NODE_3470-GH92_b

NODE_154-GH92_b
NODE_12-GH92_b

POL-GH92_b
NODE_1379-GH92_b

NODE_1292-GH92_b
NODE_334-GH92_b

NODE_910-GH92_b
NODE_2277-GH92_b

POL-GH92_d FORM-GH92_d
NODE_154-GH92_d

POL-GH92_e
NODE_334-GH92_d

NODE_910-GH92_d
FORM-GH92_a 93.0 91.5 91.5 91.0 90.4 87.7 82.7 82.7 81.9 57.1 57.0 56.9 57.9 56.8 57.6 57.3 55.0 45.4 44.9 45.4 46.0 43.9 46.0 46.2 46.2 45.9 46.2 45.8 46.1 45.0 41.9 43.4 43.5 43.0 43.3 43.0
NODE_2497_GH92-a 93.0 92.1 91.1 90.0 89.5 87.1 82.2 82.2 81.0 56.6 56.6 56.4 57.1 56.1 57.8 57.6 54.9 45.0 44.5 45.3 46.0 43.5 45.7 46.1 46.1 46.0 45.9 45.4 45.6 44.7 41.4 42.8 42.7 42.2 43.4 43.2
NODE_154_GH92-a 91.5 92.1 91.7 88.7 90.6 87.9 82.8 82.8 81.7 57.7 57.5 57.5 58.0 57.3 57.5 57.2 55.9 45.2 44.6 45.1 45.9 44.1 45.8 45.8 45.8 45.7 46.0 45.3 45.2 44.4 41.4 42.8 43.0 42.7 42.9 42.8
NODE_1379_GH92-a 91.5 91.1 91.7 88.7 90.8 87.8 83.4 83.4 81.8 57.5 57.3 57.8 58.2 57.2 57.7 57.5 55.2 45.0 44.6 45.7 46.1 44.1 45.9 46.0 46.0 45.7 46.5 45.6 45.7 44.8 41.8 43.3 43.4 43.5 43.8 43.4
NODE_3470_GH92-a 91.0 90.0 88.7 88.7 89.6 86.4 82.1 82.1 81.0 56.6 56.6 56.7 57.4 56.2 57.0 56.8 55.3 45.2 44.9 45.1 45.6 43.7 45.2 45.5 45.5 45.6 45.2 44.9 44.8 44.3 41.9 42.7 43.0 42.4 43.2 43.1
NODE_193_GH92-a 90.4 89.5 90.6 90.8 89.6 88.8 82.9 82.9 81.5 56.9 57.0 57.4 57.7 57.1 57.4 56.6 55.1 45.6 45.0 45.9 46.3 44.2 46.0 46.3 46.3 46.3 46.3 45.6 45.3 44.4 41.8 42.8 43.2 43.0 43.5 43.7
S3-860-GH92_a 87.7 87.1 87.9 87.8 86.4 88.8 85.0 85.0 83.9 57.6 57.9 57.8 58.5 58.0 58.0 57.7 55.8 46.1 45.7 46.1 47.1 44.8 46.7 47.0 47.0 47.1 46.6 45.5 45.8 44.7 42.8 43.9 43.6 44.0 43.7 44.4
NODE_12_GH92-a 82.7 82.2 82.8 83.4 82.1 82.9 85.0 100.0 94.1 58.2 58.7 58.1 58.5 57.8 59.3 59.0 56.7 46.5 45.8 46.6 46.9 44.5 46.7 47.8 47.8 47.9 47.1 46.4 46.5 45.0 43.1 44.3 44.4 44.6 44.3 44.7
POL-GH92_a 82.7 82.2 82.8 83.4 82.1 82.9 85.0 100.0 94.1 58.2 58.7 58.1 58.5 57.8 59.3 59.0 56.7 46.5 45.8 46.6 46.9 44.5 46.7 47.8 47.8 47.9 47.1 46.4 46.5 45.0 43.1 44.3 44.4 44.6 44.3 44.7
NODE_1292-GH92_a 81.9 81.0 81.7 81.8 81.0 81.5 83.9 94.1 94.1 57.8 57.8 57.6 57.7 56.8 59.0 58.6 56.6 45.8 45.6 46.5 46.8 44.3 47.0 47.3 47.3 47.5 46.7 46.7 46.5 45.0 42.3 44.3 44.4 44.4 44.6 44.9
FORM-GH92_c 57.1 56.6 57.7 57.5 56.6 56.9 57.6 58.2 58.2 57.8 93.1 90.7 92.8 91.7 75.5 76.6 71.6 45.6 45.0 45.7 45.6 43.7 45.2 45.4 45.4 45.5 45.4 45.0 45.5 44.2 41.2 40.9 40.8 40.9 40.0 39.6
NODE_154-GH92_c 57.0 56.6 57.5 57.3 56.6 57.0 57.9 58.7 58.7 57.8 93.1 90.9 91.2 91.3 75.9 76.3 72.4 45.4 44.8 45.5 45.5 44.0 45.2 46.2 46.2 46.2 45.8 45.4 45.6 44.8 41.5 41.0 40.9 40.6 40.0 39.9
NODE_193-GH92_c 56.9 56.4 57.5 57.8 56.7 57.4 57.8 58.1 58.1 57.6 90.7 90.9 93.0 90.5 76.4 75.9 72.2 45.7 45.2 46.2 46.0 44.1 45.6 46.3 46.3 46.5 46.1 45.3 45.8 44.1 41.8 40.5 40.6 40.5 40.6 40.1
S3-860-GH92_c 57.9 57.1 58.0 58.2 57.4 57.7 58.5 58.5 58.5 57.7 92.8 91.2 93.0 91.4 76.9 77.3 72.2 45.8 45.2 46.1 46.1 44.2 45.7 46.3 46.3 46.5 46.2 45.4 45.8 44.3 41.6 41.2 41.0 41.1 40.8 40.4
Pol-GH92_c 56.8 56.1 57.3 57.2 56.2 57.1 58.0 57.8 57.8 56.8 91.7 91.3 90.5 91.4 76.1 76.2 71.8 44.9 44.6 45.1 45.2 43.7 45.0 46.0 46.0 45.9 45.7 44.8 45.6 43.7 40.8 40.9 40.5 41.1 40.3 40.0
NODE_334-GH92_c 57.6 57.8 57.5 57.7 57.0 57.4 58.0 59.3 59.3 59.0 75.5 75.9 76.4 76.9 76.1 93.9 73.6 44.4 44.3 44.7 44.9 43.2 44.2 45.7 45.7 45.8 45.3 44.7 44.7 42.7 40.9 41.0 41.0 40.7 41.3 40.5
NODE_910-GH92_c 57.3 57.6 57.2 57.5 56.8 56.6 57.7 59.0 59.0 58.6 76.6 76.3 75.9 77.3 76.2 93.9 73.7 44.0 43.5 44.4 44.8 43.3 44.0 45.6 45.6 45.7 45.1 44.4 44.2 43.1 40.9 40.7 40.5 40.0 41.3 40.8
NODE_2277-GH92_c 55.0 54.9 55.9 55.2 55.3 55.1 55.8 56.7 56.7 56.6 71.6 72.4 72.2 72.2 71.8 73.6 73.7 42.9 42.6 42.8 43.2 41.0 43.0 44.2 44.2 44.2 44.5 43.7 43.3 43.0 40.0 40.8 40.6 39.7 40.9 41.4
FORM-GH92_b 45.4 45.0 45.2 45.0 45.2 45.6 46.1 46.5 46.5 45.8 45.6 45.4 45.7 45.8 44.9 44.4 44.0 42.9 92.6 90.3 88.6 92.2 90.8 86.0 86.0 87.3 84.6 82.7 79.0 71.7 54.2 46.1 46.3 46.5 46.4 46.0
NODE_2497-GH92_b 44.9 44.5 44.6 44.6 44.9 45.0 45.7 45.8 45.8 45.6 45.0 44.8 45.2 45.2 44.6 44.3 43.5 42.6 92.6 89.2 88.2 90.2 91.0 85.6 85.6 86.9 84.5 82.7 78.7 72.2 54.0 46.1 46.5 46.7 46.5 46.3
NODE_193-GH92_b 45.4 45.3 45.1 45.7 45.1 45.9 46.1 46.6 46.6 46.5 45.7 45.5 46.2 46.1 45.1 44.7 44.4 42.8 90.3 89.2 93.8 92.1 91.1 87.7 87.7 89.1 86.8 82.7 79.6 73.3 54.5 46.7 47.2 47.4 47.6 46.7
S3-860-GH92_b 46.0 46.0 45.9 46.1 45.6 46.3 47.1 46.9 46.9 46.8 45.6 45.5 46.0 46.1 45.2 44.9 44.8 43.2 88.6 88.2 93.8 89.5 90.4 89.1 89.1 90.5 87.4 83.7 80.0 73.6 55.0 46.7 46.8 47.4 47.2 46.7
NODE_3470-GH92_b 43.9 43.5 44.1 44.1 43.7 44.2 44.8 44.5 44.5 44.3 43.7 44.0 44.1 44.2 43.7 43.2 43.3 41.0 92.2 90.2 92.1 89.5 91.1 87.7 87.7 88.2 86.4 82.9 78.3 73.3 53.8 45.8 46.3 46.6 46.3 45.7
NODE_154-GH92_b 46.0 45.7 45.8 45.9 45.2 46.0 46.7 46.7 46.7 47.0 45.2 45.2 45.6 45.7 45.0 44.2 44.0 43.0 90.8 91.0 91.1 90.4 91.1 87.0 87.0 88.0 86.2 83.2 79.5 72.1 54.4 46.4 46.5 46.8 47.2 46.6
NODE_12-GH92_b 46.2 46.1 45.8 46.0 45.5 46.3 47.0 47.8 47.8 47.3 45.4 46.2 46.3 46.3 46.0 45.7 45.6 44.2 86.0 85.6 87.7 89.1 87.7 87.0 100.0 97.2 96.2 87.6 81.0 73.1 55.1 47.5 47.8 48.3 47.6 47.0
POL-GH92_b 46.2 46.1 45.8 46.0 45.5 46.3 47.0 47.8 47.8 47.3 45.4 46.2 46.3 46.3 46.0 45.7 45.6 44.2 86.0 85.6 87.7 89.1 87.7 87.0 100.0 97.2 96.2 87.6 81.0 73.1 55.1 47.5 47.8 48.3 47.6 47.0
NODE_1379-GH92_b 45.9 46.0 45.7 45.7 45.6 46.3 47.1 47.9 47.9 47.5 45.5 46.2 46.5 46.5 45.9 45.8 45.7 44.2 87.3 86.9 89.1 90.5 88.2 88.0 97.2 97.2 93.6 85.4 80.6 73.3 55.3 47.6 47.4 48.0 47.4 46.9
NODE_1292-GH92_b 46.2 45.9 46.0 46.5 45.2 46.3 46.6 47.1 47.1 46.7 45.4 45.8 46.1 46.2 45.7 45.3 45.1 44.5 84.6 84.5 86.8 87.4 86.4 86.2 96.2 96.2 93.6 87.2 80.5 72.8 55.2 47.5 47.7 48.2 47.8 47.1
NODE_334-GH92_b 45.8 45.4 45.3 45.6 44.9 45.6 45.5 46.4 46.4 46.7 45.0 45.4 45.3 45.4 44.8 44.7 44.4 43.7 82.7 82.7 82.7 83.7 82.9 83.2 87.6 87.6 85.4 87.2 87.1 72.8 55.5 45.4 45.9 46.4 46.5 46.0
NODE_910-GH92_b 46.1 45.6 45.2 45.7 44.8 45.3 45.8 46.5 46.5 46.5 45.5 45.6 45.8 45.8 45.6 44.7 44.2 43.3 79.0 78.7 79.6 80.0 78.3 79.5 81.0 81.0 80.6 80.5 87.1 72.8 54.4 44.6 45.1 46.0 45.4 45.2
NODE_2277-GH92_b 45.0 44.7 44.4 44.8 44.3 44.4 44.7 45.0 45.0 45.0 44.2 44.8 44.1 44.3 43.7 42.7 43.1 43.0 71.7 72.2 73.3 73.6 73.3 72.1 73.1 73.1 73.3 72.8 72.8 72.8 52.3 45.6 46.1 45.7 45.9 45.8
POL-GH92_d 41.9 41.4 41.4 41.8 41.9 41.8 42.8 43.1 43.1 42.3 41.2 41.5 41.8 41.6 40.8 40.9 40.9 40.0 54.2 54.0 54.5 55.0 53.8 54.4 55.1 55.1 55.3 55.2 55.5 54.4 52.3 44.9 44.3 45.1 44.9 45.0
FORM-GH92_d 43.4 42.8 42.8 43.3 42.7 42.8 43.9 44.3 44.3 44.3 40.9 41.0 40.5 41.2 40.9 41.0 40.7 40.8 46.1 46.1 46.7 46.7 45.8 46.4 47.5 47.5 47.6 47.5 45.4 44.6 45.6 44.9 93.2 89.2 78.1 77.6
NODE_154-GH92_d 43.5 42.7 43.0 43.4 43.0 43.2 43.6 44.4 44.4 44.4 40.8 40.9 40.6 41.0 40.5 41.0 40.5 40.6 46.3 46.5 47.2 46.8 46.3 46.5 47.8 47.8 47.4 47.7 45.9 45.1 46.1 44.3 93.2 88.5 77.5 77.2
POL-GH92_e 43.0 42.2 42.7 43.5 42.4 43.0 44.0 44.6 44.6 44.4 40.9 40.6 40.5 41.1 41.1 40.7 40.0 39.7 46.5 46.7 47.4 47.4 46.6 46.8 48.3 48.3 48.0 48.2 46.4 46.0 45.7 45.1 89.2 88.5 79.4 79.3
NODE_334-GH92_d 43.3 43.4 42.9 43.8 43.2 43.5 43.7 44.3 44.3 44.6 40.0 40.0 40.6 40.8 40.3 41.3 41.3 40.9 46.4 46.5 47.6 47.2 46.3 47.2 47.6 47.6 47.4 47.8 46.5 45.4 45.9 44.9 78.1 77.5 79.4 88.7
NODE_910-GH92_d 43.0 43.2 42.8 43.4 43.1 43.7 44.4 44.7 44.7 44.9 39.6 39.9 40.1 40.4 40.0 40.5 40.8 41.4 46.0 46.3 46.7 46.7 45.7 46.6 47.0 47.0 46.9 47.1 46.0 45.2 45.8 45.0 77.6 77.2 79.3 88.7
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Supplementary Table 3.8: Percentage identities based on the nucleic acid sequences of all GH92
genes in putative glucuronomannan PULs from 38 metagenomes obtained from spring bloom
sampling campaigns in the North Sea between 2010-2012. For better understanding, FORM-
GH92_a, _b and POL-GH92_a, for which polynucleotide probes were designed, are highlighted
by framed rows. Light grey indicates percentage identities = 80% and dark grey = 90%. Empty
fields indicate 100% identity.

FA[%] TFm[°C] Tmin[°C] Tmax[°C] Mismatches[%]FORM_GH92_b_1 15 70 40 50 2035 67 37 47 10FORM_GH92_b_2 15 67 37 47 2035 69 39 49 5FORM_GH92_b_3 15 68 38 48 2035 66 36 46 10FORM_GH92_b_4 15 68 38 48 2035 70 40 50 5FORM_GH92_b_5 15 68 38 48 20
35 66 36 46 10

Supplementary Table 3.9: Percentage of mismatches calculated for relaxed (15% FA) and strin-
gent (35% FA) hybridization conditions of polynucleotide probes FORM-GH92_b_1-5. TFm =
melting temperature corrected for the used FA concentration, FA = formamide in hybridization
buffer.
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4.1 Abstract

The assessment of microbial life strategies is of particular interest to microbiologists.
For rapidly growing copiotrophic bacteria, the cellular ribosome concentration is directly
correlated to their growth rates and thus, metabolic activity. However, most bacteria
in natural environments face starvation or very low nutrient levels and whether the
correlation holds true for oligotrophic bacteria is highly debated. Additionally, a reliable
quantification of the cellular ribosome numbers is challenging due to their size and
crowding within the cells. Among other methods, fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH)-based methods can be used to target ribosomes, using fluorescently-labelled
oligonucleotides that hybridize to the 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA). The diffraction limit
of light microscopy methods (such as epifluorescence and confocal microscopy) however,
restricts our ability to differentiate individual ribosomes on a single cell level with FISH.
In the last decades, high-resolution microscopy methods evolved, that can circumvent
the diffraction limit and allow for high spatial resolution within cells. With the advent
of such methods, there is a way to address the quantification of dense molecules with
more precision. Therefore, we propose to combine FISH with DNA-point accumulation
for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT), a super-resolution microscopy method
that also uses oligonucleotides for achieving a very high counting precision of molecules
in the nanometre range. With bacterial FISH-PAINT, ribosomes can be quantified
on a single-cell level within heterogeneous microbial populations. We tested our new
approach on Escherichia coli and Gramella forsetii cells and determined their cellular
ribosome numbers per cell to be on average ≈ 1600 and ≈ 500, respectively. Future work
will necessarily involve experiments that investigate in detail the correlation of ribosome
numbers to different growth conditions in oligotrophic environments. Furthermore, our
results need to be cross-calibrated to verify with independent analyses the reliability of
our estimated cellular ribosome numbers. With this new approach we can determine
subcellular ribosome densities with unprecedented precision on a single cell level. With
thorough optimizations, it offers a measure of metabolic activity that can be easily
applied to any environmental sample and simultaneously allows for cell identification.

4.2 Introduction

The world’s oceans are densely populated with microorganisms. Some exhibiting as-
tonishing replication rates for example during the breakdown of phytoplankton blooms
when substrates become locally abundant. Some enduring extensive lean periods for
example in oligotrophic habitats where the availability of substrates is sparse. These
conditions are in stark contrast to the typically applied balanced steady-state conditions
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of bacteria growing in the laboratory. There, the microorganisms are often thriving in
rich media at their most favourable temperature to be harvested during their exponential
phase for further experiments. Nevertheless, each bacterium has its own particular life
cycle and doubling times. The faster a bacterial cell grows, the more its volume increases
and likewise the need of upscaling the number of the ribosomes, its protein synthesiz-
ing machinery. Every cell has many copies of these ribonucleoprotein particles in the
cytoplasm as they serve as the location for translation. The prokaryotic 70S ribosome
is 21 nm in size (Ramakrishnan, 2002, Schuwirth et al., 2005) with a volume of 3400
nm3 (Zhu et al., 1997) and is composed of a small (30S) and a large (50S) subunit. The
small subunit consists of a 16S rRNA molecule and 21 proteins, the large subunit of two
rRNA molecules (23S and 5S) and 31 proteins (Ramakrishnan, 2002, Schuwirth et al.,
2005) (Figure 4.2A). Many studies observed a direct correlation between the cellular ri-
bosome content that increases linearly with protein synthesis rates and the growth rate
of a bacterial monoculture that is maintained in balanced, exponential growth (steady
state conditions). This direct correlation allows to use the number of ribosomes per
cell as an indicator for its metabolic activity (Bremer & Dennis, 1996, DeLong et al.,
1989, Poulsen et al., 1993, Schaechter et al., 1958, Wallner et al., 1993). The bacte-
rial growth rate is also directly proportional to the cell’s DNA content as well as its
volume (Molin & Givskov, 1999). But many bacteria are not naturally growing under
such chemostatic conditions, but rather in structured populations attached to surfaces
(biofilms) or in aquatic environments with fluctuating substrate availability. Two re-
quirements have to be met to apply this correlation on more complex mixed bacterial
populations, such as biofilm samples. First, a standard curve of a monoculture in ex-
ponential growth at different rates has to be established, that proves that the ribosome
content indeed correlates with the growth rate. Second, the population examined has to
be cultivated in steady state and the growth rate should be higher than 0.5 doubling per
hour (Molin & Givskov, 1999, Ramos et al., 2001). For bacteria growing very slow or un-
der non-steady-state conditions as it applies for most bacteria in natural environments,
the cellular ribosome content and the protein synthesis rate can differ considerably and
thus, it is highly debated if reliable conclusions on the metabolic activity can be drawn
(Amann et al., 1995, Flärdh et al., 1992, Givskov et al., 1994, Kramer & Singleton,
1992). Generally, it can be inferred that the cellular ribosome content decreases with
lower growth rates, but more detailed research has to be conducted to generalize any of
these correlations.

One method used to determine the cellular ribosomal content is to measure and compare
signal intensities derived by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). FISH is a well-
established method for the quantification and identification of prokaryotic cells (Amann
& Fuchs, 2008, DeLong et al., 1989) and relies on the detection of rRNA sequences
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Bacterial strain Growth conditions # Ribosomesper cell Ribosome density[# ribosomes/µm3] Cell volume[μm3] Method Reference Target
Escherichia coli 0.6 h-1 ~ 6 800 Bremer and Dennis, 1996 RibosomesEscherichia coli 1 h-1 ~ 13 500 Bremer and Dennis, 1996 RibosomesEscherichia coli 1.5 h-1 ~ 26 300 Bremer and Dennis, 1996 RibosomesEscherichia coli 2 h-1 ~ 45 100 Bremer and Dennis, 1996 RibosomesEscherichia coli 2.5 h-1 ~ 72 000 Bremer and Dennis, 1996 Ribosomes Nr=Rc×fs×(1-ft)/(nucl./rib), where ribosomes/cell= RNA/cell *Escherichia coli OD550=3.3 in LB broth 20 100 ± 600 Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation Nilsson et al., 1997 Ribosomes Rc= RNA/cell
Escherichia coli Log 104 - 105 FISH Wallner et al., 1993 16S rRNA ft= fraction of stable RNA that is tRNA= 0.14Escherichia coli Stationary, 0 h-1 37 000 ± 4 500 FISH, CARD-FISH Hoshino et al., 2008 16S rRNAEscherichia coli Moderate, 30°C 30 000 - 70 000 ~ 27 000 YFP-labelled ribosomal proteins and PALM Bakshi et al., 2012 RibosomesEscherichia coli Log 21 800 - 36 600 ~ 22 500 1.16 Electron microscopy of ultra-thin sections Yamada et al., 2017Escherichia coli Log ~ 1600 BacFISH-PAINT This study 16S rRNA
Gramella forsetii Log ~ 500 BacFISH-PAINT This study 16S rRNA
Staphylococcus aureus Rich medium 83 200 ± 7 400 Orcinol reaction, centrifugation Martin and Iandolo, 1975 Ribosomes
Staphylococcus aureus Poor medium 25 600 ± 5 000 Orcinol reaction, centrifugation Martin and Iandolo, 1975 RibosomesVibrio angustum Log 20 000 - 35 000 Orcinol reaction, centrifugation Flärdh et al., 1992 RibosomesVibrio angustum 24 h of starvation ~ 16 000 Orcinol reaction, centrifugation Flärdh et al., 1992 RibosomesVibrio angustum 4 days of starvation ~ 8 000 Orcinol reaction, centrifugation Flärdh et al., 1992 Ribosomes
Rickettsia prowazekii 0.07 h-1 ~ 1 500 ~ 16 700 0.09 Sedimentation, absorbance measurements Pang and Winkler, 1994 RibosomesSphingomonas  sp. Log, 0.16 h-1 ~ 2 000 ~ 40 000 0.05 - 0.09 Orcinol reaction, centrifugation Fegatella et al., 1998 RibosomesSphingomonas  sp. Stationary, 0 h-1 ~ 200 ~ 4 000 0.05 - 0.09 Orcinol reaction, centrifugation Fegatella et al., 1998 Ribosomes
Bacillus subtilis A600=0.4 - 0.6 ~ 6 000 Sucrose density gradiant, UV absorbance Barrera et al., 2004 Ribosomes
Legionella pneumophila Estimated 0.6 h-1 ~ 7 400 FISH Leskelä et al., 2005 16S rRNA
Spiroplasma melliferum Log, >0.1h-1 ~ 1 000 ~ 15 000 0.05 - 0,07 Cryo-ET Ortiz et al., 2006 Ribosomes
Campylobacter jejuni Log, 0.05 h-1 ~ 5 000  ~ 25 000 0.2 Cryo-ET Müller et al., 2014 Ribosomes
SAR11 Log, 0.02 h-1 150 - 700 ~ 11 000 0.015 - 0.058 Cryo-ET Zhao et al., 2017 Ribosomes
Discussion points
These values should prove useful in modelling ribosome diffusion (Ando and Skolnick, 2010)

Total RNA extraction by precipitation andalkaline hydrolysis

Table 4.1: The number or ribosomes per cell found in literature ranges from a few hundred
to 100 000. Different studies presented their results either in ribosome numbers per cell or as
densities, using a variety of different methods. This list is not exhaustive.

from the small subunit of ribosomes. Fluorescently labelled oligonucleotide probes of
17-22 bases length target the 16S rRNA and can range in specificity from domain- to
species-levels. Since each 70S ribosome has exactly one copy of the 16S rRNA molecule,
its number is directly proportional to the ribosome numbers of one cell. It can be
assumed that rRNA will not by itself accumulate within a cell because it is degraded
when not incorporated into ribosomes and protected by ribosomal proteins (Davis et al.,
1986, Deutscher, 2003, Lindahl, 1975). Therefore, the 16S rRNA suits perfectly for
quantification approaches that measure the probe-conferred fluorescence (Wallner et al.,
1993). Ribosome numbers per cell determined by FISH vary in literature immensely
between a few thousand and 100 000 depending on different species, their growth states
or provided media (Table 4.1).

FISH experiments are traditionally evaluated with standard epifluorescence microscopy
or confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). These methods are diffraction-limited,
determining the threshold to distinguish two object from one another to be half the
wavelength of the visible light, for example ≈ 200 nm for blue light. But ribosomes are
crowded within the cells, with roughly 40% of them having at least three neighbouring
ribosomes within a 40 nm radius (Ortiz et al., 2006). For both methods, the spatial
resolution does not allow for the detection of single molecules of such size and high spatial
density, leading to indistinguishable, overlaying signals. As a result, the retained FISH-
signals only mark the area where the majority of rRNA is located, usually leaving voids
where the DNA is located. Also, the dynamic range of the camera can not adequately
reproduce the potentially highly varying signal intensities of FISH signals, leading to
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cells being over- or underexposed (Hoshino et al., 2008). The diffraction limit of light
determines the detection threshold of standard light microscopy methods and it restricts
our ability to differentiate single ribosomes on a single cell level with FISH. Attempts
were also made to estimate ribosome numbers after FISH with flow cytometry (Wallner
et al., 1993). But, the forward scatter is size dependent, not linear and hence, the
detection efficiency depends also on the roughness of the cells and might therefore vary
from organism to organism. This clearly demonstrates that it is not trivial to count
the number of ribosomes per cell due to their small size, crowding within the cells and
varying sensitivity levels of the measuring techniques.

With the advent of high-resolution microscopy in the last decades, methods evolved
that circumvent the diffraction limit of light and allow to address such endeavours as
the quantification of molecules in the nanometre range with unprecedented resolution.
Most methods that go beyond the diffraction limit have in common that they use the
stochastical switching of subdiffractional fluorescent "on" and "off" states. These are
either implemented by using fluorescent dyes or proteins that are (ir-) reversibly switch-
ing their states (photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM) (Betzig et al., 2006),
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (Rust et al., 2006) and their
many variants) or by enforcing switching the state by physical means (stimulated emis-
sion depletion (STED) (Hell & Wichmann, 1994), reversible saturable optical linear
fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT) (Hell et al., 2003) and their many variants). For
example, the ribosomal contents in E. coli cells under moderate growth conditions at
30°C were determined with PALM, locating the S2-YFP proteins and resulting in mean
copy numbers of ≈ 55 000, which equate to ≈ 27 000 µm−3 (Bakshi et al., 2012) (Ta-
ble 4.1).

Most of the high-resolution microscopy methods are both expensive in acquisition and
application and demanding a high degree of training and experience. In contrast, DNA-
point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT) was invented as a
comparatively inexpensive and easy-to-use microscopy method that achieves the switch-
ing by "on" and "off" hybridization reactions of freely diffusing imager oligonucleotides
to docking strand oligonucleotides that are bound to the target molecules (Jungmann
et al., 2010). Every docking site can repeatedly be the target for an imager strand
and thus repeatedly blink to enhance the resolution of the final image. The transiently
binding fluorescently-labelled imager strands are replenished from the imaging buffer
and therefore the imaging technique is not prone to photobleaching, one of the major
difficulties with other high-resolution approaches (Jungmann et al., 2014, Schnitzbauer
et al., 2017). This allows for much longer image acquisition times than for example
with PALM or STORM, increasing localization and counting precision of the target
molecules. Furthermore, the use of fluorescently labelled oligonucleotides decouples the
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blinking process from the photophysics of the used dye. The spatial resolution is de-
pendent on the number of photons collected in one blinking event. Since the events in
DNA-PAINT are much brighter compared to events in STORM or PALM, a resolution of
down to 10 nm (on synthetic DNA structures) can be achieved (Jungmann et al., 2014).
Also, the size of the labelling probe is important, as it limits the labelling density and
can create a target offset. The docking and imager strands (9 and 10 nt, respectively)
are far smaller than for example fluorescently labelled antibodies that can limit the de-
tection accuracy due to steric hindrance effects (Jungmann et al., 2014). DNA-PAINT
is best used in combination with selective plane illumination (e.g. total internal reflec-
tion (TIRF) (Axelrod et al., 1983), highly inclined and laminated optical sheet (HILO)
microscopy (Tokunaga et al., 2008) or light sheet microscopy (Santi, 2011)) to reduce
the background from freely diffusing imager strand fluorophores.

To count with DNA-PAINT robust molecule numbers, quantitative PAINT (qPAINT)
was developed (Jungmann et al., 2016). It uses the binding frequency of imager strands
to their target docking strands to count molecules with high precision and accuracy.
This blinking behaviour is influenced by the influx rate of the imager strands, their
concentration and the salt concentration of the buffer. The influx rate of the imager
strands can be calibrated by additionally inserted DNA-origamis (DNA sequences that
have docking sites within their sequence at defined positions and fold automatically to
their final form resulting in a pre-defined pattern of docking sites) for which the blinking
kinetics from the imager strands can be predicted.

Unfortunately, cells with a low ribosomal content often evade detection with standard
FISH and a rather high detection threshold can hinder the reliable quantification of
rRNA (Hoshino et al., 2008). Therefore, the combination of such a widely used molecular
method as FISH with a high-resolution technique as DNA-PAINT, would give us the
needed toolbox to enable quantification of ribosomal RNA on a single-cell level with
an unprecedented resolution. With this new approach, coined bacFISH-PAINT, we
introduce a sensitive detection method, that is neither limited in its spatial resolution
nor by photobleaching of dyes and can simultaneously identify bacteria in heterogeneous
populations. For first experiments, we chose Escherichia coli as a well-investigated
model organism with high ribosomal content and Gramella forsetii (Eilers et al., 2001),
a marine heterotrophic bacterium that is smaller and displays in FISH experiments
a lower signal intensity. Our study aimed to quantify their ribosomal content with
bacFISH-PAINT. This new approach paves the way for future experiments to quantify
and compare ribosomal RNA contents not only in pure culture but also in environmental
samples. Relating ribosome numbers from cells that were retrieved from environmental
samples of high complexity with the environmental parameters of the different habitats,
can aid in answering the questions whether the cellular ribosome content is a good
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measure for in situ growth rates and can reliably be used for correlations with the host’s
potential metabolic state.

4.3 Material and methods

4.3.1 Bacterial strains

Escherichia coli (strain BL(21)DE3) was grown in Luria Bertani liquid medium (10 g l−1

tryptone, 5 g l−1 yeast extract, 10 g l−1 sodium chloride; pH 7.0) and Gramella forsetii
(strain KT0803, DSMZ Nr. 17595) was grown in sea salt-yeast extract liquid medium
(40 g l−1 sea salt, 1 g l−1 yeast extract; pH 7.0). Both were transferred three times
and harvested during exponential phase. Cells were fixed with formaldehyde to a final
concentration of 2% over night at 4°C or for one hour at room temperature, washed
twice with 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM
Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4) and stored in 1:1 96% ethanol/PBS at -20°C.

4.3.2 Probes for bacFISH-PAINT

Probes for use with bacFISH-PAINT were designed as a combination of the standard
mono-labelled FISH probe EUB338-I that targets the majority of bacteria (Amann et al.,
1990a) and an additional docking strand (P1, (Jungmann et al., 2014)), connected by a
TT-linker (Table 4.2). The new probes were synthesized by biomers.net GmbH (Ulm,
Germany) with either a fluorescent Atto 488 or 594 dye attached at the 5’-end. The P1
imager strands were ordered as designed by Jungmann et al. (2014) from biomers.net
GmbH, labelled with Atto 488, and synthesized by metabion (Planegg/Steinkirchen,
Germany), labelled with Cy3b.

4.3.3 Sample preparation

Ibidi chambers with eight wells (µ-slides with glass bottom, catalogue number: 80827,
ibidi GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany) were used to perform experiments with varied pa-
rameters. The chambers were prewashed and cleaned with a protocol provided by the
producing company to avoid autofluorescence from remaining glass dust. Washed slides
were coated with 1 mg ml−1 poly-L-lysine hydrobromide solution (0.1%, Sigma, USA)
in ultra-pure water (Milli-Q, Merck-Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) for 15 min at room
temperature, gently shaking. After coating, the chambers were washed twice with ultra-
pure water and once with 96% ethanol before air-drying for at least two hours prior
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usage. The 1:1 ethanol-PBS cell stocks were spotted into the wells and after being air-
dried, a dehydration series with ethanol was performed (10 s in 50%, 10 s in 80% and
20 s in 96% ethanol).

4.3.4 BacFISH-PAINT

The protocol for bacFISH-PAINT was developed and adapted from the combination of
the standard FISH protocol (Fuchs et al., 2007) and DNA-PAINT (Jungmann et al.,
2014). Here, we outline the main features of the procedure with its modifications to
the original protocols. For the hybridization, bacFISH-PAINT probes (5’-dye-EUB338-
TT-dockingP1-3’) were eluted in hybridization buffer (900 mM sodium chloride (NaCl),
20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 35% formamide, 0,01% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)) to a final
concentration of 5 ng DNA µl−1 = 0.84 pmol µl−1. 100 µl of the hybridization mixture
were added to each well of the ibidi chambers and incubated in a humidity chamber that
contained a 35% formamide-water reservoir for 2 - 3 h at 46°C. The wells were washed for
15 min at 48°C with preheated washing buffer (0.08 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,
5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) pH 8.0, 0.01% SDS) and 1 min with
ultra-pure water and 96% ethanol, respectively. For orientation during microscopy and
drift correction in the post-processing, standard gold nanoparticles were used as fiducial
markers (90 nm, catalogue number: G-90-100, Cytodiagnostics, Burlington, Ontario,
Canada). They were diluted in 1x PBS, spotted onto the air-dried wells, incubated for
5 min and washed three times with 1x PBS.

4.3.5 Quantitative bacFISH-PAINT

For quantitative bacFISH-PAINT, additional to the above described procedure, DNA
origamis (20 nm grid size, 12 docking strands, (Jungmann et al., 2016, 2008, 2010)) were
added to the imaging buffer C (1x PBS, 500 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). DNA origamis are DNA
sequences that have docking strands as binding sites for the imager strands at defined
positions within their sequence. They self-assemble to their final form resulting in a
pre-defined pattern of docking sites. They allow for the calibration of the imager strand
influx rate that is dependent on the micro-environment of the probes. The number of
measured blinking events and the respective dark times in between are depending on the
number of docking sites within the folded DNA strand. The imager strand concentration
has to be adjusted accordingly to allow for only single binding events in dense clusters,
otherwise a bias towards longer bright times and shorter dark times can occur, which
limits qPAINT measurements (Stein et al., 2019). The data for calibration was acquired
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in 2D using a 561 nm laser with 25 mW laser power and 200 ms exposure time taking
20 000 frames.

4.3.6 Microscopy and imaging conditions

After preliminary experiments with different concentrations of imager strands (data not
shown), images were acquired with 2 nM P1 imager strands in imaging buffer C. For
counterstaining of the DNA, 0.1 µg ml−1 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) solution
(1 µg ml−1) was added. Additionally, the imaging buffer C was supplemented with 1×
Trolox, 1× PCA and 1× PCD that function as an O2 scavenger. Preparation of PCA,
PCD and Trolox: 100x Trolox: 100 mg (±)-6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchromane-2-
carboxylic acid (Trolox, Sigma-Aldrich, cat: 238813-5G) was dissolved in 3.2 ml H2O
complemented with 430 µl 100% methanol (Sigma-Aldrich, cat: 32213-2.5L) and 345 µl
1 M NaOH. 40x PCA: 154 mg 3,4-dihydroxybenzoid acid (PCA, Sigma-Aldrich, cat:
37580-25G-F) was dissolved in 10 ml of water and adjusted to pH 9.0 using NaOH
(Merck, cat: 1091361000). 100x PCD: 9.3 mg protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase pseu-
domonas (PCD, Sigma-Aldrich, cat: P8279) was dissolved in 13.3 ml of buffer (100 mM
Tris-HCl pH 8, 50 mM KCl (Merck, cat: 7647-14-5), 1 mM EDTA, 50% glycerol (Sigma-
Aldrich, cat: 65516-500ml)). 200 µl of the imaging buffer C containing imager strands,
DAPI and O2 scavenger, were added to each well of the ibidi chambers. DNA-PAINT
imaging was carried out on an inverted microscope (Nikon Instruments, Eclipse Ti2)
with Perfect Focus System, applying an objective-type TIRF configuration equipped
with an oil-immersion objective (Nikon Instruments, Apo SR TIRF 100×, NA 1.49,
Oil). For excitation of the different stains and fluorophores DAPI, Atto 488, Atto 594
and Cy3b different lasers were used: A 405 nm UV diode laser with 150 mW (Toptica),
a 488 nm laser (fibre pumped solid state) with 500 mW power (MPB) and a 561 nm
laser (single-mode fibre, Coherent Sapphire) with 200 mW. The laser beams were passed
through clean-up filters (Chroma Technology) and coupled into the microscope objec-
tive using beam splitters (Chroma Technology). Fluorescence was spectrally filtered
with emission filters (Chroma Technology) and imaged with a sCMOS camera (Zyla 4.2,
Andor Technologies) without further magnification, resulting in an effective pixel size of
130 nm after 2x2 binning. Camera Readout Sensitivity was set to 16-bit, Readout Band-
width to 540 MHz. The TIRF microscope performed the image acquisition in 3D-mode
using a plan-convex cylindrical lens (Huang et al., 2008) that enabled to super-resolve
the axial dimension. 15 000 - 20 000 frames were acquired at 200 ms exposure time at
the cross-section of the cells to reach the full z-depth of the cells with the TIRF setup
in 3D-mode.
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Image acquisition was additionally performed with a Zeiss ELYRA PS.1 inverted super-
resolution microscope equipped with an EM-CCD camera Andor iXonEM+ DU-897D
using a 63x plan apochromatic oil immersion objective with a numerical aperture of
1.40. The FISH-probe part was excited with a laser at 561 nm (emission filter: 570-640
nm) and subsequently, either the fluorescence was bleached with high laser power and
the Atto 594-labelled imager strands were excited with a 561 nm laser or the Atto 488-
labelled P1 imager strands were excited with a 488 nm laser (emission filter: 495-560
nm) without a previous bleaching step.

4.3.7 Data analysis

Image reconstruction, drift correction and data analysis for qPAINT were performed
with the software package ’Picasso’, which was specifically designed for the evaluation
of DNA-PAINT experiments and can be downloaded from http://www.jungmannlab.org
(Schnitzbauer et al., 2017). First, images were drift-corrected with the gold particles as
fiducials and reconstructed. Then, the number of events were calculated from individu-
ally picked circles of 260 nm diameter size covering the total area of a cell. The ribosome
density can be calculated with the following equations:

ribosome density = # of ribosomes

volume

# of ribosomes = blinking rate

calibration blinking rate ∗ labelling efficiency

ribosome density = blinking rate

calibration blinking rate ∗ labelling efficiency ∗ volume

The blinking rate can be determined directly from the experiments and the calibration
blinking rate is know from the inserted DNA origamis and their defined "on" and "off"
times depending of their number of docking sites within. Only the labelling efficiency
is difficult to determine (as discussed in detail in the discussion) but should be (nearly)
100% if possible.

4.4 Results

We developed bacFISH-PAINT, a new approach that combines standard bacterial FISH
with DNA-PAINT to allow for the quantification of ribosomes in individual prokaryotic
cells. We tested our newly developed probes (Table 4.2) separately on Escherichia coli
(Figure 4.1) and Gramella forsetii cells (data not shown) and on a mock community of
both (Figure 4.2). Different dyes were tested for both the 5’-end of the bacFISH-PAINT

http://www.jungmannlab.org
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probe (probe Atto 488 and Atto594) and the imager strands (Atto 488 and Cy3b) to
find the best combination.

E. coli has a slight autofluorescence when excited with a laser at 488 nm, therefore,
for first experiments Atto 594 was preferred as a label for the bacFISH-PAINT probes.
Super-resolution PAINT images of E. coli cells were acquired with both, the TIRF
microscope (data not shown) and the ELYRA PS.1 system (Figure 4.1) to enhance
usability of the method across institutes and microscopes. First, it was tested whether
the combined mono-labelled FISH-probe with a P1 docking strand attached by a TT-
linker affects the hybridization to the target rRNA sequence. Excitation with a laser at
561 nm showed regular 16S rRNA hybridization patterns, confirming successful binding
to the target molecules and no negative effect due to the docking strand (Figure 4.1A).
The fluorescence conferred by the bacFISH-PAINT probe had to be bleached with high
laser power prior to adding Cy3b imager strands for the acquisition of the PAINT
images. Later, P1 imager strands with an Atto 488 dye at the 3’-end were used to omit
the bleaching step in-between (Figure 4.1B). The ribosome numbers from these images
were not counted with qPAINT.

To test bacFISH-PAINT on a slightly more complex sample, a mock community of
E. coli and G. forsetii cells was prepared. Visual evaluation of the bright-field image
(Figure 4.2C) displayed their different morphology: Cells of E. coli are rod-shaped and
bigger compared to the coccoid cells of G. forsetii. The cells were hybridized with
Atto 488-labelled bacFISH-PAINT probes to omit any bleaching step in-between and
to confirm the successful hybridization to the 16S rRNA by excitation with a 488 nm
laser (Figure 4.2C). Counterstaining of the DNA with DAPI (Figure 4.2D) showed their
localization of DNA and nucleoid formation (Robinow & Kellenberger, 1994); the fast

EUB338-I                               TT- P1 docking strand
5'-dye- GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT-TT-ATACATCTA-3'

P1 imager strand
3'-dye- TATGTAGATC-5'

40mer                                                                                           TT- P1 docking strand
5'-dye- TATTCCCCACTGCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGTCTGGACCGTGT-TT-ATACATCTA-3'

80mer                                                                       TT- P1docking strand
5'-dye- GCTTGCGCCCATTGTGCAATATTCCCCACTGCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT

CTGGACCGTGTCTCAGTTCCAGTGTGGCTGGT-TT-ATACATCTA-3'
NON338                                 TT- P1 docking strand

5'-dye- ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGC-TT-ATACATCTA-3'

Probes for targeting 16S ribosomal RNA molecules with bacFISH-PAINT

Mono-labelled 40mer FISH probe withTT linker and P1 docking strand

A
B

Mono-labelled 18mer FISH probe withTT linker and P1 docking strand
P1 imager strand

E

C
Mono-labelled 80mer FISH probe withTT linker and P1 docking strand
Mono-labelled negative control FISHprobe with TT linker and P1 dockingstrand

D

Table 4.2: Probes for targeting 16S ribosomal RNA molecules with bacFISH-PAINT: Probes A
and B were designed and used in this study. Probes C, D and E were designed in this study
to enhance hybridization binding strength and experimental control, but not yet tested. The
original 18mer EUB338-I probe (Amann et al., 1990a) is marked within probes A, C and D in
bold and exchanged in E for NON338 (Wallner et al., 1993) as a negative control. P1 docking
and P1 imager strands were designed by Jungmann et al. (2014).
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A

B

Figure 4.1: A Confocal image of E. coli cells acquired with a Zeiss ELYRA PS.1 system to ensure
the Atto 594-labelled EUB338-I probe with the attached docking strand hybridized successfully
to the 16S rRNA. Two magnified regions of interest are depicted to the right. B Super-resolution
PAINT image of E. coli cells of the same sample visualized with bacFISH-PAINT using Atto
488-labelled P1 imager strands for image acquisition with a Zeiss ELYRA PS.1 System. The
distinct segregation of the rRNA leaves voids where the DNA is located. Scale bar: 5 µm.

separation of the DNA during cell division of E. coli fosters a distinct segregation of
the DNA from the rRNA. In the slower growing G. forsetii, the DNA is more uniformly
distributed and located in the middle of the cells, surrounded by the rRNA. This uneven
distribution of the rRNA was also visible in the PAINT images of E. coli cells acquired
with the Zeiss ELYRA PS. 1 System (Figure 4.1).

For the acquisition of PAINT images, 2 nM Cy3b-labelled P1 imager strands were added
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(Figure 4.2E). The transient binding of the imager strands to the P1 docking strands
induced a blinking, which was recorded for 20 000 frames with a TIRF-microscope in
3D-mode. Each detected blinking event contains its temporal intensity information as
the number and durations of bright times (when an imager bound to the docking strand)
and dark times (when no imager bound to the docking strand). For the final images, this
data was analysed and reconstructed with Picasso software. For qPAINT analysis, influx
rates of the imager strands were calibrated by added DNA origamis. In the final image,
10 cells of both E. coli and G. forsetii were divided into small circles of 260 nm diameter
in which the number of ribosomes was counted (Figure 4.3A). Numbers of ribosomes
per cell and per picked area were subsequently calculated for each strain (Figure 4.3B).
The numbers of ribosomes per cell differed significantly between them, with 1565 ± 763
for E. coli and 499 ± 174 for G. forsetii, respectively (P-value = 0.0004). Taking their
different sizes into account and evaluating the values of ribosomes per pick area instead,
the acquired numbers did not any more differ significantly with an average number of
53 ± 11 and 47 ± 15, respectively (P-value = 0.3212). In cases when gold particles were
accidentally attached to cells (visible in Figure 4.2E and Figure 4.3A), these cells were
excluded from analysis. As a negative control, samples were used without any hybridized
probes to which only P1 imager strands were added. The imager strands did arbitrarily
bind to surface structures, such as the glass slide or the cells but the "on"-times were
recognizably shorter compared to the "on"-times of imager strands transiently bound to
docking strands and thus, could be neglected for analysis.

For the ELYRA PS.1 setup the best choice of dyes was Atto 594 for the 5’-end of the
FISH-targeted probe and Atto 488 for the imager strands, while for the TIRF setup
Atto 488 was preferred for the bacFISH-PAINT probe and Cy3b for the imager strands
due to its exquisite photo physical properties. It has a higher quantum yield and also
the quantum efficiency of the used camera was better for Cy3b.
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Figure 4.2: A Schematic of a prokaryotic cell with its DNA and ribosomes and the 16S rRNA
as target molecules. B Bright-field image of Escherichia coli and Gramella forsetii cells. C
Schematic of successful hybridization of bacFISH-PAINT probes to 16S rRNA, validated by
excitation with a 488 nm laser resulting in the corresponding TIRF-image. D DAPI-DNA
staining visualized with 405 nm laser. E Schematic of bacFISH-PAINT displayed along a graph,
visualizing the alternating "on" and "off" states induced by the repeated transient binding of
Cy3b-labelled P1 imager strands to the bacFISH-PAINT probes. The acquisition of blinking
events from 20 000 frames with a 561 nm laser and computational post-processing with Picasso
software resulted in the corresponding PAINT-image on the right. Arrows indicate gold particles
(fiducial markers) that randomly attached to two cells, rendering these cells not analysable. Scale
bar: 2 µm.
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E. coli 1565 (763) 53 (11)
G. forsetii 499 (174) 47 (15)

P value 0.0004 0.3212

G. forsetii G. forsetii

Figure 4.3: Number of ribosomes estimated for E. coli and G. forsetii cells, determined per cell
and per pick area with qPAINT using Picasso software. A Exemplary images of E. coli and G.
forsetii cells in which the selected picks are shown for one cell, respectively. Arrows point to two
gold nanoparticles. B Numbers of ribosomes per cell and per pick area for E. coli and G. forsetii
cells. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the means. The statistical significance is
expressed by the P value. Stdev: standard deviation, pick diameter = 260 nm, n = 10, scale
bar: 1 µm.

4.5 Discussion and outlook

BacFISH-PAINT probes hybridized successfully to ribosomal RNA in pure cultures of
Escherichia coli (Figure 4.1) and Gramella forsetii as well as a mock community of
both combined (Figure 4.2). This enabled the acquisition of PAINT images with a
TIRF microscope, which were evaluated with qPAINT. The ribosome numbers per cell
ranged between ≈ 1600 ribosomes in E. coli cells and ≈ 500 in G. forsetii cells, revealing
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also quite high standard deviations from their means (763 and 174, respectively). This
heterogeneity in the ribosome numbers is anticipated as a matter of ecological adapta-
tion. FISH signals derived from pure cultures are often inconsistent across one sample,
resembling natural variances in ribosomal contents and rRNA segregation within the
cells. Nevertheless, the numbers we acquired are lower compared to literature values
of ribosomes determined in various prokaryotes (Table 4.1) and our data so far indi-
cates to miss ribosomes by a factor of 10. To gain a comprehensive picture of how to
interpret our results, we would like to discuss in detail the challenges arising with the
quantification of molecules in the nm regime using bacFISH-PAINT. First of all, it is
an important factor, when it comes to comparing numbers of ribosomes, to account for
the different sizes and morphologies bacterial cells occur in. A more precise and com-
parable measure is the ribosome density, i.e. ribosome numbers per volume instead of
per cell as was already done in some studies (Fegatella et al., 1998, Müller et al., 2014,
Ortiz et al., 2006, Zhao et al., 2017). Applied to our data, a comparison of the numbers
per pick area already shows that they do not differ significantly any more. But when
do they differ? Literature argues that the metabolic state is fundamentally intertwined
with the ribosome content because one ribosome has a maximum production rate and
if prokaryotes need to scale up their protein synthesis to increase growth rates, they
necessarily need to synthesize more ribosomes.

4.5.1 Correlation of cellular ribosome numbers with growth conditions
and metabolic activity

Many studies in the last decades found a direct correlation between the average cellu-
lar ribosome content of a prokaryotic population and its growth rate, taken as a proxy
for cellular activity ((Bremer & Dennis, 1996, DeLong et al., 1989, Poulsen et al., 1993,
Schaechter et al., 1958, Wallner et al., 1993) just to name a few). But these experiments,
linking the ribosome content to microbial activity, were performed in steady state cul-
tivations. Rapidly growing cells are comparatively bigger and necessarily need more
proteins for maintaining cell activity than slowly growing cells, which in comparison
have lower numbers of ribosomes, degraded over time or partitioned to daughter cells.
A prerequisite for studies inferring ribosomal content from FISH data is, to have sub-
stantial growth rates and an established standard curve to prove the correlation holds
true in pure culture isolates (Molin & Givskov, 1999). However, most of all bacteria are
not yet cultivated and in natural habitats they rarely have access to unlimited nutrients.
Therefore, they grow not in non-steady-state conditions or face starvation under which
the correlation of ribosome content and growth rate or metabolic activity do not hold
true. Under non-steady-state conditions, the ribosome synthesis rate can actually differ
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strongly compared to the ribosome content (Flärdh et al., 1992, Molin & Givskov, 1999).
If the nutrient supply is low or changes steadily, some cells can, in fact, keep unexpected
high numbers of ribosomes under limited growth conditions or even starvation (Flärdh
et al., 1992, Hoshino et al., 2008). It was suggested that some cells maintain a higher
number of ribosomes than the majority of cells, even though, they show low translational
activity, to stay reactive in case of a sudden nutrient influx (Akiyama et al., 2017).

While it was agreed upon the facts that the RNA content stays stable during continuous
growth, increases as the growth rate increases and becomes subject to degradation when
the cells enter stationary growth phase or face starvation, more recently, studies added
another layer of complexity by introducing the so called "hibernation state" of ribosomes
(Ortiz et al., 2010, Wada et al., 1995, Yoshida & Wada, 2014). They observed that dur-
ing slow growth and in stationary phase, 70S ribosomes form dimers (100S ribosomes)
as a stress response. These are translationally inactive but rapidly converted into their
active state upon addition of fresh medium. The ribosomal dimerization is promoted
by a ribosome modulation factor (RMF) and/ or a hibernation promoting factor (HPF)
(Ueta et al., 2013, Wada et al., 1995). The formation of these ribosome dimers is even
suggested to be essential to their long term survival under nutrient starvation (Yamag-
ishi et al., 1993) protecting the ribosomes from degradation by proteases and nucleases
that are induced upon nutrient limitation and making it resistant to physical influences,
such as heat and pH (Gohara & Yap, 2017, Ortiz et al., 2010, Wada, 1998). Especially
in nutrient-limited systems such as oligotrophic marine habitats, most bacteria are qui-
escent and we assume that they keep part of their protein machinery in an inactive
state promoting the formation of 100S ribosomes that are less energetically costly to
maintain than synthesizing 70S ribosomes anew after their degradation (Gohara & Yap,
2017). The dimerization results in a reorientation of the 70S ribosomes in the way that
both small 30S subunits face each other (Polikanov et al., 2012). High-resolution crystal
structures of Thermus thermophilus indicate that the accessibility of the 16S rRNA may
be impaired by the binding of the RMF next to the 3’-end of the 16S ribosomal RNA
(Polikanov et al., 2012), making it less detectable with oligonucleotides. Potentially, the
3D structure after the conformational change from the 70S to the 100S ribosome could
also be cross-linked by fixation and thereby impair binding of the 16S rRNA targeted
probe. For successful hybridizations, fixation of the cells and the addition of SDS to the
hybridization buffer is required. The former leads to conformational changes in the qua-
ternary and tertiary structure of the RNA and the latter removes the ribosomal proteins,
and thus, both ensure the accessibility of the 16S rRNA even if the target region is not
on its surface (Behrens et al., 2003a). Though the addition of SDS to the hybridization
buffer should remove most proteins, it could still be interesting to investigate in detail
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whether the RMF is shielded from degradation by the 3D conformation of the 100S ribo-
some or whether the 100S ribosome might be differently cross-linked during fixation with
formaldehyde making the 16S rRNA slightly less accessible than in 70S or 30S ribosomes.
But overall, we assume that with bacFISH-PAINT in particular and with FISH meth-
ods in general, we detect the 16S rRNA regardless of being located within a ribosome
in its active (70S), inactive (100S) or premature form as the small subunit (30S). This
challenges the assumption to taking the number of ribosomes determined with FISH
methodology as a proxy for metabolic activity of starving or very slowly growing cells,
as the FISH probes cannot differentiate between the monomeric and the dimeric state of
a ribosome. It can nevertheless, be helpful to infer correlations to growth rates of pure
cultures growing exponentially or help to observe ribosome degradation upon nutrient
limitation and to differentiate different types of bacteria indicating their potential for
fast or slow growth rates. Better strategical targets to determine whether cells are in an
active or inactive state could be the RMF or HPF.

The ribosomal content, quantified by FISH signal intensities, correlates with growth
rates for bacteria harvested in different phases and grown on different media (Wallner
et al., 1993). Accordingly, we planned to repeat these growth experiments to analyse
them with bacFISH-PAINT to compare our new approach to existing data. To this
end, E. coli cells were grown on complex medium (YT broth) and two nutrient limited
minimal media with either 0.2% glucose added or 0.2% acetate according to media
used in Wallner et al. (1993). From each medium, samples were harvested in both
exponential and stationary phase to quantify ribosomal contents not only in steady-
state but also to resemble more natural conditions. These experiments were conducted
as part of a master thesis and results are presented and discussed therein (Brüwer, 2019).
Furthermore, it would definitely be beneficial to test bacFISH-PAINT on other pure
cultures, such as Polaribacter, Formosa and SAR11 (Candidatus Pelagibacter ubique)
with supposedly different ribosome contents than E. coli due to their slow growth and
different life strategies. For example, SAR11 are considered to be one of the smallest
prokaryotic cells in the marine habitat and have supposedly a very low ribosomal content
of only ≈ 500 per cell (Zhao et al., 2017). Potential crowding of ribosomes and therefore
underestimation by qPAINT could thus be easier to account for. For future investigation
it could also be of potential benefit to include other measures, such as the ratios of the
16S rRNA to the 16S rRNA gene copies (rRNA:rDNA) that were proposed to determine
in situ growth rates (Kemp et al., 1993, Lankiewicz et al., 2015, Salter et al., 2014).
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4.5.2 Probe hybridization efficiencies

An important factor that has to be taken into account when attempting to quantify
ribosomal RNA molecules with bacFISH-PAINT, is the degree of hybridization of the
16S rRNA targeted probes with the attached docking strands to their target sequence,
i.e. whether the binding sites at the 16S rRNA are saturated. Obviously, it makes a
considerable difference if 10% or 95% of ribosomal RNA molecules have hybridized with
a probe. In theory, since the probe sequence is specific, each 16S rRNA molecule is
targeted by only one oligonucleotide bacFISH-PAINT probe leading to only one signal
per rRNA molecule. Thus, the measured fluorescence intensity of FISH signals should
be directly proportional to the ribosomal content. But, the absolute quantification of
the hybridization efficiency of the FISH probes is so far not possible and was previously
only determined by the relative difference in brightness of cells hybridized with different
probes (Behrens et al., 2003a,b, Fuchs et al., 1998). The hybridization efficiency is on
the one hand, determined by the accessibility of the probe target region and on the
other hand by the conditions of the hybridization and the microenvironment within
the cell. Interactions with the ribosomal proteins can be ultimately neglected due to
the addition of SDS to the hybridization buffer, which apparently affects the protein
folding so strongly that the tertiary structure of the ribosome is irrelevant for the probe
accessibility (Behrens et al., 2003a).

It has been shown that low accessibility of the 16S rRNA target region can be increased
by using unlabelled helper oligonucleotides flanking each side of the 16S rRNA probe
(Fuchs et al., 2000). In an attempt to exploit this option, we designed longer FISH-
probes that have elongations of 11 or 31 bases on each side of the former 18mer EUB338-I
probe, resulting in 40mer and 80mer probes (Table 4.2C+D). These longer probes would
not only open the secondary structure of the rRNA to foster accessibility of the probe
to the target but also enhance hybridization stability once bound to omit potential
unbinding of the probes from their target sequence during image acquisition. Also,
a labelled NON338-probe (Wallner et al., 1993) with a docking strand attached by a
TT-linker was designed to validate that the bacFISH-PAINT probes do not randomly
bind to anything else within the cells (Table 4.2E). First experiments, conducted within
a master thesis (Brüwer, 2019) showed promising results, corroborating our intention
to increase the detection rate of ribosomes by strengthening the hybridization with
longer probes and that neither the probe, nor the imager strand is randomly binding
to the ribosomes. Furthermore, the fixation of the sample causes pores within the cell
walls and membranes, thus enabling better diffusion of the probes towards their target
sequence. Also, a potential impermeability of the cell periphery for the oligonucleotide
probes can be overcome by permeabilization prior to hybridization. Though, this might
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cause species-selective cell loss and has therefore, to be adapted for each species anew.
Generally, crowding of rRNA molecules as part of the formation of polysomes could pose
a problem for the quantification. But qPAINT analysis has previously been proven to
enable sub-diffractional localization and quantification of highly concentrated molecules
(Jungmann et al., 2016). Also, attempts were made to develop calibration-independent
approaches to overcome the requirement of qPAINT to determine the influx rate of
the imager strands with an a priori known reference for calibration (for example, by
additionally inserting DNA-origamis with a defined number of docking strands) (Stein
et al., 2021, 2019). This is particularly interesting for counting ribosomes in cells due to
their heterogeneous cluster densities.

Since hybridizations are always equilibrium reactions, it is important to increase the
equilibrium constant K of the hybridization by increasing hybridization strength. To
that end, we add an excess amount of probes to the reaction and have a sufficient
hybridization length (more than two hours) to allow for binding to all accessible 16S
rRNA target sequences. The ribosome region where the EUB338-I probe is binding
to, and its accessibility are well known (Behrens et al., 2003a,b, Fuchs et al., 1998).
EUB338-I belongs to class II-III oligonucleotide probes, but the hybridization efficiency
of the probe could differ slightly on strains different than E. coli (Behrens et al., 2003b).
For future experiments it will, therefore, be reasonable to always use the EUB338-I probe
to quantify the ribosomes to make acquired ribosome numbers comparable and identify
the microbial host cells optionally via an second, more specific oligonucleotide probe
that is additionally hybridized to the 16S rRNA. To increase the binding efficiency and
strength of the oligonucleotide probes to their target structure in future experiments, it
would be beneficial to vary the hybridization time (2 h, 3 h, 4 h, 24 h) and the duration
of the washing step (0 min, 7 min, 15 min) as well as the buffers’ salt concentrations
for stabilizing the hybridized bonds. An increasing salt concentration by addition of the
imaging buffer (buffer C has 500 mM compared to 80 mM in the hybridization buffer)
for image acquisition can also lead to a decrease in stringency and specificity resulting
in the unbinding of already hybridized strands. Also, the additional washing steps after
the addition of gold fiducials, could potentially lead to strands unbinding.

Apparently, we cannot determine to which extent exactly the bacFISH-PAINT probes
hybridize to their target sequences and a 100% hybridization to the target molecules
is not reliably achievable. At least, the excessive supply of imager strands that is key
to PAINT imaging, allows for nearly 100% imaging efficiency of the docking strands.
Nevertheless, it is already a huge step forward to have a system in which one probe
corresponds to one target, i.e. the docking strands are directly linked to the rRNA
molecules by FISH oligonucleotide probes. Previous studies using PAINT relied on
antibody immunostaining techniques (Jungmann et al., 2016, 2014). There, the labelling
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efficiencies were additionally dependent on the ratio of the primary antibody to the target
protein as well as to secondary antibodies, impairing absolute quantification of target
molecules. Also, the label size is a problem well know for immunostaining techniques.
Due to steric hindrance, the labelling density can be severely limited and due to the
rotationally symmetric architecture of the primary and secondary antibodies bound to
their antigen target, the allegedly resolved structure size is limited to around 85 nm
(Bachmann et al., 2015). So, only if we could ensure that the labelling efficiency of the
ribosomal RNA with a bacFISH-PAINT probe is near to 100% and the diffusion rates of
the probes within the cells and the added DNA origami are known, this new approach
would allow for absolute quantifications of ribosomes. Therefore, it is more constructive
for now to only infer relative rRNA molecule numbers or densities.

4.5.3 Methodological aspects for (cross-)validation of achieved results

To validate whether the results from this study report realistic ribosomes numbers,
it is, first, important to make the results statistically more profound. The numbers
of cells that are counted must be increased from n = 10 to n = 100. Due to long
acquisition times it is reasonable to change the P1 imager strand and use a shorter
oligonucleotide. Previously experiments were conducted with 9 nt binding between the
docking and the imager strands. In future experiments 8 nt binding could be tested
at higher imager strand concentrations to allow for shorter average transient binding
times and thus, faster image acquisition. Additionally, a recent study recommended
optimized buffer conditions for PAINT experiments that can increase acquisition speed
considerably and would help immensely in future experiments to account for our limited
statistics (Schueder et al., 2019).

Furthermore, it is absolutely essential to countervalidate the ribosome numbers with at
least one independent method. DNA-PAINT was established and often used in com-
bination with immunolabelling. Therefore, the collection of PAINT data of ribosomal
proteins that are targeted by fluorescently labelled antibodies would be beneficial for
countervalidation to gain numbers from both nucleic acid based and protein based ex-
periments. Furthermore, it would prove helpful to repeat our experiments on an E. coli
strain that has intrinsically labelled ribosomal proteins (for example S2-YFP gene as
in Bakshi et al. (2012)) that can be counted by measuring fluorescence intensities of
individual cells. These numbers could be used to statistically determine our labelling
efficiency and can be compared to the numbers achieved with our bacFISH-PAINT
approach. However these methods all depend on a bias introduced by fluorescent la-
belling. Cryogenic electron tomography (cryo-ET) seems to be most suitable indepen-
dent method to countervalidate our results, because it is not relying on any large-size
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antibody labelling. Also, it already has been demonstrated to gain reliable results as
ribosomes were counted in Spiroplasma melliferum on tomograms with a resolution of
4-5 nm using pattern recognition methods (Ortiz et al., 2006). They detected a total of
1000 ribosomes per cell, which equals approximately 27 000 ribosomes for a cell the size
of E. coli (Ortiz et al., 2006) (Table 4.1).

A major advantages of counting the ribosomal content with FISH-based methods, is that
they allow for measurements on a single-cell level and to infer frequency distributions
instead of only a glimpse at the average ribosomal content of an entire population (Lee
et al., 1993). Furthermore, the RNA content can be determined in situ without having
the target cells in culture and their identity can be determined with oligonucleotides
of different specificity levels. But, the comparison of fluorescence intensities derived
from standard FISH achieved with epifluorescence microscopy can be error-prone due to
the cameras that cannot scale all intensities linearly but might over- or undersaturate
certain samples rendering them incomparable. The great advantage of DNA-PAINT
methodology is the nearly 100% imaging efficiency of the presented docking strands due
to the constantly replenished imager strands. DNA-PAINT is thereby very precise, since
it decouples the acquisition of data from the photophysics of the dye and bleaching is
impeded. Therefore, our approach to detect 16S rRNA with bacFISH-PAINT is superior
in localization as well as quantification precision and allows for cell identification at the
same time.
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5.1 Abstract

Standard epifluorescence microscopy for the localization of subcellular structures is often
impeded by its low spatial resolution. The diffraction limit of light hinders the detection
and quantification of small or crowded target structures. For resolving such structures,
it is necessary to use super-resolution microscopy methods. This chapter aims to evalu-
ate the usability of stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy to visualize cell-
specific traits, such as DNA, rRNA as a marker for ribosomes, genes and membranes
and compare its applicability to two other microscopy methods, structured illumination
microscopy (SIM) and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) with the Airyscan
upgrade (operated in super-resolution mode). For that purpose, it was a prerequisite to
characterize a set of dyes that are both, photostable and bright enough to withstand the
harsh experimental conditions during high-resolution STED image acquisition. Here,
we report a non-exhaustive list of dyes and embedding media, that we recommend for
the visualization of DNA and rRNA by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) us-
ing STED microscopy. Further, we propose guidelines for future experiments exploring
cell-specific traits in prokaryotes beyond the diffraction limit and offer ideas on how to
proceed to enable multi-colour imaging. The STED microscope is an expert tool that
will allow the skilled microbiologists to look beyond the diffraction barrier and discover
subcellular structures in microbial cells with a resolution down to 25 nm that had been
out of reach so far with conventional epifluorescence microscopy and generic fluorescent
dyes.

5.2 Introduction

Fluorescence microscopy is fundamental to the research of microbiologist, allowing to
investigate the cell morphologies of microorganisms and their spatial organisation with
highly specific fluorescent probes. While the widely used epifluorescence microscopy
and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) are diffraction limited, i.e. restricted
to a maximal spatial resolution of 200 nm, new super-resolution microscopy methods
can acquire images beyond this barrier. With groundbreaking advances in fluorescence
microscopy in the last decades, it is finally possible to change focus from population-
based approaches to single cells and even subcellular structures. With varying concepts
(compare Chapter 1), methods such as Airyscan microscopy (Huff, 2015), structured
illumination microscopy (SIM) (Heintzmann & Cremer, 1999), stochastic optical re-
construction microscopy (STORM) (Rust et al., 2006), photo-activated localization mi-
croscopy (PALM) (Betzig et al., 2006) and stimulated emission depletion (STED) mi-
croscopy (Hell & Wichmann, 1994) allow for the visualization of subcellular structures
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below the diffraction limit, improving resolution in the range from two-fold to down to 10
nanometres, opening new perspectives on the arrangement of cell-specific components,
such as the DNA, rRNA and membranes. There are well-established methods to visual-
ize these traits with traditional fluorescence microscopy setups: the DNA can be stained
with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), the 16S rRNA detected with fluorescence
in situ hybridization (FISH)-based approaches (Amann & Fuchs, 2008) and membranes
differentiated by nile red staining (Greenspan et al., 1985). However, super-resolution
microscopy methods may require more advanced sample preparations with regard to
the choice and combination of dyes and the mounting of the sample to circumvent, for
example, restraints from high intensity laser power as used in STED or from the needed
photoswitching of dyes in STORM.

Genes are another subcellular trait that can be visualized with FISH-based methods,
such as (direct-) geneFISH (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017, Moraru et al., 2010, Zeugner
et al., 2021). Even though, the derived signals can be resolved with standard epifluo-
rescence microscopy, for quantification and precise spatial localization, super-resolution
microscopy is required to visualize the gene signals within the cells. To allow the dis-
crimination of individual gene signals on a single cell level with (direct-)geneFISH and
super-resolution microscopy methods, it is also crucial to have an efficient labelling of
the gene-targeted polynucleotide probes with photostable and bright dyes (and the ap-
propriate accompanying mounting medium). In previous studies, (direct-) geneFISH
signals were either visualized with epifluorescence microscopy or CLSM (Moraru et al.,
2010, Rahlff et al., 2021, Weber et al., 2019), confocal microscopy with the Airyscan up-
grade (Ansorge et al., 2019, Zeugner et al., 2021) (Chapter 3) or SIM (Barrero-Canosa
et al., 2017) (Chapter 2). They all share the advantage that the sample preparation
does not have to be altered for imaging and thus, the same sample can be analysed with
all three methods. SIM improves the resolution by a factor of two to approximately
100 nm but the methodology itself is prone to introduce artefacts that, unfortunately,
are very easily mistaken for gene signals or result in typical "honeycomb structures" on
larger components (Figure 5.1). Due to the heavy post-processing and necessary sub-
jective adaption of the histogram of signal intensities, the underlying reality is easily
under- or overestimated. Especially, if target structures are very small and have low
signal intensities, valuable information can be lost and results are rendered difficult to
interpret. Therefore, this study investigates the applicability of STED microscopy for
the visualization of genes and other subcellular structures, such as DNA, membrane and
16S rRNA and aims to give a comprehensive overview of its possibilities and challenges.
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Figure 5.1: Structured illumination microscopy image of 16S rRNA of Escherichia coli cells
stained with FISH and a universal bacterial probe mix EUB338I-III labelled with 4x Atto 488.
Magnified detail of micrograph displays typical artefacts (’honeycomb structures’) introduced by
SIM. Four examples are marked in yellow.

STED is a laser scanning method that provides an image acquisition with a resolution
that is not limited by the diffraction barrier stated by Abbe (compare equation in Chap-
ter 1). This is achieved by scanning the sample not only with an excitation laser but
also with an additional annular-shaped and red-shifted depletion laser (STED laser).
It forces the excited electrons from the fluorophore to return to the ground state by
stimulated emission of photons at the same wavelength as the STED laser. These pho-
tons are then spectrally filtered out. This apparent transient "off" switching confines the
region allowed to emit fluorescence to a focal spot of subdiffractional size. This optical
shaping of the focal spot is achieved with a high depletion laser power. The higher its
intensity, the smaller the effective size of the focal spot available for scanning the sample
(Figure 5.2). This process can be repeated many times and is photophysically differ-
ent from photobleaching. However, the exposure to the high depletion laser intensities
can eventually lead to premature photobleaching of the fluorescent dyes. Therefore, the
requirements for dyes to be compatible with STED microscopy, are numerous: a dye
should be highly photostable, have a high fluorescence quantum yield and extinction
coefficient, as well as little probability to build up triplet states (transient dark states)
(compare Figure 1.2). Furthermore, for STED to work efficiently, the emission spectrum
of a dye needs to show significant emission at the STED wavelength and the dye should
not be excited at the depletion laser wavelength (Bückers et al., 2011).

With this study, we demonstrate that it is possible to visualize with a STED microscope
inner cells structures of prokaryotes, such as rRNA, DNA and membranes targeted
with already existing staining techniques by updating the choice of traditionally used
dyes. After assessing the photophysical properties of different dyes and testing them for
their performance with STED image acquisition, we propose a set of well-suited dyes
for (standard) microbiological techniques and give recommendations how to proceed for
multi-colour experiments.
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Figure 5.2: The higher the laser intensity of the STED laser (=depletion laser), the smaller the
effective subdiffractional focal spot. AU = arbitrary units.

5.3 Material and methods

5.3.1 Preparation of pure culture samples

Formosa Hel1_33_131 (Hahnke et al., 2014, Unfried et al., 2018), also referred to as
UBA3537 according to Genome Taxonomy Database (GTDB) release 83 (Parks et al.,
2018), and Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 were previously obtained by dilution cultivation
from Helgoland Roads on 20th April 2010 (Hahnke et al., 2014, Xing et al., 2015). Cells
were grown in HaHa_100 medium (Hahnke et al., 2014). Escherichia coli strain Trans-
formax EPI300 (Epicentre, Madison, Wisconsin) carrying a copy control plasmid pCC1
(Epicentre, Madison, Wisconsin) was grown in Luria Bertani medium and Gramella
forsetii KT0803 was grown in „SY“ medium (40 g/l sea salts (Sigma-Aldrich, catalogue
number: S9883) and 0.1% yeast extract). All strains were harvested in exponential
phase. Formosa, Polaribacter and E. coli cells were fixed with formaldehyde at a final
concentration of 2% and G. forsetii cells at a final concentration of 1% for one hour at
room temperature, washed twice in 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and stored in
50% ethanol/ PBS at -20°C. For experiments, cells were diluted in 1x PBS and filtered
onto polycarbonate filters (0.2 μm pore size) that were air-dried and stored at -20◦C.
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5.3.2 Staining techniques

Abberior STAR 440SXP Coumarin 16S rRNA 433 502 0.57 Abberior GmbH
Alexa Fluor 488 Rhodamine Genes 496 519 0.92 Thermo Fisher Scientific
Atto 488 Rhodamine 16S rRNA 500 520 0.80 Atto-Tec
Alexa Fluor 594 Rhodamine Genes 590 617 0.66 Thermo Fisher Scientific
Abberior STAR red Rhodamine 16S rRNA 638 655 0.55 Abberior GmbH
Atto 647N Rhodamine Membrane 646 664 0.65 Atto-Tec
Cy5 Cyanine 16S rRNA 649 666 0.27 Thermo Fisher Scientific
Alexa Fluor 647 Cyanine Genes 650 665 0.33 Thermo Fisher Scientific

Dye Quantum
yield [η]

Class of dye Used in this thesis
for targeting ManufacturerExcitation

maximum
[nm]

Emission
maximum
[nm]

Table 5.1: Overview of dyes used in this study to label probes targeting 16S rRNA, genes and
membranes. The dyes used to label oligonucleotides targeting 16S rRNA were ordered already
conjugated to the probes EUB338I or EUB338I-III from biomers.net GmbH (Ulm, Germany).
The dyes used to label polynucleotide probe targeting genes were coupled by us to the probes
using the Thermo Fisher Ulysis™ Alexa Fluor™ Nucleic Acid Labeling Kit (catalogue numbers:
Alexa Fluor® 488: U21650, Alexa Fluor® 594: U21654, Alexa Fluor® 647: U21660). The dye
Atto 647N was ordered already conjugated to mCling, a probe that binds to plasma membranes
from Synaptic Systems (Göttingen, Germany, catalogue number: 710 006AT1).
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Figure 5.3: Fluorescence spectra of dyes used in this study, respective emission filters (detection
windows) and depletion laser as well as notches within the optical path of the STED microscope
setup.

5.3.2.1 DNA and membrane staining

To counterstain the DNA with DAPI, a widely-used DNA minor groove binder, the cells
were incubated with a 4 μg ml−1 DAPI solution for 10 min at room temperature. The
stained cells were washed with ultra-pure water (Milli-Q, Merck-Millipore, Germany)
for 1 min and shortly rinsed with 96% ethanol before they were left to air-dry.

PicoGreen is an asymmetrical cyanine dye that binds to the minor groove of the DNA
and selectively stains dsDNA but not RNA. It was applied diluted in 1x Tris-EDTA (TE)
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DAPI DNA 350 470 D1306 Thermo Fisher (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA)
PicoGreen DNA 480 530 P7589 Thermo Fisher (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA)
YOYO-1 DNA 491 509 Y3601 Thermo Fisher (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA)
To-Pro 3 DNA 642 661 T3605 Thermo Fisher (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA)
Draq5 DNA 646 697 65-0880-92 Thermo Fisher (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA)
SiR-Hoechst DNA 652 674 SC007 Spirochrom (Stein am Rhein, Switzerland)
mCling * Membrane 650 665 710 006AT1 Synaptic Systems (Göttingen, Germany)

CompanyName Target
Excitation
maximum
[nm]

Emission
maximum
[nm]

Cataloge
number

Table 5.2: Overview of DNA stains and membrane stain used in this study. * mCling is available
with different attached dyes, we used a version with Atto 647N.
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Figure 5.4: Fluorescence spectra of DNA stains used in this study, respective emission filters
(detection windows) and depletion laser as well as notches within the optical path of the STED
microscope setup.

buffer to a final concentration of 5 μl ml−1 from the provided stock solution. It has to
be prepared in a plastic container as the chemical adsorbs to glass.

YOYO-1 is cyanine dye recommended by Hell and co-workers for STED and stains all
nucleic acids, not only DNA but also RNA (Persson et al., 2011). It was applied in 1 μM
and 0.2 μM concentrations in 1x PBS and incubated for 15 min at room temperature,
followed by a short wash with ultra-pure water.

To-Pro3 is a cyanine dye that we used in a 1 μM concentration in 1x PBS buffer as
well as a 1 μM and 2 μM concentration in 0.01 M TRIS-HCl buffer. Sample filters were
stained for 30 min, washed twice with 1x PBS then with ultra-pure water and let dry.

DRAQ5 is an anthraquinone-based intercalator for use in live and fixed cells. We applied
this far-red DNA stain with a concentration of 1 μM and 5 μM in 1x PBS for 15 min at
room temperature with an additional short wash in ultra-pure water.

SiR-Hoechst has a far-red absorption and is a combination of a rhodamine dye and
the DNA minor groove binder bisbenzimide (Hoechst) (Lukinavičius et al., 2015). We
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applied this DNA stain with a far-red adsorption for 5 min at a concentration of 3 μM
in 1x PBS, washed with ultra-pure water and air-dried the sample.

Imaging cell membranes can be achieved by using two types of reagents: organic dyes
and fluorescent proteins. Fixation disrupts the membrane potential, thus, reagents that
are binding to the membrane due to its potential cannot be used in FISH-based exper-
iments that require cell fixation. A new membrane probe, mCling, that is both stable
in live and fixed cells, was especially devised for super-resolution-microscopy methods,
such as STED (Revelo et al., 2014). It stains the plasma membranes and endocytic
vesicles and binds to negatively charged surfaces. Fortunately, it is not washed off by
subsequent fixation or permeabilization and is therefore especially useful in combination
with FISH samples. Poly-L-lysine coating leaves the slide positively charged and reduces
the background of mCling considerably. The membrane stain is available with different
dyes attached (Atto 488, Atto 647N, DY 654) that are all suitable for STED. We applied
mCling on freshly grown cells at a concentration of 0.4 µM in Luria-Bertani medium,
incubated the cells for 5-15 min at 37◦C, washed with 1x PBS and fixed the dye within
the cells with 4% formaldehyde and 0.2% glutaraldehyde. Cells were then incubated for
20 min in a quenching solution (100 mM NH4Cl and 100 mM glycine in 1x PBS) and
washed again with 1x PBS before drying and embedding.

5.3.2.2 16S rRNA staining

The 16S rRNA of our pure culture samples was stained with the standard FISH protocol
(Fuchs et al., 2007). For targeting 16S rRNA, universal bacterial oligonucleotide probes
were used: EUB338-I (Amann et al., 1990a) and the EUB338I-III mix (Amann et al.,
1990a, Daims et al., 1999). In different experiments on Polaribacter Hel1_33_49, For-
mosa Hel1_33_131, Gramella forsetii and Escherichia coli, we tested EUB338I oligonu-
cleotide probes labelled with either Abberior STAR 440SXP, Abberior STAR red or Cy5
and the EUB338I-III mix labelled with 4x Atto 488.

5.3.2.3 Gene staining

For visualizing genes in our target organisms, we used the direct-geneFISH protocol
(Chapter 2). We tested the visualization of direct-geneFISH signals with the STED mi-
croscope on two different bacterial strains: Escherichia coli in which the rpoB gene (β-
subunit of the bacterial RNA polymerase) was targeted with Alexa 594-labelled polynu-
cleotide probes (design and synthesis described in Ruhnau (2012)) and the 16S rRNA
with the general bacterial probe EUB338I labelled with Cy5. Polaribacter in which
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the GH92_a gene (glycoside hydrolase of family 92, synthesized as described in Chap-
ter 3) was targeted with Alexa 488-labelled polynucleotide probes and the 16S rRNA
with the general bacterial probe EUB338I labelled with Abberior STAR red. For the
visualization with Airyscan and SIM, direct-geneFISH was performed on E. coli cells
targeting unk genes (gene of unknown function, originating from a Pseudoalteromonas
phage PSA-HP1, synthesized as described in Allers et al. (2013)) that were labelled with
Alexa 594 and the 16S rRNA with the oligonucleotide probe mix EUB338I-III labelled
4x with Atto 488.

5.3.3 Embedding of the sample

The mounting medium physically protects the organic dyes from photobleaching by im-
peding the generation of reactive oxygen species and their diffusion within the sample
and thus helps to prolong potential imaging time. It should have a refractive index
matching the immersion oil (Olympus immersion oil type F, refractive index: 1.518,
OLYMPUS EUROPA SE & CO. KG, Hamburg, Germany) required by the objective to
enable best light penetration without introducing unwanted aberrations. Different media
enhance the dye’s resistance to photobleaching with varying efficiency. We tested a mix
of 3:1 Citifluor™ and Vectashield® (Citifluor™, London, UK; Vectashield®, Vectorlabs,
Burlingame, California, USA), ProLong™ Gold Antifade Mountant (refractive index
after curing: 1.47, catalogue number: P36930, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Mas-
sachusetts, USA), ProLong™ Diamond Antifade Mountant (refractive index after curing:
1.47, catalogue number: P36961, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Abberior Mount Solid
Antifade (refractive index before curing: 1.38, catalogue number: MM-2013-2X15ML,
Abberior GmbH, Göttingen, Germany)

The cover glass quality is also of high importance, as it directly influences the potential
resolution by its evenness, thickness and refractive index. Recommended for the use with
super-resolution microscopy methods are high quality cover glasses with a thickness of
160-190 µm (#1.5) or even high precision cover glasses with a thickness of 170 ± 5 µm
(#1.5H). Cover glasses with more fluctuating thickness, such as #1, can cause spherical
aberrations that compromise the image quality considerably. Only when fully dried,
the samples were mounted with a hardening embedding medium on a microscope slide,
covered with either a #1.5 or #1.5H cover slip and cured for 24 h at room temperature.
Mounted and cured slides were stored at -20◦C.
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5.3.4 Microscope setup and image acquisition

Image acquisition was performed on a custom-made Abberior Instruments easy3D STED
(Figure 5.5). It can provide a lateral resolution below 25 nm and an axial resolution
of up to 60 nm. The instrument includes the methods pulsed-STED (Dyba & Hell,
2003), gated-STED (Moffitt et al., 2011, Vicidomini et al., 2011) and RESCue (Staudt
et al., 2011). It is the first STED microscope with MINFIELD (Göttfert et al., 2017)
technique on the commercial market. Built-in excitation lasers, STED lasers and re-
spective detection windows are displayed in Table 5.3. For imaging an Olympus IX83
microscopy body is used and an apochromat 100x/1.4 oil objective. Interestingly, it is of
utmost importance for image acquisition with this custom-made microscope to use the
immersion oil type F provided by Olympus and not Zeiss Immersol 518 F, as it makes a
considerable difference in how the channels are aligned. For data acquisition and analy-
sis Imspector Image Acquisition & Analysis Software v0.14 (http://www.imspector.de,
Abberior Instruments Development Team) was used.

For the comparison experiment of epifluorescence microcopy, CLSM with the Airyscan
upgrade and SIM, the microscope setups were the following: Epifluorescence microscopy
was performed with a Zeiss AxioImager.D2 (100x plan apochromatic oil immersion ob-
jective with a numerical aperture of 1.40, monochromatic AxioCam MRm camera) and

Figure 5.5: Optical path of the Abberior Instruments easy3D STED microscope setup used for
image acquisition. APD = avalanche photodiode, PMT = photomultiplier tube, SLM = spatial
light modulator.

http://www.imspector.de
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Emission filter [nm]
405 (cw, 50 mW) / 450/ 50
440 (pulsed, 500 µW) 509/ 22
485 (pulsed, 1 mW) 525/ 50 or
518 (pulsed, 300 µW) 545/ 24
561 (pulsed, 300 µW) 605/50 or 615/ 20
640 (pulsed, 1 mW) 685/70

775(pulsed, 3 W)

595(pulsed, 1 W)

Excitation laser [nm] STED laser [nm]

Table 5.3: Excitation laser, corresponding STED lasers and emission filters (detection windows).
CW = continuous wave. Detection is done by single-photon-counting avalanche photodiodes
(apd modules). All pulsed lasers have a repetition rate of 40 MHz.

samples were analysed with fixed conditions for intensity, gain and exposure time to en-
sure comparability for one set of replicates. Fluorescence excitation and emission filters
used at the epifluorescence microscope are listed in Table 5.4.

The Airyscan detector upgrade on a confocal laser scanning microscope Zeiss LSM 780
was run in super-resolution mode (63x plan apochromatic oil immersion objective, 32
GaAsP detectors) (Huff, 2015). The excitation lasers and emission detection windows
are listed in Table 5.4. For each field of view, a z-stack was taken and after post-
processing with default Airyscan filtering, a 3D reconstruction was performed with Zen
Black 2.1 software (Version 13.0.0.0, Carl Zeiss, Germany) with automatic Airyscan
filter strength. The final images were obtained by a maximum intensity projection of
the z-stack.

SIM was performed with the Zeiss ELYRA PS.1 System (63x plan apochromatic oil
immersion objective with a numerical aperture of 1.40, iXON897 EM-CCD camera).
The excitation laser and emission filter sets are displayed in Table 5.4. All samples
of one experiment were visualized with fixed conditions for laser intensities, gain and
exposure time. For each field of view a z-stack was taken and after post-processing of
one field of view, a maximum intensity projection was performed. Images were analysed
with Zen Black 2.1 software (Version 13.0.0.0, Carl Zeiss, Germany).

Zeiss AxioImager.D2 ELYRA PS. 1 Zeiss LSM 780 with Airyscan upgrade
Excitation
filter (nm)

Beam
splitter

Emission
filter (nm)

Excitation
laser

Beam
splitter

Emission
filter [nm]

Excitation
laser Beam splitter [nm] Airyscan filter [nm] Detection window

[nm]
DAPI 387/11 409 409/ LP 405 nm  BP 420-480 405 nm  Plate BP 420-480 420-480
Atto488 470/ 40 495 500/ LP 488 nm  BP 495-575 BP 502-538 488 nm  BP 420-460 + LP 500 BP 420-480 + BP 495-550 420-460 + 500-550
Cy3 545/ 25 565 605/ 70 561 nm BP 570-650 BP 573-613 561 nm SP 615 BP 570-620 + LP 645 570-615
Alexa594 562/ 40 593 624/ 40 561 nm BP 570-650 BP 573-613 561 nm  SP 615 BP 570-620 + LP 645 570-615
Alexa647 620/ 60 660 700/ 75 642 nm LP 655 633 nm LP 655 BP 420-480 + LP 605 LP 655

Fluorophore label

Table 5.4: Microscopy setups for epifluorescence microscopy, SIM using the ELYRA PS.1 system
and the Zeiss LSM 780 with the Airyscan upgrade. LP = long pass, BP = band pass, SP =
short pass.
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5.4 Results

The applicability of STED as a high resolution microscopy method was first evaluated
for the detection of DNA in prokaryotic cells. For counterstaining the DNA, DAPI is
commonly used but due to its broad excitation spectrum it is not recommended for
STED. Visualizing DAPI with the 595 nm STED laser can lead to the uptake of too
much energy and with the 775 nm STED laser might lead to two-photon excitation in
which a fluorophore is excited by the simultaneous absorption of two photons (Diaspro
et al., 2005). This can, eventually, result in a high background and blurred images
with low or no improvement in resolution. If the presence of DAPI in the sample is
required nonetheless, it can be imaged with a CLSM channel as is demonstrated in
Figure 5.8. But, due to the aforementioned reasons, we recommend to avoid DAPI
in the sample preparation for the visualization of DNA. As alternative DNA stains
PicoGreen, To-Pro3 and SiR-Hoechst (Table 5.2) were tested on Escherichia coli cells
that were each embedded in three different embedding media (Citifluor™-Vectashield®,
ProLong™ Gold and Abberior Mount Solid Antifade). Exemplary images of these stains
applied to E. coli cells are shown in Figure 5.6. Their fluorescence spectra as well as
the respective emission filters and depletion lasers are shown in Figure 5.4. All three
stains performed well with the STED illumination. PicoGreen used with the 595 nm
STED laser, gave the best results in terms of resolution improvement. Unfortunately,
the photobleaching was so fast that the same field of view could not be imaged a second
time. A short dwell time and multiple line accumulations are therefore recommended for
future experiments. To-Pro3 in Tris buffer gave promising results with STED in terms
of photostability but the achievable gain in resolution was lower compared to PicoGreen
but equal to SiR-Hoechst, however, the segregation of the DNA was well visible. SiR-
Hoechst that was especially developed for the use with super-resolution microscopy
methods, such as STED, performed well with a 775 nm depletion laser (Lukinavičius
et al., 2015) but unfortunately, the acquired signal intensity was lower than for the other
stains. Further tests are needed to better adapt the staining protocol for prokaryotic
cells.

Furthermore, we tested two membrane stains, Nile red and mCling, for their performance
with the STED microscope. We tested Nile red on Gramella forsetii cells and mCling
on Polaribacter cells. While Nile red gave no increase in resolution, with mCling a
considerable improvement in resolution could be achieved compared to CLSM when
used to stain the membranes of Polaribacter cells (Figure 5.7). This stain proved to
be very photostable, surviving up to four rounds of image acquisition with the STED
microscope (with 4% 775 nm depletion laser, 1% 640 nm excitation laser and up to
100 µs) nearly without photobleaching. Nevertheless, we recommend to test other dyes
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Figure 5.6: Exemplary micrographs of DNA stains tested on Escherichia coli cells: PicoGreen-
stained sample was embedded with ProLong™ Gold and imaged with the 485 nm laser at 11%
power and the 595 nm depletion laser at 10% (25 µs dwell time, pixel size of 40 nm, pinhole
125 µm). To-Pro3 (in Tris buffer and embedded in Citifluor™-Vectashield®) was imaged with
the 640 nm laser at 1% and the 775 nm depletion laser at 9% power (80 µs dwell time, pixel
size of 30 nm, pinhole 125 µm). SiR-Hoechst was imaged with the 640 nm laser at 40% and the
775 nm depletion laser at 9% power (80 µs dwell time, pixel size of 30 nm, pinhole 50 µm). Scale
bar: 1 µm.

conjugated to mCling, such as Atto 488, as Atto 647N gave high background signals
(most likely, due to its lipophilic character (Wurm et al., 2012)).

For visualizing the 16S rRNA as a marker for ribosomes with the STED microscope, we
performed conventional FISH experiments with fluorescently-labelled general bacterial
probes on different prokaryotic cells: Polaribacter Hel1_33_49, Formosa Hel1_33_131,
Gramella forsetii and Escherichia coli. On Polaribacter Hel1_33_49, we tested a STAR
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A CLSM B STED

Figure 5.7: Membrane of Polaribacter cells stained with Atto 647N-labelled mCling and imaged
with A confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and B stimulated emission depletion mi-
croscopy (STED) using the 640 nm laser at 1% power while using a 775 nm STED depletion
laser at 4% power (80 µs dwell time, pixel size of 20 nm, pinhole 60 µm). Scale bar: 1 µm.

red-labelled EUB338I probe. The 16S rRNA of Formosa Hel1_33_131 was targeted with
a 4x Atto 488-labelled EUB338I-III probe mix. On Gramella forsetii cell, we tested
EUB338I labelled with Abberior STAR 440SXP and STAR red, as well as EUB338I-III
labelled with 4x Atto 488 with the addition of DAPI as a DNA stain. All samples were
embedded in Abberior Mount Solid Antifade. In Escherichia coli cells, we targeted the
16S rRNA with EUB338I labelled with Cy5 and embedded the sample in ProLong™
Gold. The 16S rRNA is consistently pseudocoloured in green in the shown micrographs,
no matter what dye was used for staining.

The visualization of all dyes with the STED microscope resulted in a considerable gain
in resolution. In Figure 5.8 exemplary micrographs of Gramella forsetii cells are shown
that were visualized with both CLSM and STED. The 16S rRNA was targeted with 4x
Atto 488-labelled oligonucleotides and additionally, the DNA was counterstained with
DAPI. It has to be noted that DAPI was only imaged with the CLSM and not with
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Figure 5.8: The 16S rRNA in Gramella forsetii cells was targeted with a 4x Atto 488-labelled
EUB338I-III probe mix and the DNA with DAPI. The cells were visualized with confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM) and only the 16S rRNA with stimulated emission depletion (STED)
microscopy with the 485 nm laser at 4% power while using a 595 nm STED depletion laser at
7% power (25 µs dwell time, pixel size of 20 nm, pinhole 50 µm). It should be noted, that both
DAPI images were only acquired with the CLSM. Cells were embedded with Abberior Mount
Solid Antifade. Scale bar: 1 µm.

the STED due to the above mentioned reasons. In Figure 5.9, additional exemplary
images are shown of Polaribacter Hel1_33_49 and Formosa Hel1_33_131 that were
targeted with a STAR red-labelled EUB338I probe and with a 4x Atto 488-labelled
EUB338I-III probe mix, respectively. In comparison to the CLSM images, the spatial
resolution is drastically improved by acquiring images with the STED microscope. The
inner non-uniform segregation of rRNA from the DNA (not counterstained but located
where the voids are left) is well visible within the STED images. Also, the distinct,
granular structure of the 16S rRNA is visible.

For STED imaging with the 595 nm depletion laser, Atto 488 was superior to Abberior
STAR 440SXP in terms of signal intensity. This was, most likely, also due to the fact
that the oligonucleotide probes were labelled four times with Atto 488 compared to only
singularly with STAR 440SXP. If labelled equally, the performance of the latter might
as well be enhanced considerably. For STED imaging with the 775 nm depletion laser,
Abberior STAR red was superior compared to Cy5 due to its photostability, better signal
intensity and higher gain in spatial resolution. Ultimately, best results were obtained
with Abberior STAR red in terms of signal intensity and both STAR red and Atto 488,
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proved to be very photostable and allowed several rounds of STED image acquisition
before being bleached.

Especially for the quantification of genes on a single cell level, it is crucial to have a
microscopy setup with sufficient resolution to allow for their visualization. We tested
the compatibility of the STED microscope with direct-geneFISH targeting a gene with
polynucleotide probes and simultaneously the 16S rRNA with oligonucleotide probes.
In Figure 5.10, exemplary micrographs are shown from an experiment targeting the
rpoB gene (β-subunit of the bacterial RNA polymerase) with Alexa 594-labelled polynu-
cleotide probes and the 16S rRNA with Cy5-labelled oligonucleotide probes in E. coli

Figure 5.9: The 16S rRNA in two flavobacterial species was targeted with a universal bacterial
probe and visualized with A confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and B stimulated
emission depletion (STED) microscopy. Polaribacter cells were visualized with a STAR red-
labelled EUB338I probe and the 640 nm laser at 2% power while using a 775 nm STED depletion
laser at 4% power (30 µs dwell time, pixel size 30 nm, pinhole 100 µm). Formosa cells were
visualized with a 4x Atto 488-labelled EUB338I-III probe mix and the 485 nm laser at 25%
power while using a 595 nm STED depletion laser at 40% power with a 80 µs dwell time, a pixel
size of 20 nm and a pinhole of 80 µm. Embedding medium for both: Abberior Mount Solid
Antifade. 16S rRNA stains are consistently pseudocoloured in green. Scale bar: 1 µm.
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cells. Even though, the gene-derived signals are visible in the CLSM image, their reliable
quantification is less error-prone with the STED microscope. It is especially beneficial
for visualizing genes with low signal intensities or genes clustered within a diffraction
limited distance, as displayed in the magnified region of interest in Figure 5.10. We
also tested Alexa 488 and 647 for visualizing genes with the STED microscope (no mi-
crograph data shown) and only Alexa 488 performed equally well as Alexa 594. Alexa
647 was bleaching fast and is rather recommended for single-molecule localization mi-
croscopy (SMLM) methods, such as STORM, for which a blinking is required. The dye
can easily transition to a dark state due to changes in its conformation, which can lead
to here unwanted blinking behaviour.

For a direct comparison to CLSM with the Airyscan detector upgrade and SIM, we vi-
sualized unk genes (of unknown function) with Alexa 594-labelled polynucleotide probes
and an oligonucleotide probe mix EUB338I-III labelled with 4x Atto 488 targeted at
the 16S rRNA in E. coli cells (Figure 5.11). With both methods, we clearly see a
differentiation within the localization of the rRNA and the DNA. The genes are well
visible and quantifiable, but nevertheless, the all-over resolution is better with STED
(Figure 5.10B).

For the purpose of comparing the different microscopy methods, we also performed ad-
ditional experiments on Polaribacter Hel1_33_49. Using direct-geneFISH, we targeted
GH92_a genes (glycoside hydrolase gene, synthesized as described in Chapter 3) and the
16S rRNA with Cy3-labelled species specific oligonucleotide probe POL183a. The same
sample was imaged with epifluorescence microscopy, Airyscan and SIM and compared for
its respective achievable gene detection efficiencies (GDEs) (Figure 5.12). With Airyscan
and SIM the GDEs are significantly higher than with epifluorescence microscopy, while
the differences between the former are negligible.

As a general rule of thumb, dyes that are recommended for the use with PALM and
STORM are generally not to be used with STED, as any blinking behaviour is unwanted.
The choice of dyes is inevitably important, since for STED to work, the fluorescent
emission spectra of the used dyes necessarily need to exhibit substantial emission at the
wavelength of the depletion laser to show a considerable increase in resolution by its
stimulated emission (compare Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.3). We always imaged the dye
with the longest wavelength at first. This is especially important when using both STED
lasers, as otherwise the 595 nm STED laser would immediately bleach all dyes emitting
at red wavelengths.

In the STED setup, notch filters are used to couple the excitation laser light with
a distinct wavelength window into the optical path way (Figure 5.5). Even though
notch filters offer maximal transmission on both side of their corresponding wavelength,
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Figure 5.10: Genes (magenta, rpoB) and 16S rRNA (green) in Escherichia coli targeted with
direct-geneFISH and visualized with A confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and B stim-
ulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy. White arrows in the magnified region of interest
indicate gene signals for which the higher resolution improved the counting precision consid-
erably. The genes were targeted with Alexa 594-labelled polynucleotide probes and the 16S
rRNA with a Cy5-labelled universal bacterial probe mix EUB338I-III. Data acquisition was per-
formed with a 640 nm laser at 40% power and a 561 nm laser at 14% laser power while using a
775 nm STED depletion laser at 18% (10 µs dwell time, pixel size 20 nm). Embedding medium:
ProLong™ Gold. Scale bar: 1 µm.

they block a narrow band of wavelengths and this gap has to be considered for other
passing laser wavelengths in the optical path: for example, if the 440 nm excitation
laser is used (for example, for exciting Abberior STAR 440SXP) together with the
405 nm excitation laser (used for exciting DAPI), its notch filter would produce a gap of
20 nm in the detection spectrum of DAPI. To use a dye excited with the 485 nm laser
together with a dye excited by the 518 nm laser is problematic due to the same reason.
The 518 nm laser notch filter produces a gap directly at the emission maximum (at
520 nm) of the dye excited at 485 nm, decreasing its effective signal intensity (compare
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Airyscan microscopy SIM
A

B

Figure 5.11: Direct-geneFISH targeting unk genes (magenta), 16S rRNA (green) and DNA (coun-
terstained with DAPI, blue) in Escherichia coli cells with Airyscan microscopy and structured
illumination microscopy (SIM). A Merged images displaying all channels. B Images displaying
16S rRNA and gene signals. Shown micrographs are maximum intensity projections of processed
images. Microscopy setups are listed im Table 5.4. Scale bar: 1 µm.

Figure 5.4). If they need to be used together, the narrow band pass filter cube (=emission
filter 545/24, compare Table 5.3) can be inserted as an alternative, which will still lead
to approximately 30% less detection of the emitted fluorescence of the dye excited at
485 nm.

In conclusion, STED enabled improved subcellular visualization of cell-specific traits.
After testing different dyes and stains, we recommend for visualizing the 16S rRNA
Atto 488 or Abberior STAR red as fluorophores to be conjugated to specific oligonu-
cleotides. For the detection of genes with direct-geneFISH, Alexa 594 gave the best
improvement in resolution. PicoGreen is recommended for staining DNA and mCling
for membranes. As the embedding medium is of utmost importance for the prevention of
photobleaching, ProLong™ Gold or Abberior Mount Solid Antifade should be preferred
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Figure 5.12: Gene detection efficiencies of the same sample acquired with three different mi-
croscopy methods: Epifluorescence microscopy (Epi), CLSM with the Airyscan detector upgrade
(Airyscan) and structured illumination microscopy (SIM). A glycoside hydrolase gene (GH92_a,
labelled with Alexa 488) was targeted simultaneously with a species-specific 16S rRNA probe
(POL183a, labelled with Cy3) with direct-geneFISH in Polaribacter cells. Probe design and syn-
thesis are described in Chapter 3. For SIM and Airyscan, detection efficiencies of the gene were
determined on maximum intensity projections of processed images. Microscopy setups are listed
im Table 5.4. Error bars in histograms represent standard deviations of the mean efficiencies.
Significance levels are indicated by asterisks (***: p ≤ 0.001, *: p ≤ 0.05), ns = not significant.

instead of Citifluor™-Vectashield® for any of the tested dyes when imaged with a STED
microscope. In the Supplementary Material, we additionally provide guidelines for the
alignment of the STED microscope and image acquisition.

5.5 Discussion and outlook

5.5.1 MINFIELD and RESCue

One of the major features of the STED methodology is that the resolution scales roughly
with the square root of the depletion laser power applied to the sample (Harke et al.,
2008) (compare Section 1.2.4 and Figure 5.2). During image acquisition, while scanning
the sample with the annular-shaped depletion laser (effectively turning molecules emis-
sion off) and the remaining downsized focal spot (where the molecules remain emitting
fluorescence), molecules are repeatedly subjected to the enormous laser power of the de-
pletion laser and are therefore exposed to the risk of photobleaching. On the one hand,
the high laser power allows for unprecedented resolution as long as the laser power can
be increased, on the other hand, this limits the signal detectability. This is mostly due
to potential premature photobleaching of the dyes, primarily by re-excitation of their
triplet state with the STED laser (Donnert et al., 2006). High signal intensities and
strong photostability are therefore a mandatory prerequisite for dyes being imaged with
STED.

In this regard, it is noteworthy that the custom-made microscope is equipped with
MINFIELD, a concept that strongly reduces photobleaching for imaged structures below
the diffraction limit. The high depletion laser intensities are only necessary for confining
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the focal spot to a subdiffractional area. The transient off-switching of the fluorophores
can be achieved already with much lower depletion laser intensities. MINFIELD exploits
this and scans the sample with a reduced image size below the diffraction limit and thus
reduced depletion laser intensity. To achieve this, a confocal image is acquired first to
find the structures of interest, which are then separately scanned with an imaged area
that is confined in its size to the subdiffractional dimensions of the structure of interest.
The same field of view (below 200 nm in width) is several times scanned and the signals
are summed up. This approach limits the area of the sample subjected to the depletion
laser to a minimum as the maxima of the annular-shaped beam are not scanned over
the sample (Figure 5.2). Transitions to higher electronic states that eventually lead to
photodamage are considerably diminished and the risk of photobleaching is reduced by
more than 100-fold (Göttfert et al., 2017). MINFIELD is especially helpful in samples
where the target structures have subdiffractional dimensions and are not densely labelled
with antibodies but with organic dyes at rather low dye-per-target ratios (Göttfert et al.,
2017). Therefore, this option would be especially beneficial for the visualization of
individual subcellular structures, for example genes targeted with direct-geneFISH in
prokaryotic cells.

Another option to circumvent the problem of premature photobleaching of dyes that
were already photophysically excited and depleted before being registered in the focal
spot, is to use RESCue (reduction of state transition cycles) (Staudt et al., 2011). With
this approach, the high intensity STED laser is only applied to the sample if fluorescent
molecules are within the area to be imaged. If none are present, the depletion laser
power is turned off. The method tests if a molecule is emitting photons within a given
time frame, for example 5 μs, otherwise the STED laser is turned off. Thus, the flu-
orophores are not constantly exposed to being switched on and off and photodamage
is considerably reduced without compromising high resolution. RESCue is especially
helpful with samples as we use them, that have a lot of dark, black background where
nothing is emitting fluorescence. Therefore, future experiments should exploit the pos-
sibilities of MINFIELD and RESCue that substantially minimize photobleaching. With
DyMIN (Dynamic Intensity Minimum) an approach was proposed that combines the
aforementioned illumination concepts and allows for dynamic probing and adjustment
of the STED laser intensity (Heine et al., 2017). These approaches will be especially use-
ful in multi-colour experiments as the depletion laser usually tends to pre-bleach other
dyes on the sample and hence limits multiplexing. Lower laser intensity applied to the
sample will allow the detection of more dyes.
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5.5.2 Comparison of the performance of STED for visualizing cell-
specific traits to other microscopy methods

The evaluation of the STED microscopy method for its usability to analyse FISH-based
signals requires its direct comparison to previously used approaches. In this respect,
two methods were extensively tested within this thesis for their applicability to visual-
ize direct-geneFISH-derived signals: SIM in Chapter 2, as well as Airyscan microscopy
in Chapter 3. STED is based on the confocal laser scanning methodology and there-
fore, has the advantage of minimizing background noise by limiting out-of-focus fluo-
rescence emitted for example from autofluorescent particles other than the incorporated
dyes. But, auto-fluorescence and sudden fluctuations of the refractive index may nega-
tively influence the size of the focal spot, introducing areas of oversaturated signals and
consequently impede the resolution. Especially problematic are sample which contain
molecules that absorb at the depletion laser wavelength. Clearing of the sample might be
necessary to modify its optical properties, for example by bleaching the autofluorescence.

Compared to other super-resolution microscopy techniques, STED is the only method
that does not rely on post-processing of the raw data to achieve meaningful and in-
terpretable images. If we compare the performance of STED for visualizing very tiny
structures, such as single genes, to CLSM (Figure 5.10) and to SIM and Airyscan mi-
croscopy (Figure 5.11), the achievable resolution is best with STED even though the
genes are detectable with each method. With SIM the spatial resolution of inner cell
structures is higher compared to Airyscan and slightly lower compared to STED, but
the nature of the post-processing algorithm causes the introduction of artefacts (Fig-
ure 5.1) (Demmerle et al., 2017). These may look like false positive gene signals that
impede the quantification of genes to a substantial degree. High signal intensities and
well matching refractive indices between the immersion oil, mounting medium and the
sample can facilitate better differentiation of real signals from false positives. It can be
also beneficial to use total internal reflection (TIRF) illumination for image acquisition
to minimize out of focus light. Furthermore, programs, such as SIMcheck offer a useful
quality control for imaging data and resolution (Ball et al., 2015). We experienced that
it can prove difficult to project the excitation pattern needed for SIM on subcellular
structures that are extremely small, such as genes. If the pattern on the sample cannot
be generated with high contrast, the post-processing algorithm produces still blurred
pictures without any gain in resolution (Demmerle et al., 2017). We realized, that SIM
is also problematic for the analysis of negative controls since the algorithm will intro-
duce many false positives if a channel is acquired in which no or very low signals are
to be detected. This is due to the fact that if only a few photons are detected by the
camera, the complex algorithm will inflate their distribution introducing false positive
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signals where no signals were expected. The same phenomenon can be experienced if the
display curve on the histogram of signal intensities is adapted too strongly. Airyscan can
also introduce feature artefacts, such as decreased object size, that are introduced by
high frequency noise due to overprocessing of the image (Korobchevskaya et al., 2017).
But compared to the artefacts of SIM, these are easily prevented by setting the Airyscan
filter strength not too high (i.e. to a value below 8). In a comprehensive review, Lambert
& Waters (2017) describe more common pitfalls in super-resolution image acquisition
and offer neat solutions.
A comparison of gene detection efficiencies in the same samples imaged with epifluores-
cence microscopy, Airyscan and SIM, revealed that the acquisition with Airyscan leads
to not significantly different gene detection efficiencies (GDEs) on average than SIM but
higher than epifluorescence microscopy (Figure 5.12). Unfortunately, we still lack the
GDE achievable with STED to allow for a quantitative comparison of counting precision.

Earlier studies showed that the simultaneous application of up to four dyes is well feasi-
ble with SIM and Airyscan microscopy (compare Chapter 2 and Chapter 3), for example
a co-localization with the widely-used DNA stain DAPI with both a 16S rRNA-targeted
and a gene-targeted fluorescently-labelled probe, as displayed in Figure 5.11A. Never-
theless, due to the extensive post-processing of SIM and concomitant introduction of
artefacts, Airyscan is favoured if multiplexing with other stains is desired and if reso-
lution and exact quantification are of minor importance. STED microscopy proved to
be a powerful tool for the visualization and quantitative analysis of potentially differ-
ent distribution patterns of subcellular structures, such as DNA, 16S rRNA, genes and
membranes. This is mainly due to the absence of post-processing steps and the high
resolution below 50 nm that combined allow for very limited introduction of false posi-
tive and better counting precision. After the experiments for this study were completed,
the STED microscope was newly aligned by the manufacturer. Even though, our results
show already considerable gain in spatial resolution compared to other super-resolution
microscopy methods, we can assume that using the fully aligned STED microscope will
further improve imaging results in future experiments.

5.5.3 Multiplexing of dyes with STED

STED has already been used to investigate many internal structures in bigger eukaryotic
cells down to the nanometre scale but studies on prokaryotic cells are still limited. Even
though, such studies would profit immensely from the improved resolution. The gain
in knowledge of subcellular structures within such small cells is very high compared
to what can be achieved with standard fluorescence microscopy. Image acquisition is
also challenged by the typical prokaryotic cell wall that impedes the accessibility of the
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subcellular structures. To enhance permeability for the fluorescent markers, additional
treatments of the sample are required, for example with lysozyme to partially digest the
cell wall. However, permeabilization, as well as fixation, can both introduce preparation
artefacts from morphological changes that have to be considered (Park et al., 2019, Zhu
et al., 2021) (also compare Section 6.1.3). The higher the resolution, the more caution
has to be paid that newly observed structures are real and not in fact artefacts.

So far, STED was mainly used to visualize only one or two different stains in prokaryotes.
For example, Cramer et al. (2019) investigated Atto 647N, Atto 594 and STAR 600 and
STAR 635P as potential dyes to visualize FtsZ and DivIVA cell division proteins using
nanobodies that bind to fluorescent proteins. Atto 647N gave the highest signal-to-
background ratio and the lowest cellular background. Söderström et al. (2017) used
plasmid encoded mStrawberry-FtsN and chromosomally encoded FtsZ-mNeonGreen to
investigate the spatial separation between the proteins FtsN and FtsZ during the division
of Escherichia coli cells. Söderström et al. (2020) used OregonGreen488-labelled d-
amino acids for visualizing the peptidoglycan layer of different Gram-negative and Gram-
positive bacteria. Lucidi et al. (2020) used the dye Abberior STAR red to stain cell
membranes of Gram-positive and Gram-negative pathogenic bacterial species.

In this study, we visualized with the STED microscope inner cell structures within
prokaryotic cells and explored targets such as single genes, DNA, rRNA as marker for
ribosomes and lipid membranes. To our knowledge, this study is the first to systemati-
cally test dyes attached to oligo- and polynucleotide probes for their compatibility to be
visualized in prokaryotic cells with a STED microscope. We acquired super-resolution
data from one or two dyes and scanned any additional dyes with diffraction-limited res-
olution with the CLSM. The STED microscope used for experiments in this study has
pulsed lasers. To achieve best imaging results it is of utmost importance that the exci-
tation laser and the depletion laser are strictly synchronized in a way that the depletion
laser pulse directly follows the excitation laser pulse, which is coordinated by a trigger
source. Unfortunately, the trigger sources of the two built-in STED lasers are not the
same and using them both as depletion lasers in one experiment can cause problems with
fluctuating intensity. This is due to the fact that only one trigger source can be chosen
and the other laser will be triggered by the non-corresponding source. Eventually, the
pulsed lasers will not be temporally synchronized, impeding spatial co-localization. The
resulting misalignment can be corrected by subsequent drift correction of the acquired
fluorescent channels. This can be achieved, for example, with fluorescent beads, such
as TetraSpeck™ Microspheres (Thermo Fisher Scientific) that are stained with four flu-
orescent dyes. These beads are added to the sample and used for the calibration of
the channel alignment. Additionally, they are beneficial in multi-colour experiments to
facilitate better co-localization of different channels. Otherwise, chromatic aberrations
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introduced from using several dyes and correlating excitation lasers, make it difficult to
correctly overlay different acquired channels.

Nevertheless, if more than one structure needs spatial super-resolution, it is more con-
structive to only use one STED laser and dyes that can be spectrally separated during
image acquisition (Bückers et al., 2011). For such purpose, it can be useful in future
experiments to use one dye with a large Stoke’s shift (wavelength difference between
absorption/excitation and emission maxima > 80 nm) and one dye with a short Stoke’s
shift (10–30 nm difference) that are excited by different lasers but can both be depleted
by the same STED laser (Sednev et al., 2015). This might expand the options for mul-
tiplexing even further, for example for double-gene-hybridizations to target two genes
simultaneously, and is useful to avoid crosstalk of dyes by further spectral separation.
With Abberior STAR 440SXP we already tested such a dye and the company Abberior,
now, even provide a series of such dyes (STAR L series: STAR 440L, 460L and 520L).
Other such dyes that could be tested for their compatibility with STED are the Dy-
Light® Long Stokes Shift Dyes from Thermo Fisher scientific (485-LS/XL, 510-LS/XL,
515-LS and 512-LS). Generally, the use of dyes with a large Stoke’s shift have the ad-
vantage, that the STED laser cannot re-excite the dye which could lead to a diffuse
halo around the target structure downgrading the quality of the super-resolution image
(Sednev et al., 2015). Unfortunately, many dyes with a large Stoke’s shift have a com-
parative low photostability which limits their usability in STED microscopy (Sednev
et al., 2015). Dye combination that could be worth to apply in further dual-colour ex-
periments and were already tested to target structures in eukaryotic cells, are Abberior
STAR 440 SXP with STAR 520 SXP (Westin et al., 2014) or with Alexa 488 (Bianchini
et al., 2015, Wang et al., 2013) and DY-485-XL with Atto 565 (Dean et al., 2012, Kempf
et al., 2013) or with STAR red (Kolmakov et al., 2010, 2013, Wurm et al., 2012).

Another aspect, not to be overlooked in this respect, are the chemical properties of the
dyes and stains that are imaged. Alexa 488 and Atto 488 are blue absorbing rhodamines,
STAR red a red-absorbing rhodamine, in contrast to Alexa 647 and Cy5 that are red-
absorbing cyanines (compare Table 5.1). Rhodamines posses higher quantum yields and
cyanines are more flexible in terms of their excitation and emission spectra to be ex-
tended to (far-) red wavelengths, making them very versatile. Cyanine dyes are generally
smaller compared to rhodamines and fluorescein. Even though, this would qualify them
for high quality super-resolution images, they might not be the best choice for STED.
Upon excitation, they can transition to unfavoured triplet states producing highly re-
active singlet oxygen species that lead to photobleaching. This results in considerably
lower signal intensities and lifetimes of the dyes (Demchenko, 2020) (compare section
1.2.1 and Figure 1.2). In future experiments, it could also be beneficial to enhance the
brightness and lifetime of dyes by the addition of oxygen scavenging reagents that limit
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the availability and thus, destructive reactivity of oxygen in the sample. Also, the addi-
tion of reducing and oxidizing systems (ROXS) is a possibility to quench unfavourable
triplet states to improve photostability (Demchenko, 2020, Kasper et al., 2010). They
promote a fast recovery of the electronic ground state from excited triplet states that
might otherwise lead to photobleaching. Especially, cyanines such as Alexa 647 and Cy5
show immense increase in photostability and signal intensities when used in combination
with ROXS such as ascorbic acid and methylviologen (Vogelsang et al., 2008) or Trolox
and a Trolox-quinone derivative (Cordes et al., 2009).

These basic differences in the structure of the dyes can also have implication on polarity
and stickiness. For example, Hughes et al. (2014) found that many water soluble dyes,
and foremost Atto 647(N), actually interact with lipid membranes, which may lead to
the introduction of false positive signals that are mistaken for membrane-bound targets.
Another example where the chemical properties are important to be considered, is the
dye Abberior STAR red (also referred to in literature as KK114) that was found to bind
to membranes of prokaryotic cells and was used as life-dead stain (Lucidi et al., 2020).
Wurm et al. (2012) also attested for this dye besides its extraordinary photostability, a
negative charge and only a moderate hydrophylic stability of the NHS ester that is used
to label, for example, antibodies or proteins. From our preliminary results (an example
was shown in Figure 5.9) a binding to the membrane of the prokaryotic cells was not
observed if the dye was conjugated to a FISH probe. Therefore, we are confident that
the dye did not dissociate from the 16S rRNA targeted oligonucleotide probes. Anyhow,
future experiments need to investigate whether the bond with the oligonucleotides is
stable and whether the labelled probe might have a tendency to bind to the membrane
of the cell. Also, the potential of STAR red to be used instead of mCling to label cell
membranes should be analysed further. Furthermore, the cyanine stain YOYO-1 and
DRAQ5, two dyes that were already recommended to stain DNA (Persson et al., 2011,
Silva et al., 2010, Smith et al., 2000) should be evaluated for their applicability to label
prokaryotic DNA and be visualized with the STED microscope setup used in this study.
Therefore, they were also added to Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4 for the sake of completeness.

Previous studies using direct-geneFISH described recurring problems with the use of
labelling dyes other than Alexa 594 because they bleached too fast to allow for quan-
tification of the target genes (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017, Castillo et al., 2020, Weber
et al., 2019). But, being limited to one dye can cause severe experimental difficulties, for
example, if the sample displays autofluorescence at the same wavelength range. Tests of
different embedding media within this study (Citifluor™-Vectashield®, ProLong™ Gold
and Abberior Mount Solid Antifade) indicated that by changing the mounting medium
from the often used Citifluor™-Vectashield® to ProLong™ Gold or Abberior Mount
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Solid Antifade, we could successfully prevent Alexa 647 from fast photobleaching. Ac-
tually, many guides for STED sample preparation advise against using Vectashield® or
other embedding media containing p-phenylenediamin as they can, for example, affect
the fluorescence yield of large Stoke’s shift dyes (Abberior Instruments America, 2020,
Leica Microsystems, 2019, University of Geneva, Bioimaging core facility, 2018). Also,
for other dyes we were routinely using (Atto and Alexa Fluor 488 and 594, STAR red,
Cy5), ProLong™ Gold and Abberior Mount Solid Antifade performed superior in terms
of their resistance to bleaching compared to Citifluor™-Vectashield®. Recently a new
embedding medium, ProLong™ Glass, was released that might be even better suited for
super-resolution microscopy experiments as described here. It was particularly designed
for use with oil immersion objectives and has a better refractive index for imaging fixed
samples (1.52 after curing instead of 1.47 for ProLong™ Gold) that also matches the
refractive index of glass of n=1.52. ProLong™ Diamond is only to be preferred in case
traditional dyes, such as fluorescein or fluorescent proteins are imaged.

We are aware that, depending on the research question, it might be sufficient to visualize
one or two structures with the CLSM and additionally one or two with the STED micro-
scope. Nevertheless, it will be important for future experiments to find dye combinations
that work for visualizing two to three subcellular structures in parallel in super-resolution
with the STED microscope. For direct-geneFISH, this would allow for an even more re-
liable subcellular localization of the genes and enable a deeper understanding of how the
FISH-treatment or fixation methods influence cell morphology. For example, it would
be of key interest to not only visualize a gene coding for an enzyme that is responsible
for the degradation of a certain substrate but also to simultaneously localize the uptake
of the respective substrate into the cells. The substrate can be fluorescently labelled
and fed to the target microorganisms in incubation experiments. STED images could
corroborate the current opinion that for a certain type of microorganisms the substrate
is taken up into the periplasm of the cells for further ’selfish’ utilization (Reintjes et al.,
2018). Until now fluorescein (FITC) was used for such experiments, but in preliminary
experiments the results achieved with the STED gave no satisfactory gain in resolution.
Therefore, we are currently working in a collaboration with Prof. Dr. Carol Arnosti
(University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) to attach an Abberior STAR 440SXP dye to
laminarin, one of the most commonly available substrates for prokaryotes in the oceans.
With such experiments, showcasing not only the specific substrate uptake but simultane-
ously also the degradative gene, we could gain a lot of information on the species-specific
substrate degradation mechanisms.

In recent years, the (direct-)geneFISH methodology was expanded to the detection of
bacterial viruses (phages) (Allers et al., 2013, Castillo et al., 2020, Hochstein et al., 2016,
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Rahlff et al., 2021, Wagner et al., 2017). It would be very interesting to follow phage-
host interactions in different infection stages in super-resolution with STED imaging.
Additionally, such endeavours could help localizing hot spots of phage multiplication
within a cell to decipher their replication mechanisms on a single cell level. Especially
for such small subcellular structures, STED provides the necessary reliable signal de-
tection that is independent from post-processing steps and yet provides images with a
resolution beyond the diffraction limit. And, as shown in this study, multiplexing dyes
with high resolution microscopy methods has not reached its limits with Airyscan and
SIM. After first attempts to multiplex Alexa 594 and Cy5 that gave good results in
terms of dye compatibility and improved resolution (Figure 5.10), we are confident that
other combinations will work with the STED microscope, especially when following the
above mentioned advises. We tested appropriate dyes and staining techniques for STED
and determined dye combinations that allow for multiplexing more dyes without cross-
talk, preparing the ground for future multi-colour experiments. We can be excited to
explore how the STED microscope will change the way we perceive the morphology and
spatial distribution of specifically stained compartments of prokaryotes.
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5.7 Supplementary material

5.7.1 Guidelines for image acquisition with the used STED microscope

5.7.1.1 Alignment

The workflow is noted down in the daily-alignment templates and consists mainly of
three steps: 1). Alignment of excitation lasers, 2.) Alignment of IR 775 nm STED laser,
3.) Alignment of VIS 595 nm STED laser. The alignment is done with micro beads (100
µm in diameter). First, it must be checked if the confocal channels are in focus, in case
they are not, they need to be adjusted with pinhole open. Generally: do not use an AU
below 0.6. The spatial light modulator (SLM) is responsible for adjustment of STED
and ’normal’ laser to assure overlay.

1.) All confocal excitation laser should be aligned to the 640 nm laser, which is deter-
mined to be stable. First, the overlay of maximal four lasers together must be checked
to see if one is especially off. Then, the overlay of each laser individually to the 640 nm
laser is checked and adjusted in case its off.

2.) STED measurement with open pinhole (300 µm) is done to check overlay of excitation
point-spread-function (PSF) of 640 nm laser (3%) with STED laser (3%). If not overlaid
perfectly, the grating x/y must be changed in the SLM menu on the left under L/2D.

Grating X, smaller: move STED laser up, bigger: move STED laser down. Grating Y,
smaller: move STED laser to right, bigger: move STED laser to left.

To check if everything is well aligned, the pinhole is closed to 200 µm and no shift should
be visible when the pinhole is closed otherwise the alignment of the STED laser was off
and the pinhole has to be adjusted.

3.) According to 2.) Alignment of the 561 nm laser to the 640 nm laser with an open
box (do not forget the interlock and laser safety googles!)

For the 3D alignment, the beam and phase mask have to be overlaid. To check 3D in
xz direction: the overlay in two colours (red and green) is checked in y-direction. If
the overlay is not perfect, the defocus can be used for up and down or the offset y on
the R/BD of the SLM 775 menu for left-right. To adjust any astigmatism in the STED
doughnut, the reflection of gold beads is used at very low 100 mW STED power.

If the alignment is bad, at first signal intensity is lost, but no resolution! Especially if a
fluorescent cloud appears at the right hand side of the signals, an alignment is due! As
a rule of thumb, the STED image should at least be darker than the confocal, if not, the
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STED laser might not be switched on or the trigger source for the STED laser might be
wrong. The 405 nm laser has to be restarted after an interlock happened, because its
connected via USB with the computer.

5.7.1.2 Image acquisition

The dwell-time (integration time per pixel) does not influence the saturation! Those are
independent parameters! Only overexposure by applying too much laser power or by
too many dyes can lead to saturation. It should be made sure that all mirrors are in
place, including the STED laser line. For STED, the images are always darker compared
to CLSM, therefore it is recommended to acquire three lines for STED and only one
confocal line. The higher the resolution, the more the signal is divided onto the smaller
pixels compared to the confocal image where the signal is summed up.

To find a good field of view by manual microscopy, "FL" has to be pressed to divert the
light path to the normal ocular. "Mirror" is used for changing the filter cube. The foot
pedal turns the shutter on and off. An alternative for far red dyes is to switch from
’Scan’ to ’Camera’ within the Imspector software.

To focus during scanning, a piezo-stage is used (mouse wheel and ctrl: finer, mouse
wheel and shift: coarser).

Recommendations for finding suitable conditions: Recommended pixel sizes: 80 nm
for CLSM, 35 nm for checking both and 10-20 nm for STED. Dwell time ( 20 - 60 µs),
depending on the number of line acquisition. Pinhole: 50 - 100 µm; Airy unit - depending
on laser wavelengths! For values above 100 µm, the outlines of the image become blurry.
Z-Stack: Define the middle of the z-stack; The stack will be recorded above and below
the defined height. For 3D: go from x-y to x-z. A measurement x-y-z is like a z-stack.
Fine adjustment are made with the piezo stage (Experiment Control > Global offset >
Fine - "Coarse" is for the actual stage, which may be changed with the corresponding
device). The STED laser intensity should be three to four times greater (percentage,
not actual intensity) than confocal laser intensity. If chosen higher, it might bleach the
dye faster than increase the resolution. The STED laser power should never be operated
at 100%, rather around 5-20%. The higher the STED power, the finer the pixelation
should be. Three STED images will be averaged. Recording more lines, eventually leads
to a better signal-to-noise ratio, but not to a better resolution.
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5.7.1.3 Image processing and export

Save in Abberior format. File - export - Colormap Tiff Or export (ctrl + E) as TIF. Or
’print’ for Screenshot. Or ’save as’. For 3D images and z-stacks: Import TIF to ZEN
black, adjust pixel size so the software can remodel the three dimensional distribution
(>Info>Edit>Pixel size). If ZEN blue is required: First save in ZEN format (.zvi), then
open in ZEN blue.
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Chapter 6

General discussion and outlook

Microbial ecology is a research area in which data of (meta-) genomes and (meta-) pro-
teomes are accumulating and representative strains for many ecologically relevant taxa
are still lacking. Therefore, methods are needed that can in situ allocate a (functional)
trait directly to its microbial host. As demonstrated, methods that use fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) are beneficial in this context. Especially direct-geneFISH al-
lows for the detection of 16S rRNA and genes with directly fluorescently-labelled probes.
Furthermore, it could be shown within this thesis that the evaluation of FISH-based
signals can massively benefit from the gain in resolution by using super-resolution mi-
croscopy methods. The achievable localization precision allows for the reliable detection
of even such small signals as gene-derived signals and the unprecedented quantification
of subcellular structures. The results emphasize the relevance for molecular ecology
to not only rely on bioinformatic data but also to integrate FISH-based methods and
high-resolution microscopy in order to capture a picture as complete as possible and for
example, to give visual evidence of individual lifestyles of defined bacterial clades.

As shown in Chapter 2 of this thesis, direct-geneFISH is an improved, shortened version
of geneFISH that implements the simultaneous detection of specific 16S rRNA molecules
and genes by directly fluorescently-labelled oligonucleotides and polynucleotides. The
optimizations of the method enable microbiologists to target key-genes in bacterial pure
cultures as well as in environmental samples with reduced laboratory efforts, while at the
same time identifying the microorganisms via their 16S rRNA. The consecutive study
described in Chapter 3 went further than former geneFISH experiments, which were
mainly focused on rather conserved genes like the amoA (Moraru et al., 2010) or the soxB
gene (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017), and targeted highly similar key-carbohydrate active
enzymes (CAZymes) (exo-acting α-mannosidases of the glycoside hydrolase (GH) family
92) that occur in different flavobacterial species in the North Sea. Relaxing hybridization
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conditions even enabled the visualization of yet uncultivated subpopulations harbouring
the target gene of interest. Direct-geneFISH proved to be a reliable method to detect
genes in pure cultures and planktonic samples. Nevertheless, the gene detection efficiency
is dependent on various factors, such as the labelling efficiency of the polynucleotide
probes, adequate controls, the permeabilization strength and denaturation length, as
well as the hybridization conditions, all of which are discussed in the following sections.

6.1 Factors limiting the detectability of gene-derived sig-
nals using direct-geneFISH

6.1.1 Labelling efficiency of polynucleotide probes

Careful design and labelling of the probes is crucial to achieve reliable detection of gene
signals. While Moraru et al. (2010) and experiments performed for Chapter 2 evaluated
the effect of polynucleotide probe concentrations on gene detectability, it was shown in
other experiments performed for this thesis that labelling efficiencies of these probes
have a similarly strong effect. Originally, polynucleotide probes were designed with the
PolyPro software (Moraru et al., 2011) on the sequences of clone libraries to capture all
possible alleles of a gene in a given environment. The program suggests a set of probes of
which only subsets are subsequently meant to bind to each individual allele to capture
most of the gene diversity at stringent hybridization conditions (Moraru et al., 2010,
2011). This approach reduces the achievable gene detection efficiencies (GDEs) because
the sensitivity threshold to detect the fluorescent signals might not be reached if a single
gene is only targeted by a subset of a few probes. Hybridization reactions are equilibrium
reactions and binding properties are also dependent on secondary structures of the target
gene, which means that not all probes necessarily bind to the target DNA equally well.
Previous studies (such as Moraru et al. (2010) and in Chapter 2) showed that the design
of a single polynucleotide probe is often not sufficient for a reliable gene detection due
to the high diversity of gene alleles and due to the otherwise too low gene-derived
signal intensity. This holds particularly true for directly fluorescently-labelled probes
that are used within the direct-geneFISH protocol without any further amplification to
visualize genes. Therefore, another approach was used for experiments presented mainly
in Chapter 3, in which comparably small sets of strain specific polynucleotide probes
were manually designed with the aim of capturing one particular functional gene and
allele set at stringent hybridization conditions and more alleles at relaxed conditions.
All probes of one set were designed to bind consecutively to the target sequence of the
gene to ensure detectability of the signals.
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                    Barrero-Canosa et al. 2016 / Chapter 2

Table 6.1: Labelling details and gene detection efficiencies (GDEs) for the sensitivity test on
E. coli cells, comparing values from experiments performed for Chapter 3 and Chapter 2 both
using Alexa Fluor 594 for labelling of the polynucleotide probes. The values taken from Chapter
2 (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017) were corrected for a miscalculation in the equation to determine
the number of dyes per probe.

To validate this approach, it was necessary to determine the sensitivity of gene detection
in terms of the minimum amount of dyes that have to be bound to the probe set to
produce the required signal intensity for adequate gene detection. In this regard, two
factors limit the detectability of gene signals: the labelling efficiency that varies with
the amount of probe-bound fluorescent labels and the number of consecutively binding
probes that are used in one hybridization reaction. To this extent, a sensitivity test
was performed on E. coli cells harbouring 2-6 copies of a gene of unknown function
(unk). It evaluated how hybridizations with an increasing number of gene probes effect
the GDEs (Table 6.1). On average, eight Alexa Fluor® 594 dyes were incorporated per
gene-targeting probe with the Ulysis kit (Table 6.1). This is more than the manufacturer
suggests and might be due to the addition of an excess amount of dye to the labelling
reaction and increasing the re-annealing time as shown in Chapter 2.

The sensitivity test revealed that a probe set should consist of at least four probes of
300 bp length to increase the likeliness that a sufficient number of probes hybridize to the
target gene. With a minimum of 32 dyes attached to the whole set, the gene detection
efficiency can reach about 90% for cells with multiple gene copies (Figure 6.1). The
maximal number of dyes attached to the probe sets seemed not to have an influence on
the GDE as long as it was above the determined threshold.

In previous experiments (Chapter 2) targeting the same multi-copy E. coli clones, the
GDEs reached 83% with 63 dyes attached to seven probes, and up to 96% with 84 dyes
attached to ten probes. In experiments conducted for this sensitivity test, a GDE of
90% was already detected with 32 dyes attached to four probes, and of 96% already
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Figure 6.1: Gene detection efficiencies in E. coli clones, harbouring two to six copies of the
unknown function (unk) gene per cell. The unk gene was targeted with an increasing amount of
probes per hybridization. The genes were targeted with Alexa Fluor 594 labelled polynucleotide
probes and the 16S rRNA with the general bacterial probe mix EUB338I-III labelled with 4x
Atto 488. E. coli clones were grown and samples prepared as explained in Chapter 2. Gene
detection efficiencies were determined on maximum intensity projections of processed images
acquired with structured illumination microscopy (SIM) (microscopy setup in Table 5.4). The
error bars indicate the standard deviation around the average of counts on ten fields of view.
The test was used to determine the minimal probe requirements regarding target sequence length
and dye molecules for image acquisition with structured illumination microscopy (SIM). Data
was acquired by Anabel von Jackowski in a lab rotation in 2017.

with 47 dyes attached to six probes. This corresponds to a nearly 2x increase in sensi-
tivity with regard to the amount of dyes attached to three and four probes less. This
could be due to the adapted permeabilization strategy (discussed in 6.1.3) and the differ-
ent embedding medium ProLong™ Gold instead of Citifluor™-Vectashield® applied for
high-resolution microscopy. The GDEs achieved on the flavobacterial species in Chap-
ter 3 (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3B) range lower than the comparable numbers of the
sensitivity test on E. coli low target copy clones (Figure 6.1), even though the probes
exceeded the necessary labelling threshold. This is, to the largest extent, due to the
fact that the E. coli clones carry not always one, but two to six copies of the target
gene on plasmids. Therefore, it is more likely to detect a gene signal within one of those
cells. In contrast, the marine Flavobacteria carry only one or during cell division two
copies of the target genes. These experiments proved that for single-copy target genes,
such as the GH92 genes, a set of five polynucleotide probes of 450 bp length containing
only 29 dyes can already produce GDEs above 70%. These are the highest numbers
reported so far for the detection of single copy genes in pure cultures and environmental
samples with direct-geneFISH. These results are in accordance with a study by Allers
et al. (2013) but support to use even slightly lower probe numbers. The authors per-
formed an in silico sensitivity test for phageFISH, which is based on catalyzed reporter
deposition (CARD)-geneFISH. They used theoretical calculations suggesting to use at
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least five probes for a <90% detection of target genes that have one to two copies in the
cells and at least 12 probes to target a single-copy gene (Allers et al., 2013).

The described minimal requirements for polynucleotide probe sets hold only true for
E. coli cells targeted with 300 bp long probes labelled with Alexa Fluor 594 and im-
aged with SIM. It has to be evaluated if the requirements differ for other prokaryotes,
targeted with considerably shorter or longer probes or probes that are labelled with
a fluorescent dye other than Alexa Fluor 594 or imaged with another super-resolution
microscopy method like stimulated emission depletion (STED) or Airyscan. Therefore,
further experiments need to be conducted confirming the described minimal require-
ments with different microscopy methods and also for different numbers of target genes
per cell.

6.1.2 The conundrum of the appropriate negative control

The choice of an appropriate negative control for direct-geneFISH experiments was unex-
pectedly difficult. The use of the DNA probe NonpolyPr350, as recommended in earlier
studies (Moraru et al. (2010) and in Chapter 2), often led to considerable amounts of
false positive signals during experiments conducted within this thesis. One possible ex-
planation might be that the probe was initially designed as a ssDNA probe, but when
used as a dsDNA probe, hairpins can potentially form and initiate aggregation into big
probe-aggregates. These are difficult to wash out of the cell and can appear as false
positive signals under the microscope. Also, using a single probe at high concentration
may behave vastly different due to self-aggregation (depending on the sequence) com-
pared to several different probes at low concentration. Therefore, we preferred not to use
this probe in later experiments but rather sets of alternative, non-target polynucleotide
probes. These non-targeting gene probe sets should have approximately the same GC
content, length and degree of labelling (DOL) as the gene-targeting probe set, for oth-
erwise results cannot be well compared. Further, the non-target gene probe set should
neither bind to the target cells’ DNA, nor to any other DNA present in the sample (i.e.
not have any hits with BLAST). This is especially important for the application on envi-
ronmental samples with high (microbial) diversity. On such samples, background signals
or autofluorescence may appear similar to dot-like gene-derived signals. An additional
16s rRNA FISH signal and DNA staining can aid as a second control to decide which
signals are to be considered as true geneFISH-signals.

Another alternative tested but not recommended, is to apply the original gene-targeting
probe set on a non-target organism that does not harbour the gene of interest. This
could potentially indicate which probes tend to aggregate or stick to the cell wall. Such
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a negative control has, however, to be interpreted with caution, as microbial cells might
differ considerably in their cell wall hydrophobicity and therefore the same polynucleotide
probes might stick more to one cell than to another, resulting in considerably altered
GDEs.

An additional negative control that might further elucidate sample-specific false posi-
tives, e.g. derived from autofluorescence, is to have a sample treated the same way but
without any added polynucleotide probes. This gives any potential background value
and proves if gene-like signals are within the sample.

Another reasonable approach that uses an additional gene-targeted probe set as an
internal calibration was recently suggested by Barrero-Canosa & Moraru (2021). Such
a calibration probe set should be targeted at a single-copy key-gene that is present in
every cell as, for example, the rpoB gene, which encodes for the β-subunit of the bacterial
RNA polymerase. This gene is then detected along with the gene of interest within the
same experiment. As the calibration gene is present in each cell, its GDE should be
100%. Realistically, its effectively achievable GDE is lower and can then be used as a
detection threshold to normalize the detection efficiency of the target gene.

Not only the choice of the negative probe itself is important, but also with which mi-
croscopy method the signals are analysed. For example, the evaluation of negative
controls with SIM can be severely impeded due to the post-processing algorithm that
amplifies all detected signals. Thus, it also increases the signals of negative controls
by inserting disproportionately high amounts of false positives. As was shown in Fig-
ure 6.3, the GDEs do not significantly differ between the imaging using SIM or Airyscan
microscopy. But, notably, for the experiments using SIM as an image acquisition tool,
a conservative approach had to be used in which the histogram of intensities on post-
processed images of the positive samples was adjusted in a way that gene-derived signals
could be accurately seen. This value was then taken as a threshold for the negative con-
trol to estimate eventual false positives, leading to potential over-estimation. A more
qualitative way to evaluate negative controls is to use an epifluorescence microscope and
gain an overall impression on the signals and intensities of a control sample. Airyscan,
STED and point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT) are less
error-prone as non-existent signals are not amplified and correctly translated into low
backgrounds. These imaging tools are therefore recommended for an appropriate quan-
titative evaluation of negative controls.
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6.1.3 Permeabilization strength and denaturation length

To allow for the maximal detectability of gene-derived signals, an optimal accessibil-
ity of the DNA sequence for the gene-targeting polynucleotide probes during direct-
geneFISH procedure is of utmost importance. It can be achieved by permeabilization
of the prokaryotic cell wall and by sufficient denaturation of both the targeted DNA
sequence and the dsDNA polynucleotide probes. For the detection and visualization
of key-genes involved in the polysaccharide degradation process of Flavobacteriia in
Chapter 3, the protocol was adapted by optimizing permeabilization strength and de-
naturation time to preserve the cell integrity without significantly reducing the GDE.
The permeability of the cell for the polynucleotide gene probes can be enhanced prior
to the hybridization by incubation with lysozyme. Experiments on Polaribacter cells
(grown and treated as described in Chapter 3) showed that the alteration of previ-
ously published permeabilizations (0.5 mg ml−1 lysozyme for 1 h on ice (Chapter 2)
or 10 mg ml−1 lysozyme for 10 min at room temperature (Pernthaler et al., 2002)) to
0.5 mg ml−1 lysozyme for 5-10 min at room temperature gave higher GDEs (Figure 6.2).
The harsher the permeabilization, the better the GDE, but also the greater the indi-
vidual cell loss. Too strong permeabilization impairs the morphology of the cells and is
thus to be omitted. Therefore, permeabilization needs to be carefully balanced between
incubation temperature and time, and lysozyme concentration.

Another factor influencing the GDE directly is the denaturation time. The shorter it
lasts, the fewer probes hybridize to the target DNA, which leads to lower GDEs, but at
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Figure 6.2: The effect of different permeabilization strengths on the gene detection efficiency
tested on Polaribacter sp. targeting GH92_a labelled with Alexa Fluor 488 and the general
bacterial probe EUB338I labelled with STAR red (denaturation: 40 min, remaining procedure
according to description in Chapter 3). Cell morphology is impaired with 10 mg/ml for 10 min
at room temperature. Gene detection efficiencies were determined on maximum intensity projec-
tions of processed images acquired with structured illumination microscopy (microscopy setup
in Table 5.4). Error bars in histograms represent standard deviations of the mean efficiencies.
Significance levels are indicated by asterisks (***: p ≤ 0.001, *: p ≤ 0.05), ns = not significant.
RT = room temperature.
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the same time, the loss of cell integrity is minimized. The trade-off between achieving
high GDEs and lowering the permeabilization strength and the denaturation time to
best preserve morphology is not negligible and needs to be evaluated for each target
organism. For example, in cases such as Formosa where the cells were so delicate that
their morphology was easily impaired, it was possible to omit the permeabilization and
shorten the denaturation to 30 min (Chapter 3). This kept the cell morphology mostly
intact but led to slightly lower GDEs (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the effect of using two different denaturation lengths, 30 min and 40
min, on the gene detection efficiency (GDE) in Formosa Hel1_33_131 and plankton samples in
which Formosa sp. were targeted. Besides the GDE for GH92_a and _b also the efficiencies for
detecting both genes or at least one of the genes per cell are displayed. Samples were treated
as explained in Chapter 3 and the genes were targeted with Alexa Fluor 594 and 647 labelled
polynucleotide probes and the 16S rRNA with the general bacterial probe mix EUB338I-III
labelled with 4x Atto 488 or in plankton samples with the species specific probe FORM181B
also labelled with 4x Atto 488 (and its respective helpers and competitors). Gene detection
efficiencies were determined on maximum intensity projections of processed images acquired
with both Airyscan and structured illumination microscopy (microscopy setups in Table 5.4) to
compare applicability of methods for counting gene-derived signals. Error bars in histograms
represent standard deviations of the mean efficiencies.
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6.1.4 Hybridization conditions

The hybridization during (direct-gene) FISH experiments is generally performed at strin-
gent conditions to ensure highest specificity. In contrast to this, it could be shown in
Chapter 3 that a deliberate deviation from the stringent hybridization scheme allows
a mismatched binding of the polynucleotide probes to the target genes. With this ap-
proach, it is possible to detect gene alleles with a sequence divergence of up to 20% across
the borders of species and even genera, but with a considerably lower GDE (Richards
& Mattes, 2021, Zeugner et al., 2021). However, it should be mentioned that changing
hybridization conditions during direct-geneFISH could also alter the 16S rRNA probe
specificity, an effect that can be controlled by using competitor probes as long as the
target organisms are a priori known (Manz et al., 1992).

The detection of key-genes in yet unknown species (as shown in Chapter 3) demon-
strates that direct-geneFISH can also be used to examine a habitat from a different
angle, based on a functional trait of interest rather than on taxonomic affiliation. In
future cultivation-independent studies, DNA could be directly extracted from environ-
mental samples and polynucleotide gene probes could be amplified using primers that
were designed based on metagenomic data. Direct-geneFISH could then be performed
without the prerequisite of having the genomic information of a corresponding isolate
for polynucleotide probe design, and facilitate identification of cells harbouring the tar-
get gene in complex samples. Thereby, the coupling of computational approaches and
FISH-based techniques combined with high-resolution microscopy methods fosters the
investigation of in situ strain genotyping and functional guilds that share a certain
metabolic potential in their genomes but belong to different (potentially yet unknown)
taxa (Barton et al., 2013). Targeting multiple genes simultaneously would also enable
the in situ detection of co-encoded key-genes within an operon that are necessary for
a specific function in individual cells. Gene-abundance curves could also help decipher
spatial distributions of certain functional features in different bacterioplankton clades.
The visualization has also the additional benefit of giving evidence on certain prokaryotic
lifestyles (attached vs. free-living) and co-localizations of taxa that are not necessarily
deducible from (meta-)genomic or (meta-)proteomic data.

Especially in environmental samples, the potentially low ribosomal content of target cells
can impede image acquisition of the 16S rRNA. As previous studies and experiments
conducted in the framework of this thesis showed, it is well possible to combine direct-
geneFISH with a variety of different FISH methodologies to enhance the 16S rRNA
signal if needed. For example, the 16S rRNA signal intensities can be improved by
a CARD-FISH step (Hoshino et al., 2008) before or after the gene detection (Wagner
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et al., 2017) or by using hybridization chain reaction (HCR)-FISH (Grieb et al., 2020,
Yamaguchi et al., 2015) (compare section 1.3.1 and Figure 6.4).

6.2 Microbial ecology advances by combining FISH meth-
ods with high resolution microscopy

There are many ways in which microbial ecology benefits from transitioning to high-
resolution microscopy methods for the sample evaluation. While bioinformatic analyses
of metagenomic or metaproteomic data often allow for broader overviews, microscopy
image acquisition with fluorescent markers facilitates the examination of microorganisms
and their specific traits directly within their habitat. For example, in Chapter 3 it was
shortly discussed that direct-geneFISH allows to differentiate between the cell fractions
harbouring the gene of interest that were free-living or attached to algae and their
debris. These lifestyles were thought to be a genetically encoded feature of a species,
but interestingly, it could be shown that the exact same species can shift from one to
the other lifestyle within days. This immediately triggers the question of how flexible
prokaryotes generally are towards their modes of living. It would be very interesting

Figure 6.4: Exemplary micrograph of 16S rRNA detection with HCR-FISH and GH92_a gene
detection with directly fluorescently labelled polynucleotide probes on Formosa cells (cultured as
described in Chapter 3). The protocol was adapted from Grieb et al. (2020) and Chapter 2 and
performed the denaturation and hybridization of the initiator-16S rRNA probe (FORM181B)
simultaneously with the gene probes (Alexa Fluor 594, displayed in magenta) in direct-geneFISH
buffer with a subsequent HCR step (H1, H2 labelled 4x with Atto488, biomers.net, Ulm, Ger-
many, displayed in green) for the 16S rRNA signal amplification. DNA was counterstained with
DAPI (displayed in blue). Shown micrograph is a maximum intensity projection of the pro-
cessed image acquired with SIM displaying all channels merged (microscopy setup for ELYRA
PS.1 system in Table 5.4). Scale bar: 1 µm.
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to investigate how certain clades behave throughout the length of a bloom or season.
Maybe this would unravel that some organisms thrive in a rather free-living lifestyle at
the beginning of a bloom, with plenty supply of substrate, while towards the end of a
bloom, they tend to be particle-associated to make the most of the remaining available
nutrients. This would challenge our current understanding of prokaryotes displaying
distinctly separated lifestyles and being either particle associated or free-living. Further,
it would foster the understanding of how they might adapt their mode of living to the
available substrates and environmental boundaries.

This thesis demonstrates the applicability of confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
with the Airyscan upgrade, SIM, STED and PAINT for visualizing FISH-based signals
within prokaryotes. Each method was evaluated for imaging sub-cellular structures,
such as DNA, rRNA and most importantly for genes, as for their visualization the gain
in resolution is most advantageous. The first three methods are all able to resolve single
genes and allow for high counting precision. Also, the effect of using Airyscan and SIM
for determining gene detection efficiencies was analysed on E. coli (Figure 5.11, Fig-
ure 5.12) and two flavobacterial strains (Figure 6.3). At this point, Airyscan microscopy
and STED should be shortly highlighted for their contrasting beneficial usability. While
Airyscan is the method with the lowest resolution, it is very sensitive towards low signals,
which is especially valuable for visualizing directly fluorescently-labelled polynucleotide
probes. It is recommended for daily routine experiments to replace the image acquisition
with epifluorescence microscopy or SIM as it is easy to implement, has no requirements
for special dyes and results in reliable gene signals. On the other hand, STED microscopy
allows for highest resolution while not being reliant on post-processing steps. This fos-
ters a high counting precision, even though the method requires highly photostable dyes
that have to be spectrally separable when using multiple laser sources. No trial was
performed to detect genes with PAINT. Yet, it is the methodology with the highest po-
tential to contribute considerably to future endeavours to multiplex signals, while also
being comparatively inexpensive and easy-to-use. The following sections explore what
we can expect to decipher with respect to subcellular structures in prokaryotic cells by
combining ecologically relevant methods with high-resolution microscopy.

6.2.1 Super-resolution multiplexing and the use of alternative labelling
strategies

For many research questions it is of importance to visualize more than one structure
simultaneously, thereby resolving spatial relationships of subcellular structures. For
example, direct-geneFISH allows for the determination of gene abundances and simul-
taneous deduction of the microbial identity. To achieve this, three to four different dyes
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need to be multiplexed within one image. This multiplexing of probe-derived signals
is challenging due to the potential crosstalk introduced by the varying photophysics
of changing dyes and laser sources. Multi-colour experiments work so far for both,
Airyscan and SIM with up to four dyes. For Airyscan it can be slightly more prob-
lematic to find the right filter sets to prevent crosstalk between the different channels
(for example when imaging Cy3 and Atto 488 together). As pointed out in Chapter
5, multi-colour experiments with STED microscopy are technically challenging and re-
quire well matched dyes that are very photostable and compatible with the available
laser sources. A recent study by Spahn et al. (2018a) overcame these limitations by
exploiting the concept of PAINT (Sharonov & Hochstrasser, 2006). They used high
concentrations of fluorogenic dyes that transiently bind to their target structure and
can be regularly replenished from the buffer compensating for photobleaching effects
very effectively. This enabled constant and repeated STED imaging of the exchangeable
labels Nile Red and JF646-Hoechst that were used to stain the membrane and nucleoid
of E. coli cells. Another study that uses the original PAINT methodology introduced
by Sharonov & Hochstrasser (2006) proposed novel PAINT labels that target DNA and
membranes of prokaryotes and can even be multiplexed with photoactivatable proteins
(Spahn et al., 2018b). They successfully simultaneously visualized the nucleoid in E. coli
cells with other Hoechst-conjugated rhodamine dyes and the membrane with Nile red
amongst other hydrophobic dyes. Nile red was also used by Virant et al. (2017) to stain
the membrane of E. coli cells and imaged with PAINT. Performing future experiments
using these novel labels, Nile red or Abberior STAR red or mCling for membrane de-
tection (compare Chapter 5) and DNA stains such as YOYO-1 (Pyle & Chen, 2017) in
combination with our proposed approach, bacFISH-PAINT (Chapter 4) could allow to
multiplex DNA, membranes and 16S rRNA in super-resolution.

Another aspect that has to be considered is that the labelling efficiencies can vary dras-
tically for polynucleotide probes being labelled with the Thermo Fisher Ulysis™ Alexa
Fluor™ Nucleic Acid Labeling Kit (compare Supplementary Table 2.1 and Supplemen-
tary Table 3.6). Hence, it can be subject to discussion whether gene detection efficiencies
achieved with different fluorescent labels can be compared to each other easily without
further ado. A promising approach used for multiplexing, that could be beneficial in
this respect is Exchange-PAINT (Jungmann et al., 2014). This technique does not rely
on the use of different fluorophores, but only on one dye, which is used for sequen-
tial imaging and excited by one laser source to eliminate potential crosstalk between
different channels. Orthogonal docking strands (P1, P2, ...) are hybridized to the indi-
vidual target structures and in separate acquisition steps, the respective imager strand
(P1, P2, ..., all with the same attached fluorophore) is added, imaged and washed off
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again. This is repeated until all structures are imaged and the final multi-colour im-
age can be compiled. Being independent of the necessity to combine spectrally distinct
dyes allows for multiplexing up to ten target structures as was demonstrated on DNA
origamis with a resolution below 10 nm (Jungmann et al., 2014). Beater et al. (2015)
exploited the principle of Exchange-PAINT successfully for four-colour STED imaging.
And a further development of this method used exchangeable DNA probes than can be
visualized with different super-resolution microscopy methods, enabling Exchange-SIM,
Exchange-STED and Exchange-stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM)
(Schueder et al., 2017). This demonstrates that multiplexing does not necessarily rely on
the utilization of specific spectrally separable dyes, but also on the clever combination
of methods. This encourages to take full advantage of the different proposed strategies
to visualize subcellular traits in prokaryotes in future experiments.

6.2.2 Autofluorescence of environmental samples

For many experiments conducted within this thesis, the choice of fluorophores was often
in favour of Atto or Alexa 488. These dyes are visible by eye and offer a higher resolu-
tion than red fluorophores due to their shorter wavelength. Nevertheless, many microbial
cells and debris in environmental samples show pronounced autofluorescence when ex-
cited with a laser at 488 nm wavelength. At best, it should be bleached in advance or
at least carefully considered for the evaluation. For example, many algae taxa, such as
dinoflagellates, diatoms, green algae, cyanobacteria, and other microalgae exhibit aut-
ofluorescence in green, which can interfere with green-fluorescing stains in environmental
samples (Tang & Dobbs, 2007). The plankton samples from the North Sea investigated in
this thesis in Chapter 3 show substantial autofluorescence from transparent exopolymer
particles (TEP) and algal remains when exited with a laser at 488 nm. However, the de-
fined small, spherical shapes of gene-derived signals are clearly distinguishable against
the surrounding autofluorescence and morphologically distinct algae (Supplementary
Figure 3.3), even though the dye attached to the gene-targeted probes is excited at the
same wavelength as the autofluorescent particles. The discrimination of gene-derived
signals and false positive signals can be severely hampered, in case the autofluorescence
is derived from cyanobacteria, green sulfur bacteria or purple sulfur bacteria. They
contain fluorescent pigments, such as Chlorophyll a, phycocyanine, phycoerythrin, bac-
teriochlorophylls and carotenoids that emit fluorescence not only at green, but also at
red and far-red wavelengths (Cohen et al., 2021). Since most of the pigments are soluble
in ethanol, the FISH procedure removes them reliably. Only the autofluorescence by
cyanobacteria persists and is detectable at wavelengths comparable to the fluorescence
of the organic dyes Cy3 or Cy5. They are comparable to target FISH-signals in size and
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shape and hence, can lead to overestimation of cell abundances (Cohen et al., 2021). In
such cases, it is reasonable to choose a dye for the polynucleotide probes that is excited
by another wavelength than the interfering autofluorescence.

6.2.3 Sorting for gene-derived signals with function-targeted single cell
genomics

The combination of direct-geneFISH with fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS)
allows for sorting of bacterial populations according to their functional genes. Thereby,
it is possible to extract microorganisms with a specific gene from a sample, independent
of or in combination with their DNA and taxonomic information of their 16S rRNA. To
enable reliable detection and cell sorting after direct-geneFISH with the flow cytometer,
the amount of fluorescent labels bound to the polynucleotide probes and thus, the signal
intensities, need to be high. Otherwise, the signals are difficult to be recognized against
the background for the flow cytometer.

In first experiments published in Grieb (2019), we could show that the detection limit
cannot be reached yet for bacterial cells containing single-copy genes. But preliminary
results on an E. coli clone demonstrated that using geneFISH-FACS is already applicable
for cells harbouring multiple gene copies (10-31) to ensure adequate signal intensities
(Figure 6.5). Three samples were analysed with the flow cytometer for their green
and blue fluorescence: i) cells in which the genes were targeted with Alexa 488-labelled
polynucleotide probes (and a STAR red labelled 16S rRNA probe that was not detectable
due to the available laser sources), ii) cells that were targeted only with 16S rRNA
oligonucleotide probes labelled with 4x Atto 488 as a control and iii) cells that were
used as a control that does not fluoresce in green and were targeted with 16S rRNA
oligonucleotide probes labelled with Abberior STAR red. In Figure 6.5 the populations
of these targeted cells can be clearly differentiated, proving the feasibility to sort for
gene-derived signals. In natural systems, this combination of methods could be especially
beneficial for the sorting of cells infected by phages that are targeted with gene probes
(Allers et al., 2013) to identify their bacterial hosts.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the green fluorescence derived from three differently targeted samples
of E. coli cells: The direct-geneFISH sample is targeted with Alexa 488-labelled polynucleotide
probes and Abberior STAR red-labelled 16S rRNA probes. The 16S rRNA control is only
targeted with 4x Atto 488-labelled oligonucleotides but no additional polynucleotide probes and
the negative control only with a Abberior STAR red-labelled 16S rRNA probe. A Flow cytometry
data displaying the green fluorescence derived from the targeted cells against the blue fluorescence
(of DAPI as a DNA stain). B Flow cytometry data displaying the green fluorescence against
the forward scatter. Both histograms exhibit distinct populations, proving that it is possible to
sort for genes. RU = relative units. The figure was reproduced by courtesy from Grieb (2019).

The issue of signal intensities is especially important for the potential sorting of organ-
isms with single target genes. A first adaptation could be the application of red or far-red
dyes instead of a green fluorescing dye, as they achieve much higher labelling efficien-
cies (compare labelling efficiencies with different dyes using the Thermo Fisher Ulysis™
Alexa Fluor™ Nucleic Acid Labeling Kit in Supplementary Table 2.1 and Supplemen-
tary Table 3.6). One further approach to tackle this problem is to multiply the signal
intensity by using HCR-FISH combined with geneFISH, in order to increase the gene-
derived signal intensity. Simultaneously, the 16S rRNA can be detected with 4x labelled
oligonucleotide click-FISH probes. In preliminary experiments, polynucleotide probes
were designed and synthesized that carry an initiator on both ends and thus, could en-
gage in polymerization with the fluorescently-labelled H1 and H2 hairpin strands. But,
unfortunately, a first trial to sort with these novel probes for GH92 genes in Polaribacter
cells failed and no signals could be detected. Potentially, the initiator strands that were
amplified along with the polynucleotide gene probes via PCR tend to bind to each other
instead of the H1 and H2 hairpin strands as intended. Another approach to increase
signal intensities is to use the CARD-geneFISH approach described by Moraru et al.
(2010). There, the signals of the gene-targeted probes are amplified by a horseradish
peroxidase (HRP)-mediated reaction depositing fluorescently-labelled tyramides in the
vicinity of the gene. The only drawback with such samples might be the missing subcellu-
lar spatial distribution which, most likely, is negligible for a sorting experiment. Further
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optimization have to be conducted to allow for a robust application of direct-geneFISH
and FACS for sorting organisms with single target genes.

6.2.4 Direct-mRNA-FISH

In principle, the direct-geneFISH concept can be used to report on active gene tran-
scription by targeting messenger RNA (mRNA). However, the obligatory denaturation
of probe and target DNA by heat during direct-geneFISH results in a gradual to com-
plete degradation of all mRNA present in the cells. Direct-mRNA-FISH could be feasible
if the denaturation is achieved chemically by using higher formamide (FA). Another ap-
proach could be to denature the mRNA targeting dsDNA probes separately and only
add them to the sample shortly prior to hybridization (Yamaguchi et al., 2015). In con-
trast to the application of dsDNA polynucleotide probes, other methods, such as single
molecule FISH (smFISH) (Vincent et al., 2021), use already successfully a mixture of
48 singly-labelled ssDNA oligonucleotide probes to allow for mRNA detection in situ.
The loss in dye molecules per short probe can in that case be overcome by an excess of
mRNA target molecules, increasing the signal intensity for better detectability.

6.2.5 Using PAINT for visualizing gene- and phage-derived signals

The novel methodological combination of PAINT to visualize FISH-derived signals
(Chapter 4) should be tested in future experiments for its applicability to follow ri-
bosomal contents in bacterial populations during phytoplankton bloom events. This
helps to evaluate how the metabolic capacities change during situation of high substrate
abundances and high pressure by competing bacteria (i.e. forced niche partitioning) and
top down grazing, as well as bottom up control by bacteriophages. Since the protocol
was intended to determine the number of the 16S rRNA molecules per cell as a proxy
for metabolic activity, it would also be of interest to focus future experiments on other
targets, such as the dimerization promoting factors (compare Chapter 4) or the cell
division gene FtsZ (Kirchman, 2016) as additional proxies for metabolic activity.

Method developments could advance towards the beneficial use of PAINT in combination
with direct-geneFISH for improved subcellular localization of gene-derived signals com-
pared to the image acquisition with Airyscan or SIM. To combine these two methods, it
would only need small adjustments, such as a thorough probe design that includes the
docking strands at the end of the polynucleotide probe sequences. Preliminary experi-
ments indicated that PAINT is a promising technique to complement direct-geneFISH,
especially when the number of targets needs to be determined but is too high to be
resolved and counted with SIM or Airyscan. Along these lines, DNA-PAINT can also
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be of value for the localization of phages and virus-like particles in situ (Allers et al.,
2013). Probes with attached docking strands, specific for phage DNA, would have to be
designed to resolve the intracellular distribution of phages in different infection stages
within bacteria.

6.2.6 Expansion microscopy

Even though, this thesis examines the usability of different super-resolution microscopy
techniques for evaluating FISH-signals, another microscopy method that was only re-
cently implemented has to be mentioned here for its ingenuity as it mimics super-
resolution. Expansion microscopy is a method that enables 3D super resolution imaging
only via physical magnification and is completely compatible with standard light mi-
croscopy. No special set up is required to achieve 4.5-fold linearly expanded images
(Chen et al., 2015). It can also be performed iteratively, accelerating magnification even
further down to 25-30 nm (Chang et al., 2017). For example, an increase in resolution
up to 30-fold can be realized in combination with STED microscopy (Gao et al., 2018).

The general principle is easy: The sample is fixed and permeabilized, and the target
structure is stained with a label that has a polymer linkable group. The sample is
then soaked with a swellable gel that, during its polymerization, anchors the fluorescent
label to its exact position. Subsequently everything except for the polymer itself and
the anchored labels is digested with a protease and water is added to let the gel swell.
Then, the isotropically expanded sample can be visualized with standard epifluorescence
microscopy. Expansion microscopy was already successfully combined with FISH to
image RNA in eukaryotic cells and tissues, and was even combined with amplification
methods, such as HCR-FISH (Chen et al., 2016). Sun et al. (2020) proposed 18 labels
that can target lipids, glycans, proteins, DNA and RNA and even allow for two-colour
imaging. As a microbiological setup, especially the visualization of complex, associated
structures, such as aggregates and biofilms, could potentially benefit from the application
of expansion microscopy to acquire FISH-based signals with high resolution.

6.3 General conclusion

For microbiologists it is and will in the future be even more important to integrate high-
resolution microscopy methods, as they aid in understanding the biological processes
on a nanometre-level. For example, FISH procedures are usually performed on fixed
cells and use permeabilization of the cellular envelope (membrane and cell wall) to help
the probes to penetrate and diffuse to their target structure. For direct-geneFISH,
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the permeabilization even has to be stronger due to the long polynucleotide probes.
Additionally, heavy strain is applied on the cells due to the denaturation step involved
in the procedure. All these treatments potentially alter the inner cellular architecture
and obscure the innate structure and intrinsic properties of the cell (Park et al., 2019).
Super-resolution microscopy can help to reveal these (potentially far-reaching) changes
and guide us towards lowering the impact of our treatments to keep the original cellular
state. For example, it was not clear beforehand how much the denaturation step of
direct-geneFISH implies for a prokaryotic cell. When applied on Formosa spp. it could
be shown that the cells are so sensitive to the induced heat treatment that they break
and release their cellular contents.

By coupling metagenomic data with (direct-gene)FISH and high-resolution microscopy,
we were able to infer biological implications on multiple levels that could confirm what
was predicted by bioinformatic analysis and beyond. The methodological combinations
provide a quantitative insight into contrasting lifestyles, metabolic activities, phylogeny
and potential function, all together deepening our knowledge about prokaryotes and their
specific habitats. To enable a cohesive view of prokaryotic cells beyond what is known
nowadays, future research will necessarily have to focus on simultaneously multiplexing
different cell-specific traits with super-resolution microscopy methods. Especially, novel
combinations of labelling and imaging techniques will expedite research on substrate
uptake mechanisms into the cell and the internal functional structuring of prokaryotes.
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